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AB STRACT 

The study identifies and describes selected issues, interests, and options for the future 

management of national parks within the traditional temtory of the KtunaxalKinbasket Tribal 

Council (KKTC). It consists of three major components: a Literature review, informal discussions 

with government officiais, and semistructured interviews wïth KKTC and Park Canada 

representatives- 

Kootenay National Park was established in 1920 to promote economic development. 

Historically, park legislation prohibited hunting in national parks, with no explicit reference to 

Aboriginal hunting or other traditional uses. The intent of the legislation was to protect and 

develop national parks as recreational playgrounds. The regulatory scheme does not appear to 

have extinguished Aboriginal rights, nor does subsequent Iegislation. 

The use and occupation of the Kootenay Region by the Ktunaxa people is supported by 

ethnographie accounts, Ktunaxa oral history, historical agreements, linguistic studies, park visitor 

information, and recent archaeological evidence. Aithough there is currentiy insufficient evidence 

to substantiate or repudiate a daim to Aboriginal rights and title in Kootenay National Park, 

available evidence points to the historical existence of Abonginai activities in the park. 

Recently, Parks Canada has involved Aboriginal peoples in planning and management of 

new, but not established, national parks. The result is a national patchwork of management 

regimes dependent on the era in which the parks were established. As a consequence, KKTC is 

poorly integrated in the conservation efforts of nationd parks. 

Although the inferests of KKTC and Parks Canada appear contlicting, recent regulatory 

amendments establish that haditionai Abonginal activities are acceptable in national parks. The 



major obstacle to reconciling the interests of KKTC and those of Parks Canada remains an 

ideologicd difference to the conservation of naturd resources. 

A key federal objective in treaty negotiations is to develop a new relationship with First 

Nations based on mutual respect and understanding. To do so, Parks Canada and KKTC must 

initiate a dialogue to explore their respective interests and seek a rnutuaily acceptable solution to 

their differences and. other s takeholder groups. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Aboriginal and treaty rights in Canada are constitutionally recognized and protected. The 

nature of Aboriginal rights, however, is poorly understood and evolves with each new legal 

decision on the issue. To help clarify the scope and content of Aboriginal rights, the federal and 

provincial governments commenced beaty negotiations with Abonginal groups in British 

Columbia. The govemments' purpose in negotiating treaties is to define and deheate the rights 

and obligations of Aboriginal peoples in areas of the province where treaties were never 

previously negotiated (Canada, Department of hdian Affairs and Northem Development 1995: 

8; Canada, Department of Indian Affairs and Northeni Development 1993; British Columbia, 

Ministry of Abonginal Affairs n-d.: 1). 

The federal govenunent has taken advantage of eeaty or land claim negotiations 

processes in other areas of Canada to establish new national parks and involve Aboriginal 

peoples in the management of these parks (Olsen and O ' D o ~ e l l  1994: 1-6). In the Kootenay 

Region of British Columbia, national parks were established long before Aboriginal rights were 

ever affirmed in the Canadian Constitution. S i q e  the creation of national pwks in the Canadian 

' Rocky Mountains, Aboriginal people have been excluded fkom pursuing traditional practices 

within park boundaries. 

The KtunaxalKinbasket Tribal Council (KKTC) is presently engaged in the British 

Columbia treaty negotiation process. Kootenay, Yoho, Glacier, and Mount Revelstoke National 

Parksall lie within the British Columbia portion of KKTC's traditional temtory, as delineated in 

its statement of intent to negotiate a treaty with the federal and provincial govemments (KKTC 



1993, figs. 1 and 2) .  KKTC has never been allowed to pursue traditional activities within these 

parks, nor has it been involved in the management of national parks within its traditional 

territory . 

1.2 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study is to identiQ and describe selected issues, interests, and 

options for the future management of national parks withio the traditional temtory of KKTC. 

A secondary purpose of this study is to document self-identified interests of KKTC in national 

parks within their traditional territory. This work will contribute to the developrnent of a 

common information base and hopefûlly assist in the eventual resolution of treaty negotiations 

with KKTC. 

It is important to realize that key features of the treaty process are not investigated here 

including the perspectives of stakeholder groups such as the general public, local communities, 

and environmental nongovernmental organizations. Moreover, KKTC representatives were not 

prepared to discuss site specific histoncal uses of Kootenay National Park as part of this study. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this research are: 

1) to examine the range of First Nation involvement in the management of national parks in 

British Columbia and Canada (section 9.2); 

2) to describe various mechanisms used to increase the involvement of First Nations in the 

management of national parks (section 5.3.3(c) and 9.2); 

3 )  to identiQ criteria that increase the probability of successfully implementing alternative 

management regimes in national parks (section 9.5); and 

4) to identiQ and detail selected interests of KKTC and Parks Canada in the management of 

Kootenay National Park (chapter six and seven). 



Clearly many other perspectives must be taken into account during the treaty negotiation 

process tvhich are not considered in this study. 

1.4 BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 

1.4.1 Treaty Neg~tiations 

The govemment of Canada and British Columbia are currently negotiating treaties with 

First Nations throughout British Columbia. The objective of the federal and provincial 

govemments is to negotiate agreements that will provide certainty of rights ta lands and 

resources in areas where Abonginal rights have not yet been dealt with by treaty or other legal 

means (Canada, Department of Indian Af i i r s  and Northem Development 1995: 8; Canada, 

Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Developrnent 1993; British Columbia, Ministry of 

Aboriginal Affairs ad.: 1). The British Columbia treaty process was established for the specific 

purpose of fulfilling this objective (Canada, Department of Indian Affairs and Northem 

Development 1991: 4). Treaty agreements will define the rights and benefits that First Nations 

will exercise and enjoy. These may include full ownership of certain lands, guaranteed wildlife 

harvesting rights, participation in land and resource management, financial benefits, resource 

revenue-sharing, and economic development measures (Canada, Department of Indian Affairs 

and Northem Developrnent 199 1 : 4). 

In British Columbia, land and most natural resources subject to treav negotiation are 

under provincial jurisdiction (Canada, Department of Indian Affairs and Northem Development 

199 1 : 3). National parks are a notable exception to this general mle. Federal Crown lands under 

national park status are the juisdiction of Parks Canada, which is the responsibility of the 

Department of Canadian Heritage. 

The British Columbia treaty process is a six-stage process with the 

negotiations taking place in the fourth stage or agreement in principle stage 
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substantive 

(table 1) (British 



Columbia Claims Task Force 199 1: 41-47; British Columbia Treaty ~ommissick 1997: 1-32). 

This study was designed specifically to generate a common information base to assist in the 

negotiation of a subagreement on national parks as part of the negotiations of an agreement in 

princip Le between KKTC, Canada, and British CoIumbia. 

Table 1 1 British Columbia Treaty Negotiation Process 

1. Submission of  a 
statement of Intent 

The negotiation process begins when a First ~ a t i o n  sends a 
statement of intent to negotiate a treaty to the British Columbia 
Treaty Commission. The commission fonvards the statement of 
intent to the federal and provincial goveniments and achowledges 
its recei~t to the Fust Nation, 

2. Preparation for I The commission convenes a meeting of the parties within 45 days 
Nego tiations of receipt of the staternent of intent. The meeting provides an 

1 opportunity to exchange information, consider the criteria to used 
1 to determine the parties' readiness to negotiate, discuss 

I background studies the parties intend to carry out in preparation 
for the negotiations, and iden- in a general way issues to be 

Framework Agreement 1 objectives of the negotiations, and establish a tirnetable and 
3. Negotiation of an 

negotiated. 
A h e w o r k  agenda is negotiated to identiQ the topics for and 

4. Negotiation of an 
special procedural arrangements. 
During this stage the parties reach the major agreements which 

Agreement in Principle 

5. Negotiation of a FinaI 
Agreement 

will form the basis o f  the treaty. It should contain the safient 
points of the final agreement. 
The final agreement will formally embody the principles of the 
new relationship and the agreement reached in the agreement in 
principle. It wil1 also provide the implementation plan by which 

6. Impiementation of the 
Treaty 

the parties will give effect to the agreements. 
Implementation legislation or authorities may bed by each of the 
parties. 



1.4.2 National Parks and Indigenous People 

National parks in Canada have historïcally been set aside to be fkee of human habitation 

and traditional resource harvesting. Although industrial resource extraction within national parks 

was embraced initially as a way of contibuting to the national economy, these activities have 

long been eliminated fiom national parks. The Canadian concept of national parks closely 

mirrors the internationally recognized definition which espouses that national parks be 

"relatively large land -as . . . not matenally altered by human exploitation and occupation . . . 

where the highest competent authority of the country has taken steps to prevent or to eliminate - 

as soon as possible exploitation or occupation"@uCN, 1980). This philosophical mode1 of 

conservation does not recognize Abonginal rights or the aspirations of the local cornrnunities 

who have traditionally lived in an area pnor to the establishment of national parks or protected 

areas. In some instances, Abonginal and resident people have been forcibly removed fiom 

protected areas (West and Brechin 199 1). 

Globally, many countnes have adopted the international dehition of national parks. As 

a result, park policies have ofien sought to exclude indigenous people fiom regions designated 

under protected area status. Such policies disrupt traditional subsistence activities by making it 

more difficult for individuals or communities to obtain food and practice traditional cultural and 

spiritual activities. The resulting social and cultural impacts c m  be devastating for the displaced 

communities and national parks have, at tirnes, suffered fkom a lack of local support and 

increased instances of poaching. 

Natural resource management of protected areas is currently in an era of change. There is 

an increased respect of indigenous rights and values, and a recognition that historical or 

traditional ecological knowledge c m  be of value to the management of parks and protected areas. 

This philosophical change was instigated by documentation of the negative impacts of the 



exclusionary model (West and Brechin 199 1). A new more participatory model seeks to 

accommodate local communities and cultures by incorporating them to a greater extent in the 

establishment and management of national parks. This increased level of participation by local 

communities, especiaily indigenous populations, has provided for innovations ir, park 

management. New management regimes have provided for the sharing of benefits fiom protected 

areas through employ-nt opportunities, monetary compensation, development of a tourism 

economy, continued habitation within protected areas, and the use of natural resources on a 

sustainable basis by indigenous populations. 

1.4.3 Canadian National Parks and the KKTC Treaty Negotiations 

Recently, Parks Canada has attempted to build relationships with First Nations by 

respecting their rights and interests. This has been achieved by involving First Nations in the 

establishment and management of new national parks. The increased participation of First 

Nations has resulted in the establishment of cooperative management boards to oversee the 

development of park policies in newly established national parks and national park reserves. 

These arrangements are said to be "without prejudice" to trzaty negotiations (Olsen and 

O ' D o ~ e i l  1994: 1-6). 

Until now, Parks Canada has sought to increase the participation of First Nations only in 

the establishment of new national parks or through the specific daims process. Parks Canada 

has never revisited the management regime of existing or established national parks as part of the 

treaty negotiation process. 

KKTC has subrnitted its statement of intent to negotiate a treaty. The council asserts 

that four national parks-Xootenay, Yoho, Glacier, and Mount Revelstoke--are situated within 

the traditional temtory of KKTC (KKTC 1993, figs. 1 and 2). These national parks have long 

been established and are ofien considered to be part of the "crown jewels" of the national park 



system. KKTC has expressed interest in these national parks and has requested the development 

of an interim measures agreement to protect the interests of the Ktunaxa people in the parks. 

This research project has important practical value as it will assist members of both the 

KKTC and federal govemment negotiating team in familiarize themselves with the issues, 

interests, and options related to the national parks within the traditional temtory of KKTC. A 

greater understanding of these critical issues will assist in the eventual resolution of treaq 

negotiation with KKTC. 

1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1.5.1 Background Information--Treaties and Land Claim Agreements 

This section investigates a number of fundamental questions: 

What is the historical relationship between Canada and KKTC? 

What treaty-related discussions have taken place between Canada and KKTC? 

What do historical documents reveal about agreements or discussions between First Nations 

and government representatives regarding the establishment of national parks within the 

traditional territory of KKTC? 

What is the basis of the E T C  request for the development of interim comanagement 

measures with respect to the national parks within their traditional temtory? 

1 S.2 Developing Alternatives 

This section draws on the expenence of First Nations and govemments in dealing with similar 

issues: 

What is the range of First Nation involvement in the management of national parks and 

protected areas, especially with respect to new ernerging management regimes in British 

Columbia, Canada, and intemationally? 

What are the existing mechanisms used to increase the involvement of First Nations in the 

management of national parks? 
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What are the constraints on establishing alternative management regirnes for national parks? 

What are the benefits and limitations of alternatives management regimes? 

* Are there specific criteria which would increase the probability of establishing successful 

alternative comanagement regimes for national parks? 

1.5.3 Specific Information--Relationship between KKTC & Parks Canada 

This section documents historical information specific to KKTC and national parks: 

What is the current mandate of Parks Canada? 

What is Parks Canada's current policy conceming the participation of First Nations in the 

management of national parks? 

What is the current role and level of involvement of Fùst Nations in the management of 

Kootenay National Parks? 

1.5.4 IdentiQing hterests and Common Ground 

This section explores the interests of the parties to treaty negotiations: 

What are the specific interests of KKTC in the national parks within their traditional 

temtory? 

What are the interests of Park Canada in the future management of ~ o o t e n a ~  National Park 

following the settlement of treaty negotiations? 

What common ground exists between the parties now? 

What factors limit the emergence of common ground and a future agreement with respect to 

the management of national parks? 



Figure 1: Historical Map of Ktunaxa Nation's Traditional Temtory withli the Province 
of British Columbia 

LEGEND 

Delineat ion of Ktunaxa 
Traditional Territory 

Source: Ktunaxafibasket Tribal Council(1993) 
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Figure 2: Ktunaxa Nation's Traditional Temtory for the Purposes of Treaty Negotiations 
in British CoIumbia 



1.6 LIMITATIONS AND SCOPE 

The focus of this study is on issues regarding national parks that are likely to anse durhg 

treaty negotiations with E T C .  Although these issues transcend the boundaries of any one 

national park, this study specifically focuses on Kootenay National Park because of the 

ramifications of the establishment of this park to the management of other national parks within 

the traditional territory of KKTC. Furthemore, this investigation examines the historical events 

that led to the establishment of Kootenay National Park, the legal principles surrounding 

Abonginal rights and title, and the interests of the federal govemment and those of KKTC in the 

future management of Kootenay National Park. 

The description of the federal govemment's interests in long-established national parks 

as they relate to aboriginal issues is limited by the confidential nature of govemment documents 

prepared for use in treaty negotiations. Although Parks Canada has developed interest papers 

for the same purpose, the content of these documents is privileged information and cannot be 

divulged in this research paper. In an attempt to compensate for this inherent limitation, three 

interviews with Kootenay National Park management staff were conducted and Parks Canada's 

current policies on the management of national parks, and specifically Kootenay National Park, 

were reviewed, 

Nonetheless, the inability to use information specifically developed by Parks Canada for 

treaty negotiations is a major shortcoming of the paper. If this information had been available to 

the public, it would have formed the basis for the discussion of Park Canada's interests in long- 

established national parks in relation to treaty negotiations, and would have also served as the 

basis for exploratory discussions with Parks Canada. 

An additional shortcoming of the study is that attitudes and perceptions of the general 

Canadian public, local communities, and nongovemmental organizations towards the 



involvement of Abonginal peoples in the management of national parks were not surveyed. To 

do so would have required much more time and resources than were available for this research 

project. 

The study also examines comanagement agreements and emerging initiatives in the 

management of national parks and protected areas. The study does not attempt to provide a 

comprehensive s u w a r y  of innovative management regimes. Rather, it focuses on describing 

and comparing recent initiatives in the management of national parks that are emerging from the 

settlement of land claims and treaty negotiations in Canada. These new initiatives have been 

examined in order to identifjr potential options for consideration in the negotiation of a treaty 

with KKTC. This study does not iupplant the need for treaty negotiations with KKTC, nor 

does it attempt to identiQ the most likely outcome of the negotiation of Abonginal issues and 

national parks. The eventual outcorne must be determined through treaty negotiations with 

KKTC within the context of other treaty provisions. National parks are only one of many 

issues to be discussed during this process. Despite its inherent limitations, this study provides 

an initial comrnon information base which will assist in the negotiation of issues related to 

Kootenay National Park 

1.7 ORGANTZATION OF THE PAPER 

This report is divided into nine major chapters, including this introduction. The second 

chapter describes the methodology used for researching this project, while the theory of interest- 

based negotiations and its growing popularity in resolving natural resource and environmental 

management conflicts is reviewed in chapter three. Chapter four describes the history of 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal relations in Canada, with a focus on British Columbia. Events 

leading to the establishment of Kootenay National Park are also reviewed in this chapter. The 

evolution of the doctrine of Aboriginal nghts and title is detailed in chapter five through a 



descriptive summaxy of key legal decisions on Abonginal rights and title and a discussion of the 

ramifications of the Constitution Act of 1982. This information provides the legal context for 

analyzing daims to Abonginal rights and title. Chapter five concludes with an analysis of the 

potential existence of the Ktunaxa's Aboriginal rights in Kootenay National Park. This analysis 

provides the basis for examining the interests of KKTC and those of Parks Canada in Kootenay 

National Park Chapter six and seven endeavor to descnbe the respective interests of KKTC and 

Parks Canada, and chapter eight provides an analysis of the similarities, compatibility, and 

conflicts between these two groups. Chapter nine examines potential options for resolving the 

conflict between KKTC and Parks Canada, specifically focusing on Canadian examples of 

alternative park management regimes in order to illustrate that collaboration between Parks 

Canada and Aboriginal groups has resulted in rnutually acceptable arrangements in other regions 

of Canada. Finaily, chapter ten draws conclusions and chapter eleven proposes 

recommendations for finding solutions to the conflict and suggests areas for future research. 



METHODOLOGY 

2.1 RESEARCH METHODS 

The research for this project consisted of three major components. First, an extensive 

literature review was conducted on a number of subjects uicluding: the historical and tegal 

rationale for treaty negotiations in British Columbia; the history of the establishment of national 

parks in the Canadian rockies; and recent initiatives in the comanagement of natural resources 

and in shared decision making processes specifically pertaining to protected areas and resident 

peoples. The historical research into the establishment of Kootenay National Park was greatly 

enhanced by archival research previously conducted by Park Canada. Without this information 

it would have been difficult to examine the histoncal context surrounding the establishment of 

Kootenay National Park. 

Second, the interests of the federal govemment in negotiating treaties in British Columbia 

were examined, with particular attention to issues related to national parks. This was achieved 

through informal discussions widi federal govemment representatives between the period of 

May 1995 and January 1996 at the Federal Treaty Negotiation Office in Vancouver, BC. This 

phase of the research was particularly useful as it assisted in the identification of cntical issues 

pertaining to treaty negotiations and national parks. It also allowed for first hand knowledge of 

the interests of the federal government in negotiating treaties with Aboriginal peoples, and for 

specific research projects on national parks. These projects examined current joint-management 

initiatives of national parks and protected areas in Canada. This phase of the research was 



limited to documented initiatives, and focused primarily on iden t iwg  criteria for success, useful 

expenences, and common problems in joint management of natural resources in Canada. The 

direct product of this phase of the research is a comparative table of national park provisions in 

conciuded land da& settlements in Canada (table 5). 

Finally, the most cntical component of this study involved conducting semistmctured 

interviews and focus group meetings with members of KKTC and Kootenay National Park 

management staff. This phase of the research addressed issues relating to the management of 

national parks, specifically Kootenay National Park. The information gathered included key 

issues and interests, institutional and cultural constraints, as well as perceptions, attitudes, and 

ideas regarding new foms of cooperative management regimes. Seven interviews and three focus 

groups were held with mernbers of KKTC during a month-long stay on the St. Mary's Indian 

Reserve, near Cranbrook, BC. In total, thirty-one KKTC representatives participated in the 

interviews (table 2) and focus group discussions (table 3). The participants consisted mostly of 

community elders and leaders that were identified with the assistance of Denise Birdstone, 

KKTC treaty coordinator. Selection of the participants was based on their infIwnce within the 

community and knowledge of the historical foundation of the traditional Ktunaxa practices, 

activities, and interests. Interviews and focus groups were tape recorded wiîh the permission of 

the participants and Iater transcribed. When a participant felt uncomfortable with tape recording 

an interview, detailed notes were taken. The discussions were largely unstructured although 

specific questions were asked relating to general themes which were outlined in a prepared 

questionnaire (Appendix A). To help ensure the accuracy of the information presented in the 

discussion of KKTC's interests in Kootenay National Park, and appease concems of the KKTC 

Leadership over issues of confidentiality, the section descnbing the interests of KKTC in 
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Kootenay National Park was submitted to KKTC representatives for review. As such, this 

section of the paper has been sanctioned for public release by KKTC. 

Three interviews were also conducted, recorded, and transcribed with the Kootenay 

National Park management staff (table 2). The section of this paper describing the interests of 

Parks Canada in Kootenay National Park was submitted to Parks Canada for review but d e r  

two follow-up telephone calts, Parks Canada failed to provide comments. 

Table 2. List of Interview Participants 

KKHC Conrrnunztv Members 
Violet Birdstone Ktunaxa historiankesearcher Dec 12,1996 

Le0 waams 
Mdy an Michel 
Sophie Pierre 

Chris Luke 
Wilfred Jacobs 
Dan Gravelle 

Ox Eugene 
Frank Sam 

Elder (S t. Mary's Band) 
Elder (St. Mary's Band) 
Chief of Ktunaxa/Kinbasket 
Tribal Council (KKTC) 
Elder (Lower Kootenay Band) 
EIder (Lower Kootenay Band) 
Councilor and band manager 
(Tobacco Plains Band) 
Elder (Shuswap Band) 
Elder (Columbia Lake Band) 

Jan 7, 1997 
Jan 7,1997 
Jan 13,1997 

Jan 14,1997 
Jan 14,1997 
Jan 20, 1997 

Jan 23, 1997 
Jan 24,1997 

Park Canada 
Rod Heitzmann Archeologist, Parks Canada Jan 10, 1997 
Ken Fisher Client services manager, Jan 15,1997 

Kootenay National Park 
Perry Jacobsen- Senior park warden, Kootenay Jan 15, 1 997 

National Park 



Table 3. List of Focus Group Participants 

Liz Gravelle 
Christine Jimmie 
Laura McKay 
Leo Williams 
Rick Gravelle 
Pete McCoy 

Chris Sanchez 
Thomas Munson 

Eider (Tobacco Plains Band) Jan 10,1997 
Elder (S t. Mary's Band) 
Elder (St. Mary's Band) 
ELder (S t. Mary's Band) 
Participants in elders working 
group and member of the Tobacco 
Plains Band 
Director of traditional use study 
Environmental protection manager . , 

Columbia Lake Band Council: 
Alfred Joseph Chief 
David Burgoyne Councilor 
Eva Joseph Councilor . 
Rick Nicholas CounciIor 
Beatrice Stevens Councilor 

Jan 24, 1997 

Columbia Lake Elders: 
PhyUis Nicholas Elder Jan 25,1997 
Jennie AIpine Elder 
Rose Michel EIder 
Le0 Couture Elder 
Beatrice Williams Elder 
Gai1 Michel Observer 
Richard Williams Observer 
Patsy Nicholas Observer 
Jim Clmicoates Observer and KKTC social 

worker 

A nonadversarial and nonjudgmental approach was adopted throughout the interviews 

and focus group meetings. This was achieved by ensuring participants that representatives of 

KKTC and Parks Canada would receive a draft copy of the discussion of their interests for 

review and comment pnor to the completion of the paper. This gave participants added 

confidence that their concems would be respected because it provided them assurance that they 

could venQ the accuracy of their i n t e ~ e w  comments and determine their suitability for public 

release. KKTC took advantage of this opportunity to provide comments and revisions, while 

the Parks Canada representative did not While the agency's reluctance could be interpreted as a 
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limitation of this study, it may also be indicative of the controversial and sensitive nature of the 

subject matenal. The review process inevitably prolonged the research penod, but ensured that 

the resulrs more accurately reflected the views of the participants. 

The participation of KKTC and Parks Canada representatives in the project was critical 

in achieving the objectives of the study. For this reason, the research proposal was &med as a 

tool that would assist both KKTC and Park Canada in lreaty negotiations. The fact that 

KKTC would benefit from the research secured its participation. 

Additional reading of the history of the Ktunaxa people and current national parks 

management poiicy specific to national parks in the Rote Mountains was required foflowing to 

the interview phase of the research in order to gain a more thorough understanding of the issues 

raised during the interviews. 

2.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH METHOD 

There are a number of limitations to the research methods, the most obvious being the 

brief penod of time spent in the field and the small number of interviews conducted. Cultural 

differences and the nature of open ended questions and focus group interviews sometimes 

presented difficulties in that it was not always clear if issues raised by one participant were 

shared by others. Similarly, it cannot be assumed that the issues identified by participants in 

this study are applicable to al1 members of KKTC. 

The significance of this limitation was somewhat reduced by interviewing influential 

members of the comrnunity, including elders and leaders, and Ieaving the identification of 

participants to Denise Birdstone, a community mernber and a representative of KKTC in treaty 

negotiations. The selection of participants was based on their lmowledge of K m a x a  history, 



their influence in the community, and their willingness to participate. KBowledge of Kiunaxa 

history was a critical critenon because KKTC negotiatoe want to ensure that the foundation of 

treaty negotiations is based on the history and traditions of the communities. 

Several Kninaxa elders were reluctant, however, to discuss site specific historical uses of 

Kootenay National Park as part of this study. Although this information is being through a 

traditional use study conducted by the Ktunaxa elders working group, only general Aboriginal 

uses and commonly recognized site specific uses of Kootenay National Park were discussed 

with KKTC representatives. 

A variety of important stakeholder views representative of the interests of British 

Columbians and other Canadiaos are not included in this study. These views include those of 

the general public, local co~ l l~~ lun i t i es ,  and environmental nongovernmental organizations. 



CHAPTER 3 

TEE TEIEORY OF CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND ITS APPLICATION TO 

NATIONAL PARKS AND PROTECTED AREAS 

3-1 CONFLICTS RELATING TO PARKS AND PROTECTED AREAS 

Conflict erupts mainiy when people with competing interests and different values 

interact Depending on how ernerging issues are dealt with, conflict can be usehl  and may, in 

fact, be necessary if progress is ultimately to be made. If poorly managea however, conflict c m  

be counterproductive and destructive, leading to unwanted results and poor relations (Lewis 

1993: 123). 

Parks and protected area conflicts ofien involve the protection of park resources on one 

hand, and the needs of local communities on the other (Lewis 1993: 123). There are several 

reasons why conflict &ses in the context of ~ a r k s a n d  protected areas, but quite often they 

involve two dimensions. First, people residing in communities near national parks have 

substantive needs that come into direct opposition to the needs of the park. For example, 

people may need grazing land, firewood, building rnaterials, fodder, medicinal plants, and land for 

hunting. Such needs are often deemed by park managers to be in direct opposition to the basic 

principle on which parks are founded; the protection of natural resources from human use. 

Second, conflict arises when insufficient attention is paid to the process of involving local people 

in park management and decision makùig (Lewis 1993: 123). The challenge facing park managers 

is how to manage conflict so that unproductive consequences are avoided, the natural 

environment is protected, and human welfare is safeguarded (Lewis 1993: 123). 
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3.2 THE ROLE OF NEGOTIATION 

Negotiation is a process by which parties who disagree on an issue corne together to 

design their own solution for resolving a dispute (CORE 1995: 47). At its most basic level, 

negotiation can be described as a f o m  of communication designed to reach an agreement between 

parties who share certain interests, but also have divergent views on particular issues (Fisher and 

Ziry 1991: xvi). 

Negotiation has played an increasingly important role in resolving land use disputes in 

British Columbia, and has been endorsed by the British Columbia government as a means of 

providing the public with a greater role in the decision-making process surrounding Land use 

planning and resource management (CORE 1995: 5-8,4940). There is a g o d g  appreciation of 

the significance and value of negotiated settlenents, particularly where public cornmitment to a 

decision is required (CORE 1995: 5-8,49-50). The Commission on Resource a ~ d  the 

Environment (CORE) suggested that if properly managed and supported, negonations can fairly 

and effectively ensure broadly based, inclusive public participation in decision-making 

processes, facilitate collaborative problem solving among agencies, and provide a means of 

resolving intergovernmental disputes, and supplement adjudicative review and apped processes 

(CORE 1995: 47-56). Expenence has demonstrated that traditional dispute resolution 

mechanisms, such as legislative and judicial processes, are not effective at creating long-lasring 

solutions to conflicts which arise from legitimate, but competing, values (CORE 1995: 49). 

CORE asserted that legislative and judicial institutions are better suited for deciding issues, 

rather than resolving diReremes among parties with dynamic relationships and values ( C o r n  

1995: 49). 



By accepting the recommendations of the British Columbia Claims Task Force, Canada 

and Bntish Columbia endorsed political negotiations as the appropriate process to establish a 

new relationship, based on mutual trust, respect, and understanding, with Fust Nations in 

Bntish Columbia (BC Claims Task Force 1991: 82). This decision was based on the hoped that 

the negotiation represents a more consmctive means of achieving mutuaily acceptable solutions 

to the unresolved questions of Aboriginal rights and title in British Columbia, than costly 

winner-take-a11 titigation. 

3.3 INTEREST-BASED NEGOTIATION: THE THEORY AND PRINCIPLES 

Negotiation routinely takes the form of cornpetitive positional bargaining which focuses 

on 'kinning" and "losing", and often results in either deadlock or compromise (CORE 1995: 48; 

Fisher et  al. 1997: 128). Fisher et al. (1 997) explained that this f o m  of negotiation generally 

follows standard moves of proposal, rejection, counter proposal, rejection, argument, 

concession, argument, concession, and so forth. Although the parties involved rnay look forward 

to the benefits of a possible agreement, the negotiation of3en tums into a contest of will-who 

will last the longest ?--rather than a productive f o m  in which an effort is made to devise a 

solution that best reconciles the interests of both parties (Fisher et al. 1997: 129). Positional 

bargaining c m  be useful in providing a clear bais on which to negotiate, but cm also damage the 

parties' on-going relationship as each side atternpts to coerce or intimidate the other (BCTC 

1996: 20-2 1). The consequence of this type of process is that the content of an eventual 

agreement is likely to suffer and reflect a split between final positions, rather than a solution 

carefully crafted to meet the legitirnate interests of ail involved (Fisher et  al. 1997: 137). 



Alternatively, negotiations may involve a cooperative, problern-solving approach to 

resolving disputes, commonly referred to as interest-based negotiation (CORE 1995: 47-56). 

The goal of interest-based negotiation is to identiQ, whenever possible, options for mutual gain 

and interests confiict, and to reach a decision based on objective cntena rather than compromise 

(CORE 1995: 49; Fisher and Ury L 99 1 : 56-94). This process creates an opportunity for 

participants to agree to seek an outcome acceptable to alI, and presumes a cornmitment to act on 

the ternis of the eventual agreement (CORE 1995: 49). The motivation to cooperate Lies in the 

realization that the goals of both parties are interdependent. Invariably, one party cannot get 

what it wants without the support or action of the other (CORE 1995: 47-56). By working 

together to solve a jointly defined problem, each party gains more than it could by relying on 

positional bargaining techniques (CORE 1995: 47-56). 

For the reasons outlined above, the British Columbia Treaty Commission (BCTC) 

encouraged parties involved in treaty negotiations to engage in a process suitable to the task of 

treaty making. This includes the development of new constmctive relationships between 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people (BCTC 1996: 20-21). The commission explained that joint 

problem-solving is often required in complex treaty negotiations. Negotiators need to address 

the interests underlying the position of each party in order for options to emerge that will 

resolve conflict. The commission noted that if the parties do not understand each other's 

underlying interests, the chances of reaching fair agreements are substantially reduced (BCTC 

Interest-based negotiation consists of four basic principles: 

1. Separate the people andpersonalities f iom the substantive problem. People have strong 

emotions and depending on their personal and cultural experiences, may have very different - 



perceptions and ways of comrnunicating. Emotions typically become entangIed with the 

objective merits of a probiem. Participants should fq to see themselves as workuig side-by- 

side, attacking the problem, not each other (Fisher et al. 1997: 138-40; Fisher and Ury 1991: 

15-39). 

2. F o m  on interests rather than positions. The objective of a negotiation is to satisQ the 

interests that underlie people's stated positions. Positions often obscure what people really 

want. Compromising between positions is not likely to produce an agreement that 

effectively takes care of  the human needs that led people to adopt those positions. In 

contrast, interests are defined as the motivating qualities and values that f o m  the foundation 

of positions. They can be viewed as the desires, needs, concems, fears, and hopes of a party 

or stakeholder. Negotiators must identify the interests that need to be accommodated in 

order to achieve an agreement (Fisher et al. 1997: 13 8-40; Fisher and Ury 199 1 : 40-55). 

3. Generate a variety ofpossible options for mutualgain before hying to mach an agreement. 

Negotiators m u t  conceive a wide range of possible solutions that advance shared interests 

and creatively reconcile differing interests. By searching for creative ways to satisQ each 

other's interests, negotiators may be able to capitalize on opportunities that increase benefits 

while minimizing costs (Fisher et al. 1997: 13 8-40; Fisher and Ury 199 1 : 56-80). 

4. Insist that the result be bared on objective criteria. Where interests are directly opposed, the 

agreement m u t  reflect some fair and objectively justifiable standard that is independent of 

the will of either side (Fisher et al. 1997: 138-40; Fisher and Ury 199 1 : 8 1-94). 

Negotiators must also carefully consider the alternatives to a negotiated agreement, 

commonly referred to as a BATNA (Best Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement), and 

recognize that these influence the potential for an agreement (Conflict Management Inc. 1991; 

Gordon 1992). 

In contrast to positional bargaining, interest-based negotiation is designed to result in . 

wise agreements (Fisher and Ury 199 1 : 14). This method may permit participants to reach a 

gradua1 consensus on a joint decision efficiently, without ail the transactional costs of forging 
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positions, that eventuaily must be abandoned Fisher and Ury 199 1: 14). Separating people 

from the problem also allows participants to deal directly and emphatically with each other as 

human beings, thus potentially making possible an amicable agreement (Fisher and üry 1 99 1 : 

14). Aithough the eventual outcorne of negotiation may not necessady be the ideal solution of 

any one party, it is usually an improvement over the continuation of conflict or inadequate 

compromises, that are often the result of positional negotiation (CORE 1995: 47-55; Gordon 

1992). 

Moving away fkom entrenched, polarized positions is extremely difficuIt, especially 

when one stakeholder or more feel threatened. For example, the major obstacle to achieving a 

mutually acceptable agreement with respect to ~ootenay National Park is an ideological 

difference in approaches to the management and protection of natural resources which both 

parties interpret as a threat to their fundamental needs. Lewis (1993), sugg&ted that a thorough 

assessrnent of national park and protected area conflicts requires an examination of: 

issues in a conflict; 

history of a con.i9ict; 

potential stakeholders and their role in a conflict; 

stakeholders underlying interests, both substantive and procedural; 

positions that have been adopted; 

alternative positions that rnay serve stakeholders' interests; 

ideas çtakeholders may have for resolving the conflict; 

relationships arnong the parties and how they cornmunicate with one another; 

scientific, ecological, and technicd aspects of a conflict; 

institutional and Iegal contexts for a contlict and the institutional and legal avenues for 

resolving it; 

avaiIable resowces to deal with a con£lict; and, 
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any other pertinent information. 

This research paper endeavors to document the major issues related to Kootenay 

National Park and treaty negotiations between British Columbia, Canada, and K m .  To 

achieve this objective, the historical reasons for negotiating treaties with Abonginal peoples in 

British Columbia, and the historical events which led to the establishment of Kootenay National 

Park are summarized and discussed in chapter four. 



CHAPTER 4 

EJXSTORICAL EVENTS LEADING TO TBE ESTABLISHMENT OF 

- KOOTENAY NATIONAL PARK 
. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in Canada has been, and 

continues to bey influenced by history. Many past attitudes, practices, and institutions 

significantly affect the present. Actions taken by previous governments, for example, influence 

the lives of Aboriginal people today. It is important, therefore, to reflect on the factors that 

have contributed to shape the current relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

This chapter provides an historical examination of events that led to the establishment of 

Kootenay National Park and other long-established national parks within the KKTC traditional 

temtory. This information is essential to appreciate First ~ a t i o n  issues related to Kootenay 

National Park and the potential negotiation of a treaty with KKTC. This chapter begins with an 

illustration of historicai reasons for negotiating treaties in British Columbia, and then reviews 

salient events leading to the establishment of national parks in the Canadian Rocky Mountains 

and the development of the national park policy. The progressive restriction of the Ktunaxa 

people's hunting grounds and events leading to the establishment of Kootenay National Park in 

the early part of the twentieth century are ako exarnined. 



4.2 EVENTS LEAIJING TO CONTEWORARY TREATY NEGOTIATIONS 

Treaties are cmently being negotiated in British Columbia because of historical, legaI, 

econcmic, moral, and ethical factors. The fundamental reason that treaty negotiations are taking 

place in British Columbia, and are also required in-other parts of Canada, is because there have 

been no wars of conquest by which the lands belonging toAborigina1 peoples were acquired by 

European nations. The land in question cannot be described as having been acquired through 

discovery or occupation, as it was already occupied by Aboriginal nations (Hamilton 1995: 6).  

The legal argument that the land was terra nullius, meaning a vast and empty wildemess devoid 

of human occupation pnor to the mival of newcorners, is sirnply not me. Under principles of 

natural and common law, no European govemment or monarch had the nght or authonty to daim 

or grant lands which they did not lawfully possess. As a result, treaty negotiations are 

necessary to resolve land ownership issues and enable Canada and Aboriginal peoples to agree 

on the extent to which lands and resources can be shared (Hamilton 1995,6). 

4.2.1 Tradition of Treaty Making 

Relations between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal societies during the initial penod of 

contact in Canada were primarily commercial.and secondarily, political and military. Although 

commercial interaction placed additional pressure on natural resources, this alone did not 

seriously interfere with the established patterns of Aboriginal lifestyle. Rather than undermine 

that lifestyle, commercial interaction tended to build on the strengths o f  Aboriginal people such 

as hunting, fishing, mpping, trading, canoeing, and transportation (RCAP 1996, vol. l pt. 1 : 10 1). 

Politically, the existence of relatively strong, organized, and politically active and astute 

Aboriginal nations caused Europeans to reluctantly recognize in practice, and later in law, the 
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capacity of Abonginal nations to govem their own affairs, possess their own lands, and conclude 

treaties (RCAP 1996, vol. 1 pt. 1 : 102). 

Treaty making between Abonginal and non-Aboriginal peoples became an established 

practice in Canada soon after the arriva1 of the first European settlers to North America Treaties 

involved such rnatters as trade and commerce, law, peace, alliance, fiendship, and the extradition 

and exchange of prisoners (RCAP 1996, vol. 1 pt. 1 : 122). Treaties of "peace and fnendship" 

provided assurances and securities to Aboriginal people, as well as early colonists. Treaties 

enabled European colonists to formally establish their presence in Canada, while at the same 

time, provided a means by which Aboriginal nations could structure tbeir relationship wîth 

coIonial govements  in order to preserve their ancestral lands, systems of govemance, and . 

distinct ways of life (RCAP 1993: 10-15; RCAP 1995: 15-23). Treaty making was the process 

by which Europeans reached political accommodation with Aboriginal nations to live in peaceful 

coexistence and share the land and resources of what is now Canada (RCAP 1996, vol. 1 pt. 1 : 

119). 

French settlers were the first to introduce the practice of treaty making in North America 

@CAP 1996, vol. 1 pt. 1 : 105- 1 10). Early Aboriginal-French alliances served France's ambition 

of colonizing New France through the fur trade, while respecting the desire of Abonginal peoples 

to preserve their territories and govemrnental autonomy (RCAI? 1996, vol. 1 pt. 1 : 1 12- 1 13). The 

"peace treaty" of 1665 between four Iroquois nations and the French Crown confirmed this 

alliance and relationship of reciprocity, without purporting to extinguish Aboriginal rights or title 

to the territory subject in the terms of the keaty (RCAP 1995: 19). This treaty illustrates the 

efforts made by early colonists to achieve a peaceful coexistence between Abonginal nations and 

newcomers to the continent (RCAP 1995: 19). 



Similarly, relations between the British Crown and Abonginai nations were based on 

p ~ c i p l e s  of alliances and mutual respect, rather than notions of conquest and discovery. The 

British required the assistance of Aboriginal nations not only in the fur trade, but also in their 

stniggle against France (RCAP 1993: 13). British colonists, however,-found themselves in direct 

cornpetition with Aboriginal people for settlement of land. Unlike the French, who established 

small pockets of settlement in areas of minimal Aboriginal habitation, British colonization 

practices required the securing of land already occupied by Abonginal nations for British 

colonists to use for agriculiural settlement and economic activities. The Royal Commission on 

Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) (1993) explained that although the British may have preferred to be 

in a position to dominate and control Aboriginal nations, reality necessitated the creation of 

partnerships and alliances (RCAP 1993: 13). This led to the development of a policy whereby 

lands required for settlement would be secured fiom Aboriginal owners through formal 

agreements. Treaties involving land concessions soon became a comrnon feature of British- 

Aboriginal relations (RCAP 1993: 13). According to RCAP, treaties represented for the British 

a means less drastic and more orderly than warfare, of securing lands required for settlement - 

(RCAP 1995: 21). . This historical evidence points to two fundamental principles on which 

early British-Aboriginal relations were based: (i) Aboriginal peoples were generally recognized as 

being members of autonomous political units capable of holding treaty relations with the Crown, 

and (ii) Aboriginal nations were entitled to temtories in their possession unless they voluntarily 

ceded them away (RCAP 1993, 13). 

The second principle of the British-Aboriginal relation has been upheld in recent legaI 

decision both in Canada and in Australia. The existence of Aboriginal title pnor to European 

settlement was first confirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada in the landmark decision of 
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Calder v. Attorney General of B.C. [1973] 1 S.CR 3 13 (hereafier cited as Culder 1973) and 

r e a b e d  in Delgamuukw v. Attorney General of B.C. [1997] 3 S.C.R (hereafter cited as 

DeZgamuukw 1997). In Calder (1973), the Court recognized that Aboriginal titie existed at the 

time of colonization as a legal nght derived 60m Aboriginal peopies' histonc occupation and 

possession of the land. Justice Judson explained in the decision that "when the settlers came, 

the Indians were there, organized in societies and occup ying the land as their forefathers had 

done for centuries. This is what Indian title means" (Calder 1973: 328). 

In Delgamuukw (1997), Chief Justice Lamer explained that in order to establish a claim 

to Aboriginal title, "the Aboriginal group asserting the claim must establish that it occupied the 

land in question at the time at which the Crown asserted sovereignty over the land subject to the 

title." The Court determined that in British Columbia, British sovereignty was conclusively 

established by the Oregon Boundary Trenty, 1846 (DeZgarnuukw 1997). 

The existence of Aboriginal title pnor to European settlement was also conf-ed in the 

landmark decision of Mabo v. Queensland P o .  21 (1 992) 175 C.L.R 1, (hereafter cited as Mabo 

1992). In this case, the Austraiian High Court concluded that the Crown must be deemed to 

have taken the territories of Australia, subject to existing Abonginal nghts in land, even in the 

absence of the acknowledgment of those rights (Mnbo 1992). As Justice J. Breman stated: 

An inhabited temtory which becarne a settled colony was no more a legal desert than it was 
desert unimbited. . . . Once the 'fictions' of terra nullius are stripped away, [t]he nature 
and incidents of native title must be ascertained as a matter of fact by reference to [the] laws 
and customs [of the indigenous people] (Mabo 1992: 58). 

4.2.2 The Royal Proclamation, 1763: Formal Recognition of a Nation-to-Nation Relationship 

The established principles of British-Aboriginal relations were enshrined in The Royal 

Proclamation of 1 763. It is a complex legal document with several distinct parts and numerous 
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subdivisions whose summary is beyond the scope of this paper. However, the main purposes 

of the proclamation deserve mention since the document has been described by Mr. Justice Hall 

of the Supreme Court of Canada as the "Indian Bill of Rights". "Its force as a statute," he wrote, 

"is analogous to the statu of the Magna Carta which has always been considered to be the Iaw 

throughout the Empire. It was a law which followed the fiag as England assumed jurisdiction 

over newly discovered or acquired lands or territories" (Calder 1973 : 394-95). 

The first purpose of the proclamation was to articulate the basic principles governing the 

Crown's relations with Aboriginal nations. The second was to establish the constitution and 

boundaries of several new settler colonies, the colony of Quebec being one of them (RCAP 1996, 

vol. 1 pt. 1 : 1 1 6). The Crown was to respect Aboriginal peoples and their nghts, and Aboriginal 

lands were to be protected fkom M e r  encroachment by white settlers. The spirit of the 

proclamation is captured in the introductory preamble of the Iegislation: 

And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to Our Interest and the Security of Our 
Colonies, that the several Nations or Tribes of Indians, with whom We are connected, and 
who live under Our Protection, should not be molested or disturbed in the Possession of 
such Parts of Our Dominions and Temtories as, not having been ceded to, or purchased by 
Us, are reserved to them, or any .of them, as their Hunting Grounds (The Royal Proclamation 
of 1763). 

Treaties thus became recognized in Canada as the appropriate mechanism for arriving at 

agreements with Abonguial peoples. Furthemore, the proclamation set out the procedure that 

the Crown was to follow when purchasing land fiom Aboriginal peoples: 

In order, therefore, to prevent such Irregulaities for the future, and to the End that the 
Indians may be convinced of our Justice and determined Resolution to remove al1 reasonable 
Cause of Discontent, We do, with the Advice of Our Privy Council strictly enjoin and 
require, that no pnvate Person do presume to make any Purchase from the said Indians of 
any Lands reserved ro the said Indians, within those Parts of Our Colonies where, We have 
thought proper to allow Settlement; but that if at any Time any of the said Indians should be 
inclined to dispose of the saiü Lands, the same shall be Purchased oniy for Us, in Our Name, 



at some public Meeting or Assembly of the said Indians, to be held for that Purpose by the 
Govemor or Commander in Chief of our Colony respectively within which they shall lie: and 
in case they shall lie within the limits of any Proprietary Govemment, they shall be 
purchased only for the Üse and in the name of such Proprietaries, conformable to such 
Directions and Instnictions as We or they shall think proper for that purpose (The Royal 
Proclamation of 1763). 

British Columbia stands apart from the rest of Canada in its treatment of Aboriginal 

issues because treaties were never negotiated on a large scale west of the R o c e  Mountains 

(British Columbia Task Force 1991: 6; Temant 1996: 6). Several reasons have been suggested 

for this discrepancy, but the one asserted by Chief Justice McEachem in Delgamuukw v. The 

Queen, [199 11 3 W-WR. 97 (hereafter cited as Delgamuukw 199 1) and later upheld in 1993 by 

the majority judgment of the British Columbia Court of Appeal, was that in 1763, British 

Columbia had yet to be "discovered" by the British (Delgamuukw v. The Qüeen, [1993] 5 

W.W.R. 97, hereafter cited as DeZgamuukw 1993). Thus, since British Columbia was not part of 

British North America in 1763, the court concluded that the Royal Proclamation did not apply 

to the yet undiscovered colony of British Columbia. Although this argument may hold tnie, the 

Delgamuukw (1997) decision by Supreme Court of Canada made it clear, that contrary to 

previous opinion, the source of Aboriginal title in Canada is not the Royal Proclamation, but 

rather the prior occupation of Canada by Abonginal peoples. 

This being said, the spirit of the proclamation bears some idluence in British Columbia 

because the British Columbia treaty process is guided by the federal govemment3s 

Comprehensive CZaims Policy, which RCAP (1995) rnaintained is 'an evolution of the Royd 

Proclamution (Canada, Department of Indian and Northem Affairs 1987: 5-6; Canada, 

Department of lndian and Northem Affairs 1993: 1-2; RCAP 1995: 23-24). 



4.2.3 Colonial History of British Columbia 

In the early years of the colony o f  British Columbia, Vancouver Island W ~ S  treated by 

the British Crown as a colony separate from the rest of Canada. The Crown gave trading nghts 

on Vancouver Island to the Hudson's Bay Company and instructed James Douglas, the chief 

factor of the Hudson's Bay Company and later governor of Vancouver Island and British 

Columbia, to purchase title to fourteen land parcels on Vancouver Island. These agreements, 

cornmonly referred to as the Douglas Treaties, effectively acknowledged Aboriginal title to land 

(Temant 1996: 2). The Aboriginal signatories agreed to sunender their lands in r e t m  for 

money, promises that their villages would be surveyed and kept for their own use, and 

assurances that their people would be "at liberty to hunt over the unoccupied lands and to ca ry  

on our fishenes as fomerly" (cited in Plant 1995: 4). 

Once mainland British Columbia became part of the colony in 1858, Douglas 

discontuiued the practice of negotiating treaties with Abonginal communities. Several 

explanations have been suggested for this change in policy, the most Iikely reason being a general 

lack of funds. Temant (1996), however, suggested an alternative explanation, namely that 

Douglas may have had ideological objections with the goals of the policy. Tennant subrnitted 

that Douglas believed that education, Chnstianity, and agriculture wzre the way of the future for 

Aboriginal people; and that the betterment of Aboriginal people was dependent'on their 

adoption of European ideals. Douglas' views guided the new colony in its dealings with 

Abonginal peoples and became an integral part of the British Columbia go~emment's policy of 

assimilation. This policy sought to "protect" Aboriginal people by reserving for them their 

villages, agricultural lands, and fishing sites, while throwing the rernaining lands open for 

Euopean settlement (Plant 1995: 4). 



Following James Douglas' retirement in 1864, Joseph Trutch became the most influential 

policy maker in British Columbia In his role as chief commissioner of lands, Trutch directed the 

province's native land policy. His tenue influenced British Columbia's Aboriginal policy for 

the next 120 years and to this day continues to affect Crown-Aboriginal relations. Trutch 

viewed Aboriginal peoples as scarcely better than savages, primitive creatures comparable to 

wild animals. This view was shared by the political elite of the province who considered 

Abonginal peoples to be morally iderior to Europeans, unworthy of land nghts, and unable to 

carry these nghts forward under the new colonial regirne (Tenant 1996: 3). Tmtch explicitly 

denied that Aboriginal title had ever existed by advancîng the notion that British Columbia was a 

terra nzdlius. In order to Mly deny Aboriginal titie, Tmtch also had to revise history since the 

Douglas Treoties were explicit proof that the British recognized Aboriginal title to the land. 

Trutch maneuvered around this awkward evidence b y refeming to the Douglas Treaties as mere 

fkiendship pacts necessary to secure amicable relations between the Abonginal peoples and the 

white settlee of Victoria (Temant 1996: 3; Allen and Lusztig 1995: 2). Tmtch's notion that 

British Columbia was an uninhabited temtory was finally dispelled by the Supreme Court of 

Canada in Calder (1973), and as previously noted, the same legal argument was also repudiated 

by the Australian High Court in the Mabo (1992) decision. 

4.2.4 Division of Power: The British North Arnerica Act, 1867 

The Crown's Abonginal policy in British North Amenca dramatically shifted between 

the time of the Royal Proclamation of 176.3 and Confideration in 1867. Following the American 

Revolution and the War of 18 12, the importance of Aboriginal peoples as m i l i t q  allies to the 

British greatly diminished. Similarly, the critical role that Aboriginal peoples played as trading 



parîners was reduced with the end of the Montreal-based fur trade industry. With the 

burgeoning population of British Io yalists, settler demand for agricultural land intensified and the 

spirit of the Royal Proclamation was strategically abandoned (RCAP 1995: 28-29). The new 

objectives of the Crown's Aboriginal policy were modeled on European ideals of salvation 

through Chnstianity and the adoption of agricdtural practices. The objectives of the Aboriginal 

policy are well illustrated in the following instructions fiom the Crown: 

[Tlhe most effectua1 means of ameliorating the condition of the Indians, of promoting their 
religious improvement and education, and of evenhially relieving His Majesty's Government 
fiom the expense of the Indian department, are, --1st. To collect the Indians in considerable 
numbers, and to settle them in villages with due portion of land for their cuitivation and 
support. 2D. To make such provision for their religious improvement, education and 
instruction in husbandry, as circumstances may fkom time to time require. 3D. To afford 
them such assistance in building their houses, rations, and in procuring such seed and 
agicultural implements as may be necessary, comrnuting where practicable, a portion of their 
presents for the latter. (Sir Kempt 1829) 

Indian reserves thus becarne an essential component of the Crowds Aboriginal policy. 

Indian reserves were an essential component of the notion of salvation through agriculture and 

the size of reserve allocations was based on the European concept of land ownership. 

Abonginal reserves were never intended to be self-sufficient. Rather, they were intended 

to be home bases, doonvays to traditional temtones where Aboriginal people could pursue 

subsistence activities such as fishing, hunting, and trading (Plant 1995: 4; Schultz 1971 : 30-37). 

Centuries of oppressive legislation, however, progressively restn~ted Aboriginal people's ability 

to pursue their traditional way of life. 

Under section 9 l(24) of the British No& Amerfca Act, 1867 exclusive legislative 

authority over "Indians and Lands reserved for Indians" was assigned to the Dominion 

. government. When British Columbia joined Confederation in 1871, with Joseph Trutch 
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negotiating the Tenns of Union for British Columbia, the Aboriginal relations policy of the two 

colonies had become very similar. Both espoused the principles of ccassirnilation in conjunction 

with settlement" on reserves. Two notable dBerences reqained however: (i) the requirement for 

the Crown to negotiate treaties with Abonginal peopfes pnor to settlement by Europeans, and 

(ii) the size of land allocations for the purposes of Abonginal reserves. The province argued that 

in their experience ten acres per family had been found to be more than sufficient to meet the 

needs of Aboriginal peoples, a drastic difference fiom the 160 to 640 acres per family of five 

allocated in the prairie treaties (RCAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2,477-78; T e ~ a n t  1996: 3). Although the 

Terms of Union pays a great deal of attention to 'Tndian reserves", effectively giving British 

Columbia veto power over the size of reserves, the agreement makes no mention of Aboriginal 

title or the requirement to negotiate treaties (Tennant 1996: 3). 

4.2.5 Govemment Reconciliation on the Size of Indian Reservations 

The federal and provincial governments made little progress in resolving the differences 

between their respective Abonginal policies d l  threatened by the possibility of an Indian 

uprising in 1872 in the Southern Interior of British Columbia (Schultz 1971: 31). The 

governments quickly agreed to reconcile the differences in their policies by providing Indian 

nations with sufficient land to meet their individual needs, a substantial departure nom the 

previous Dominion practice of allocating specified amounts of land for each Aboriginal family. 

The agreement also ailowed govemments to unilaterally adjust land allocations "in the event of 

any material increase or decrease hereafier of the numbers of a nation occupying a Reserve, such 

Reserve shall be enlarged or diminished, as the case may be, so that it shall bear a fair proportion 

to the members of the Band occupying it" (quoted in Canada 19 16: 17). This flexible form of 



Iand allocation lefi the settler minority to detemine the "reasonable [land] requirements" of the 

Abonginal communities,~this again in mark contrast with the prior practices of the Dominion 

- government(RCAP1996,vol.lpt~l:477-78). 

A partial explanation for the Dominion governrnent's departure from earlier practices is 

that by the Iate nineteenth century, the acquisition of temtory had also become important to the 

Dominion for reasons unrelated to Aboriginal relations @CAP 1995: 3 1). With the construction 

of a transcontinental railway, western Canada was opened up for non-Aboriginal sertlement. . 

The combined effect of the Aboriginal assimilation policy and the establishment of Aboriginal 

reserves in British Columbia supported the economic objectives of the Dominion, since the 

iltirnate goal of assimilation was the removai of Aboriginal peoples fiom the legal landscape of 

Canada (Cumming and Mickenberg 1974: 1 19-13 1; Dickason 1992: 272-289; Fumoleau 1974; 

Miller 1991: 152-169; RCAP 1995: 3 1; Taylor 1991: 207; Tobias 1933: 212). 

This is a critical point in understanding the historical context within which national parks 

were established in the Canadian Rocky Mountains at the turn of the nineteenth century. The 

Dominion government wanted to displace Aboriginal peoples fiom the land to make room for 

economic developrnent (RCAP 1995: 3 1). In conjunction with Indian reserves, national parks 

provided the means for achieving both objectives. The establishment of national parks not only 

ensured the popularity of the transcontinental railroad which was vital to the economic 

development of westem Canada (Bella 1987; McNamee 1993 : 2 1-22); the parks also contributed 

to the displacement Aboriginal peoples h m  the land base by restricting their traditional * 

temtory and removing their ability to practice traditional activities in what are now national 

parks . 



4-2.6 

small 

Enactrnent of the Indian Act 

With the enactment of the Indinn Act in 1876, the federal govemment confined Indians to 

federally controlled Indian reserves; established residential schools; prohibited Aboriginal 

cultural and spirinial expression; and CO-opted controt of the membership in, and 

enfr-anchisement fkorn, Aboriginal political bodies ( RCAP 1995: 30). Enfianchisement is 

described as stripping individuals and families of their Indian rights and status in return for 

limited civil, political, and economic rights (RCAP 1995: 30). The objective of the indian Act, as 

expressed in 1920 by Duncan Campbell Scott, deputy superintendent of Indian affairs, was to 

end the govemment's responsibility "as the Indians progress into civilization and finally 

disappear as a separate and distinct people, not by race extinction, but by gradua1 assimilation 

with their fellow citizens"(quoted in Grant 1983). 

In his report on the federal govemment's extinguishment policy, Justice Hamilton (1 995) 

criticized the Indian Act and the actions of the federal govemment during the past century, 

describing them as: 

. . . a litany of oppressive and inappropriate policies established in an attempt to control, 
subjugate and assimilate Indian people. The forceful removal of children to distant 
schools, the prohibition agaùist voting and s e e b g  the assistance of lawyers, the need for 
a pass to leave the reserve, and a Litany of limitations imposed upon the people al1 bear 
witness to this approach. (Hamilton 1995: 1 1) 

Justice Hamilton M e r  noted that Aboriginal people were never consulted to ascertain their 

satisfaction with the policies designed to assist them. Abonginal people came to believe that 

they had no Say in matters affecting their lives, allowing the goveniment and its distant 

bureaucracy to make decisions for them. These historic realities, he observed, provide valid 

justification for Aboriginal peoples' inherent distrust of govemment (Hamilton 1995: 1 1). 



4.2.7 Establishment of Indian Reserves in the Kootenays 

Peter OyReilly, British Columbia's Indian Reserve Commissioner, set out in 1884 to 

allocate Indian reserves in the Kootenay Region of British Columbia. His original instructions 

were to consider the "legitimate punuits or occupations which they [Aboriginal people] may be 

profitably following or engaged in"(Vankoughnet 1880). Prior to his departure for the 

Kootenays, O'Reilly received further instructions fiom British Columbia's Chef Commissioner 

of Lands and Works, William Srnithe. Smithe insmcted OyReilly not to include any Indian 

reserves between the upper Columbia Lake and the Kootenay River to ensure that a proposed 

reclamation scheme could go fonvard unimpeded by other land interests (07Reilly 1884). Not 

surprisingly, historians have corne to regard OYReilly's tenure as reseme commissioner as the 

penod in which the allocation of reserves was driven mostly by the provincial Abonginal policy 

which supported the interests of settlers rather than the desires and aspirations of Aboriginal 

peoples (Cail i 974: 225; Fisher 1977: 180-2 1 1 ; Tenant 1990: 50-5 1). 

Upon his arriva1 in the Kootenay's, O'Reilly found his meetings with Leaders of the 

Ktunaxa people challenging. He "experienced very great difficulty in dealing with the Indians of 

the Kootenay country", and added, that in his judgment, the land allocated to the Ktunaxa 

people would "not materially interfere with white settlement" (British Columbia, Indian Reserve 

Commission 1884). O 'Reilly allocated 18,150 acres to the St. Mary's Band (Cranbrook); 

11,360 to the Tobacco Plains Band (Grasmere); 8,320 acres to the Columbia Lakes Band 

(Windermere); 1,600 to the Lower Kootenay Band (Creston); and 2,700 to the Shuswap Band 

(Radium) (fig. 3). Chief commissioner Smithe cnticized O 'Reilly for having allocated relatively 

large reserves to the Ktunaxa people in cornparison to other Indian reserves in British Columbia, 

accusing O'Reilly of having "over estimated the requirements of the Indians and under estirnated 
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those of the whites" (Cail 1974: 220; Fisher 1977: 203). O'Reilly defended his actions by 

explainhg that the "seemingly large allotments were necessary in light of the Kootenay Indian 

peoples' close relationship to the American tribes who had vast reservations" (Smithe 1884) (fig. 

4) - 

Significmt to this research were OYReilly's observations of traditional Aboriginal 

practices. These were noted in his Minutes of Decision which were fonvarded for approval to 

the Chief Commissioner of Land and Works and the Indian Superintendent of British Columbia 

(British Columbia Indian Reserve Commission 1884). In his notes, he described the size and 

quality of the allocated land and the purpose for the each allocation. The minutes also recorded 

the types of traditional activities practiced by Khuiaxa people, as well as the geographical range 

in which these activities were pursued. O'Reilly noted with respect to the Ktunaxa people that, 

' b t i l  quite recently, these Indians [Columbia Lake Band] subsisted almost entirely on the 

products of their annual hzrnt on the eastern dope of the Rocky rnountains and on the salmon 

which formerly were abundant in the Columbia River. . ." [emphasis added] (British Columbia 

Indian Reserve Commission 1884). He M e r  noted that the Aboriginal people of the Upper 

Kootenay Region were engaged in "a considerable trade . . . with the Stoney Indians, who cross 

the rnountains to buy horses in exchange for rifles, ammunition, and fûrs" (fig. 5). 



Figure 3 : Delineation of the Ktunaxa Nation's Traditional Territory within British Columbia 

Yellowhead Pass 

Source: KtunaxaIRinbasket Tribal Council(1995) 
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Figure 5. Historical Account of the Establishment of Indian Resenres in the Kootenay Region of 
British Columbia 

Excep&fiom a 2-r writfen December 14th, 1884, 
by Indian Raerve Commissioner P. O'Reüly, Vktoria, B.C. 
tu the Superintendent-General of Indian A m s  in Ottawa - 

Sir, I have the honor to S o m  you that, as previously reported of the 1 lth June, 1 
proceeded to Kootenay . . . and arrived at Wild Horse Creed on the 4th July, where 1 was met b 
"Isadore," the chief of the Upper Kootenay Indians, accompanied-by most of his tnbe. 

I explained the object of m y  visit, and invited them to show me what lands they most 
hsired to have reserved; owing, however, to their excessive demai&, and not being provided 
ivith a competent interpreter, 1 decided to defer the consideration of their land question, and to 
xoceed to the 'Tobacco Plains', 60 miles south, . . . where aportion of the tribe resides, 
David" being sub-chief . 

1 found 'David7'- . . quite as measonable in his demands as 'Isadore" had been, claiming 
be whole country fiom the boundary line to the Columbia Lakes, aii area of 1,100 square miles, 
md 1 had great diaculty in inducing him to listen to any proposais to the contrary. He 
-epeatedly referred to the large reserves allotted by the United States Govemment to the Indians 
. . and compared them with the srnall he asked for. . . and complained that Kootenay Indians 

lad received nothing at the han& of the Dominion Govemment, though the Crees, BlaclGeet and 
Stoneys, on the other side of the mountains, had been --shed with stock, seed, implements, 
ind even rations . . - , 

. . . Having made a thorough examination of the most suitable Iocalities, I reserved for the 
se of this tribe n tract of land containhg 1 1 J 60 acres, consisting principally of open rolling 
~ound, interspersed with belts of timber; pine, larch, and fi. The houses of this branch of the 
Cootenay t r i e  are situated in immediate proximity to the boundary line; they have four acres of 
and cultivated as gardens. . . . 

. . . This resebe is principally valuable as stock&nge; the snowfâll generally being bght 
nd the Indians drive their horses and cattle here in the s p ~ g ,  whei grass is not to be found 
Isewhere.. 

On the 22nd Iuly I rehirned to Wild Hoqe Creek, and lost no t h e  in apprising the 
ndians of my readiness to confer with them. They waited upon me in a-body, headed by chief, 
Isadore'; no result was obtained however for several days. The cQef stated that he would not 
ccept any limits to his resewation,, unless they incl&d the whole valley of the Kootenay, and 
:olumbia riveri (fiorn the International boundary he) ,  and followed the based of the R o c b  
dountains to the Boat landing on the Columbia River ('inbasket Lake). He also refused to give 
census of his people, the number of their stock, etc. . . . 

. . . I decided upon the limits of Reservation No.1 . . . bounded by the St. Mary's, and 
Lootenay rivers. . . . It contains'l8,lSO acres; of this some.5,000 acres a i o f  small value; being 
artly wash grave1 flats on the St- Mary's river extendhg the whole length of the southem 
oundary; and the. rernainder a ndge of rough, Stoney, lighky timbered lqdF situated in the centre 
f the reserve. The principal value of this-reservation is the range to- the West, containhg 
pproximately 5,000 acres of excellent bunch grass; and the &abp lands to-the East. . . . 



. . . On this reserve . . .' about 16 acres were cultivated without irrigation; .&e soi1 is poor, 
and mvelly. and crovs are conseauently l i a  

The principal viIIage . . . of 47 houses, is situated on the south bank of the S t  Mary's 
river, on the property of the Rev. Father Fouquet; the "St Eugene ~ i s s i o ~ ' . h a s  been 
established by the Roman Catholics . . . and here the Indians congregate during the winter 
months. 

On the 5th of August 1 axrived at the Lower Columbia ~ a k e  (Lake Windermere), the placl 
of residence of another portion of the Kootenay tribe, and whom 'Moyeas' is the &kief. Here, 
again, 1 was met by request for a greater area of land than 1 considered necessary,.although their 
demands'were not so excessive . . . and 1 found them to be more amenable to reason. They also 
had a greater daim to favorable consideration; as they had evidently done their best to fence, and 
cultivate such portions of the land & could be imgated; and had erected cornfortable houses for 
themselves . . - 1  decided to allot them 
. . -8,320 acres. . . . Of this 100 acres is cultivable; the remainder is broken, rolIing and gravelly, 
lightly timbered with pine and fir; and more or less r o c e  as it apprbaches the base of the 
mountains. . . . 

. . . On completing my work in the Upper Kootenay Vailey, 1 proceeded to visit that of 
the Lower Kootenay . . . on the 26th of August. . . . 

. . . The Indians asked that land be given them on *ri& bank of the Kootenay river, 
about 2 112 mimiles north of the International b o u d e  G e .  I acceded to request, and made 
reservation No.4 though most reluctantly, for a more wbrth~&s piece of land, in its present 
condition cannot be imagined. 

Of the 1,600 acres so reserved, 1,200 are swampy marsh land. . . . Should the Kootenay 
reclamation scheme be carried out, the whole . . . could be brought'into culfivation. . . . The 
remaining 400 acres . . '. are absolutely worthless. . . . 

- . . . This branch of the Kootenay tribe is the least advaneed in cjvilization, being far 
removed fiom any white settlement Fomierly, they crossed the Rocky Mountains to hunt, but 
buffalo being exteminated, they now depend principally on fish and berries. . . They number 
£if&-two men, thirty-five women and seventy-three children, a total of 160, of whom 'St. 
Pieme' is the sub-chief. - 

Xn. conclusion I think it weIl to state again that 1 experienced very great difnculty in 
dealing with the Indians of the Kootenay country, their demands for large tracts of land were 
induced by the reasons 1 have before given, but 1 am glad to Say th& finally they appeared 
satisfied with the allotments made for them, and which, 1 believe, will not materially interfere 
with white settlement. 

4.3 ESTAlBLISHMENT OF NATIONAL PARKS IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

Issues surrounding the establishment of Kootenay National Park transcend the 

administrative boundaries of the park The agreement which led to the establishment of the park 

effectively restricted the Ktunaxa people's access to traditional resources not only within the 



newly created park, but also in al1 other national parks within their traditional temtory. For this 

reason, it is important to review the events which led to the establishment of Kootenay National 

Park and aiso to discuss the policy decisions that influenced the early management of national 

parks. These early policy decisions continue to affect the Ktunaxa people by influencing their 

use of traditional resources within national parks, 

Most Canadians view national parks as an integral part of their national hentage, a 

natural legacy to be passed on to future generations Pella 1987). However, the motives behind 

the establishment of the onginal national parks in Canada were far different than those for 

preseMng them today (McNamee 1993). The fxst Canadian national park, Rocky Mountain 

Park, was created in 1885 in the spirit of economic development. The park was viewed as a 

perfect compIement, a natural amphitheater to the bath houses being developed at the hot 

springs in Banff by the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR). It was felt that Rocky Mountain Park, 

known today as Banff National Park, would attract tourism to the region, thus ensuring the 

popularity of the railway (Bella 1984, Marty 1984, McNamee 1993). The railway would, in 

turn, open western Canada to economic development @CAP 1995: 3 1). National parks were an 

essential component in the Dominion government's dream of a transcontinental railway. 

Although Banff was the prirnary show piece of the rockies for the CPR, national parks 

were also created along the railway in British Columbia with the objective of raising the 

popularity of the entire railway line. Banff National Park was extended west along the CPR 

right-of-way into British Columbia in 1886. This western-most portion of the park was 

renamed 'Yoho" afker 1930 (Bella 1987: 2 1-3, 163-4). Glacier Netional Park was created the 

same year as Yoho to provide yet another site for the prestigious CPR touist lodge, and to 

lighten the dining carts that had to be hauled over Roger's Pass Pella 1987: 22, 164). Jasper 
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National Park was created when Grand Tnink, an old rival of the CPR, built a second 

transcontinental railroad through the Yellowhead Pass just north of  Banff where hot spnngs had 

also been found. Grand Trunk was forced into receivership in 19 16 and its assets combined to 

form the Canadian National RaiIway (Bella 1987: 22, 164). The only reserve established d e g  

this penod without a railroad passing through it was Waterton Lakes, which was designated a 

national park in 19 10 as the result of popular pressure requesting a Canadian national park to 

complement the already popular Glacier National Parks in the United States. The lake straddles 

the Canada/U.S. border and was formed, in part, to take advantage of  the commercial 

opportunity created by American boaters visiting the Canadian end of the Lake (Bella 1987: 164). 

Like Waterton, Revelstoke National Park was aiso created in response to public pressure. Local 

civic leaders wanted a road to the summit of Revelstoke Mountain and felt that if a national park 

were created around the mountain, the cosr of road construction would be defkayed by the 

federal goveniment. The park was established in 19 14 but the road was not completed until the 

Iate 1920's (Bella 1987: 165). 

4.3.1 National Parks Policy 

The federal parks policy discriminated against Aboriginal peoples fiom its very 

inception. The policy prevented Aboriginal peoples koom participahg in traditional subsistence 

activities within national parks, while at the same tirne, allowing tourists to engage in activities 

such as sports hunting and fishing, and encouraging industrial resource extraction such as logging 

and mining (Bella 1987; Marty 1984: 57; McNamee 1993: 20; Rollins 1993: 75). The Dominion 

govemment saw no contradiction between resource extraction, the enjoyment of the national 

parks by the public, and the exclusion of Aboriginal peoples (Bella 1987: 2; Rollins 1993: 75). 



The basis for the original park policy was a 1886 report prepared for the Department of 

the Interior by W.F. Witcher, the former Dominion commissioner of fisheries (Marty 1984: 57; 

Whyte 1985: 67-69). In his report, Witcher wrote that "large game and fish, once various and 

plentiful in this rnountainous region, are now scattered and comparatively scarce. Skin-hunters, 

dynarniters, and netters, with Indians, wolves and foxes, have committed sad havoc" (quoted in 

Whyte 1985: 67-68). His recommendations, which to this day continue to influence national 

park policy, led to the original national park wildlife regdation and protection policies. Despite 

the destruction of wildlife and fish stocks in the area, Witcher favored sport hunting in the park, 

with an eye to the revenue that would be generated (Marty 1984: 57; Whyte 1985: 68). He 

recornmended that predatory anirnals such as the wolves, coyotes, foxes, lynxes, skunks, and 

wildcats be extexminated, and that Aboriginal peoples be excluded fkom hunting in the national 

park (Marty 1984: 57). He suggested that "those who now invade that temtory are stragglers 

and deserters fiom their own reserves, where they are well cared for in food and clothing at the 

public expense" (quoted in Marty 1984: 57). Consequently, he argued that Aboriginal people 

should not be permitted to hunt in national parks. 

Witcher's report was notable not only for its Victorian ideals of wildlife management, but 

also f o r h  erroneous representation of Abonginal peoples (JMarty 1984: 57). Historical records 

reveal that Abonginal peoples residing in the plains and Rocky Mountains, in the late 180OYs, 

were faced with widespread starvation and the inability to produce the food, clothing, and 

shelter required for their survival that resulted fiom the mass destruction of the buffalo (Marty 

1984: 57; RCAP 1996, vol.1 pt-1: 66). 

Although the minister of interior elected not to exterminate al1 of the predatory animals, 

as suggested by Witcher, he did reserve the right to make laws for "the preservation and 
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protection of game and fish, and of wild birds generally." Eventually, hunting was entirely 

prohibited within national parks (Marty 1984: 57). Dominion park regulations, however, were 

not enforceable in British Columbia because the Dominion govemmeot lacked the legislative 

authoriw to enforce wildlife regulations within that province (Cory 19 13, 19 14). The federal 

government's inability to enforce its own park regulations tainted federal-provincial relations 

u t i l  the matter was h a l l y  resolved thirty years later with the federal govemment's 

cornmitment to complete the Banff-Windermere Highway and the establishment of Kootenay 

National Park in 1920. 

4.3 -2 Restricting the Traditional Hunting Grounds of the Ktunaxa: An Inadvertent Recognition 

of the Ktunaxa's Traditional Temtory? 

By 189 1, the Ktunaxa people had been confined to Indian reserves by the Indian agent of 

the Kootenay District and were instmcted to remain on reserve throughout the summer to care 

for the potato harvest. Traditional hunting, the mainstay of two thirds of the community, was 

only to be pursued in the fall. This policy was designed to protect wildlife during the breeding 

season (Vowell 189 la) and to assist Abonginal peoplesy transition fiom a %omadic" lifestyle to 

one more consistent with European ideals of stationary agricultural communities (RCAP 1995: 

29; RCAP 1996, vol.1 pt. 1 : 267-72). After surviving through two consecutive years of 

"sickness and misery because of insufficient food supplies in the springtime'' (Vowell 189 lb), 

the Ktunaxa people complained to the Indian agent that while they were confined to their reserve 

to care for the potato harvest, the Stoney Indians (Stoneys) of Alberta were allowed to hunt and 

trap at will within the traditional hunting grounds of the Ktunaxa (Canada, deputy of the supt. 

gen'l of Indian affairs 1 89 1 ; Vowell 1 89 1 b). 
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In response to this information, the Department of Indian Affairs considered restricting 

the hunting of the Stoneys for fear that continued contact between the Ktunaxa and the Stoneys 

would eventually allow the Ktunaxa to uncover additional improprieties in the treatment of 

Aboriginal people in British Columbia in comparison to those in Alberta (Vankoughnet 189 1). 

Such knowledge, it was argued, could lead to unrest among the Indians of British Columbia: 

The Kootenay Indians are rnainly self supporting, ûusting to their hunting grounds, and 
fishing, to a --?-- extent for their means of subsistence, and it seems scarcely advisable that 
Indians, otherwise provided for, and not belonging to this Province, should be permitted to 
encroach upon these hunting grounds which are none too much for the support of those 
depending upon -?-- big --?- Kootenay Indians. . . . For many reasons 1 do not th& it wise 
to allow or encourage any intercourse between the Indians of British Columbia and those of 
Rocky Mountain, as such association is certain to lead to more or less disquiet - -? -  amongst 
the Indians of B .C. (sic) (Vankoughnet 1 89 1). 

Frustrated over the inability of the federal governrnent to resolve the dispute, Chief 

Isadore of the St. Mary's Band informed Indian Agent PhilIips of his intention to travel to the 

Blood Reserve in Alberta to resolve the hunting dispute (Vowell 189 1b). The federal 

govemment intervened and requested that the Kootenay Indians refrain in future fiom speaking 

or trading with the Stoneys. Additionally, the govemment asked the Ktunaxa people to resûict 

their hunting to within the& own hunting grounds (Vowell l893a). To ensure the compliance of 

the Ktunaxa, Hayter Reed, the Commissioner of Indian AfEairs, sought the cooperation of the 

Northwest Mounted Police asking them to "frustrate" any attempt by the Kootenay Indians to 

reach the Blood Reserve in October 1893 (Canada, supt. gen'i of Indian affairs 1891). In 

contrast, the commissioner elected nat to prevent the Stoney Indians fkom hunting in British 

Columbia because the Dominion govemment would incur additional cost for providing the 

Stoneys with supplies which would otherwise have been acquired through hunting related 

activities such as ~ a d e  and barter. These additional costs, it was argued, did not justiQ the 
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Crown's intervention. The commissioner was also concemed that without sufficient 

employment on reserve, the Stoney Indians would turn to "mischief' (Reed 1893). 

By 1893, the Dominion government had developed a solution to the issue of the Stoneys 

hunting in British Columbia, which it beiieved would be acceptable to both the Kootenay and 

Stoney Indians @aly 1893; PhiIlips 1893a; Reed 1893; Vankoughnet l893a, l893b; Vowell 

l893a, l893b). The federal government convened representatives of the Ktunaxa and Stoneys to 

a meeting in Golden, British Columbia. The representatives agreed that the 'katershed between 

the Province and the Temtories" would be the "dividing line between the respective hunting 

grounds" of the Ktunaxa and Stoneys. The Ktunaxa would lirnit their hunting to the western 

side of the Rocky Mountains and the Stoneys would limit their hunting to the eastern side of the 

Rockies (Phillips l983b; Vowell 1983~). 

This solution was verbally agreed upon. However, the Stoneys later renounced their 

support for it, claiming that their representatives had no authority to speak on behalf of their 

people (Canada, deputy supt. general of Indian affairs 1895; Forget 1895; Vowell l895a). 

Furthemore, the Stooeys claimed the c?emtory East of the summit of the first ridge West of the 

watershed or main summit of the Rocky Mountains" as part of their hunting grounds (Vowell 

1895b). Once again the Dominion government convened a meeting between the Stoneys and the 

Ktunaxa, and iacluded the Gnbasket Band in the discussions Reed 1895a, 1895b). On 

September 27, 1895 the parties agreed in writing that: 

The Stonies shall have the privilege of hunting as far West as the Columbia and Kootenay 
Rivers, and that in retum the Kootenay Indians, and the Shuswap Indians shall have the 
privilege of hunting as far East as the base of the Roc& Mountains, on the Eastern slope 
thereof. 

And that this mutual concession is made with the distinct understanding that the Game 
Laws of British Columbia, and the North West Temtories, as the case may be, shall be 
strictly observed, and that any hfhction of the said Game Laws by the Stonies of British 



Columbia, or by the Kootenays or Shuswaps, in the North West Territones, shall be 
considered sufficient reason for withdrawing the concession above made, fkom the Band or 

- Bands to which the P w ,  or Parties belong. (Memorandum of Agreement 18%). 

Pielle, a headman of the St. Mary's reserve at the time, explained his reasons for supporthg the 

agreement: 

Long ago there were plenty of buffaloes, and the whiternan told us a time would come 
when they would al1 disappear. That seemed incredible, they were so numerous. We 
therefore could not believe it, nor would the Stonies. The Whiteman, however, had said the 
ûxth, the buffaloes are al1 gone. They the Whiteman told us that deer which were but a few 
years ago, as numerous as flies in the foot hills of the RocIcy Mountains, would also go, 
because they kere being hunted in al1 seasons. We again disbelieved this, but that also has 
corne to pass. 

Now the whiteman tells us that the other fur-bearing animals will in tum soon disappear, 
unless well protected. Twice the Whiteman's word has proved true, although we disbelieved 
it at the time. We believe his word now, and in the fear that the rest of the g m e  will soon be 
no more, we are devoting our attention to fming ,  and cattle raising. The game must be 
protected and for seven months, £kom Spring to Fall, we keep to o u  fields. What do the 
Stonies do, during that time? They corne and hunt and kill everything before them. The 
Stonies Say formerly you hunted on our side of the Mountains, why do you object now if 
we come on your side? Our reason is that we were told by Whitemen, to stop the Stonies 
coming this side, in order to preserve our game. What 1 Say now I think in my heart, but I 
am like Abel, 1 am willing to do anything the big Chief will advice (sic) @eputy 
Superintendent General of hdian Affairs 1 895). 

At the time of these agreements, hunting for persona1 consumption by "Indians and 

settlers in unorganized districts" of British Columbia was westricted (BC Game Protection Act, 

1895. S.C.B. c.23). With arnendments in L896 to the BC Game Protection Act, it became illegal 

for "non-resident Indians" to hunt in British Columbia @C Game Protection Amendment Act, 

1896. S.C.B. c.22). The amendment States that "it shall be unlawfiil for Indians not residents 

of this Province to kill game at any time of the year (BC Game Protection Amendment Act, 1896. 

S.C.B. c.22)." By 190 I, this amendment to the BC Game Protection Act was deemed sufficient 

by the Department of Indian AfEairs to annul the "compact" previously agreed upon by the 



Ktunaxa, Kinbasket, and Stoney people (Eberts 190 1; Laird 190Ia, 1901b; McLean 1901). 

However, the Stoneys continued to hunt in British Columbia unafTected by the amended 

legislation while the provincial and federal govemments debated whose responsibility it was to 

enforce game regulations on Aboriginal people (Brown 1902; Fulton 1905; Laird 1905; Macleod 

1902; Pincher Creek Detachment of the N.W.M.P. 1904; Ross 1905). The questionremained 

unresolved for several years (Canada, de pu^ superintendent general of Indian flairs 1905; 

Vowell 1905). In the absence of clear legal direction, the province h a l l y  assumed responsibility 

for enforcing its game laws and the Stoneys were made to abide by provincial regulations 

(Markle 1905; Canada, secretary o f  Indian affairs 1902; Vowell 1905). 

4.3 -3 Establishment of Kootenay National Park 

By 19 12, the federal and provincial govemments were once again arguing over the 

application of "game" laws in British Columbia. This time, however, the dispute. revolved 

around the application of "game" laws within Dominion parks and forest reserves (Cory 19 12). 

The federai govemment wanted to administer Dominion parks as "absolute game preserves" in 

accordance with the Dominion Forest Reserves and Park Act (1 9 1 1) regulations (Harkin 1 9 1 3; 

Newcombe 19 12). These regulations stated that: 

Hunting: 76. In any portion of a forest reserve proclaimed as a game preserve no game shall 
be hunted, taken or killed and any M e r  regulations necessary for this purpose may be 
made by the Minister. 

Fishing: 78. Fishing in any other rnanner than by angling and trolling is prohibited. @) 
Angling or trolling is prohibited except by permit. (c) Every British subject resident in the 
province for which it is issued shall be eligible for an angling and trolling permit (Canada, 
Department of the interior 19 1 1). 



The federal govemment's desire to administer parks and forest reserves as "game" refuges was 

juxtaposed with the provincial govemment's interest in having a uniform set of hunting 

regulations applied consistently throughout the province (Harkin 19 14; Rothwell 19 13). 

Provincial legisiation prevailed because the federal govenunent did not have title to the land base 

within the national park and forest reserves (Canada, Department of the Interior 19 13; Cory 

19 13, 19 14). Consequently, individuals bearing valid hmting Iicenses were permitted to hunt 

within Glacier, Yoho, and Mount Revelstoke National Parks during open hunting season, in 

direct contravention of the Dominion Forest Reserves and Pa& Act (1 9 1 1). 

The hunting regulation goveming national parks was amended in 19 15 and made even 

more restrictive. It read: 

61. "Game" shall mean and include all animals and bifdç protected by the regulation, and the 
heads, skins and every part of such anirnals and birds. No person shall hunt, take, kill 
wound, injure or destroy or pursue with-such intent any game within the parks, and except 
as expressly authorized by these regulations no person shall have in his possession . . . any 
game or any fish killed or procured within the Park (Canada, Privy Council OfficeRecords, 
No. 486). 

This amendment had little impact on the administration of national parks within British 

Columbia until 19 19, when the provincial govemment was cornpelled to seek the assistance of 

the federal govemment in order to complete construction of the Banff-Windermere Road 

(Canada, Department of the Interior 1919). Embarrassed by its inability to complete its share of 

the highway, the provincial government capitulated to the demands of the federal government 

(Johnson 19 19). In retum for completing the highway, the provincial government granted the 

federal government exclusive jurisdiction and title to al1 Dominion parks situated within British 

Columbia, and transferred to the federal govemment the area c o v e ~ g  the roadway and a five- 

mile (eight-km) wide strip of land on either side of the roadway to be used for Dominion park 
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purposes and an additional portion of land between the roadway and Yoho National Park 

(British Columbia 19 16; Canada 1928; Johnson 1919; Randolph 19 16; Spero 19 19). This land 

~ s f e r r e d  as part of the agreement later became lmow as Kootenay National Park (Cory 1920). 

AIthough the Ba&-Windemere Road agreement was reached in 19 16, it was not until 

1920 that the provincial governrnent transferred control of the land to the federal govemment, 

and not until 192 1 that the inconsistencies between the provincial "game" regdations and the 

Dominion Forest Reserves and Parkr Act were removed (Cory 1922; Johnson 1921). Kootenay 

National Park was thus designated and proclaimed as a national park on A p d  20, 1920. 

Ironically, the appropnateness of the name 'cKootenay" was noted in a memorandum requesting 

approval of an order-in-council for the establishment of Kootenay National Park: 

In accordance with the agreement between the Province and Dominion re: the Banff. 
Windermere road, the Bntish Columbia Govemment has transferred to the Dominion for 
Dominion Park purposes the area covering the roadway and a sûip of land extending five 
miles on each side thereof- It is, therefore, desirable that this area be proclaimed a Dominion 
Park under the Dominion Forest Reserves and Parks Act. In addition to the area of the road 
there is a small area between the-present Yoho Forest Reserve which it is suggested shodd 
be included in this Park. It is a suitable park area and is only accessible via the Rocky 
Mountains or the Kootenay Park. The Forestry Branch has approved of having this area 
included in the park. A memorandum to Council to establish this area a Dominion Park to be 
known as the Kootenay Park is hereunder recommended for approval. The Kootenay Park 
for this new Park seerns suitable as any name could be found since it lies in what is known as 
the Kootenay country. Undoubtedly aZZ this district used to be the hunting grounds of the 
Koorenay Indzàns in the early days and besides this name is euphonious and wiil be the only 
Dominion Park given an hdian name. 

The effective result of the Banff-Windermere Highway. agreement was the broad scale 

application of federal Legislabon to national parks within British Columbia. With the stroke of a 

pen, any existing Aboriginal rights or title to the land base within Yoho, Glacier, Revelstoke, and 

Kootenay National Parks were effectively nullified; and the ability of the Ktunaxa to hunt and 

fish in this part of their traditional territory was lost Removing the ability of the Ktunaxa to 
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hunt in what are now national parks effectively eliminated the raison d'être for many other 

traditional activities which were practiced concurrently and were integral to the Ktunaxa culture. 

Examples include the gathering of foods and trade commodities as well as the pursuit of spirihial 

wellness. The federal govemment's disregard of Aboriginal rights and title, however, was 

consistent with officia1 govemment policy in British Coiumbia. Treaty rights were not an issue 

since treaties had never been signed in that province. 

However, the denial of Aboriginal rights and title does not necessarily amount to the 

effective extinguishment of Aboriginal rights. To detemine if Aboriginal rights continue to exist 

in long-established national parks in British Columbia, it is necessary to examine recent legal 

decisions on the issue of Aboriginal rights and title. 



LEGAL FOUNDATION FOR W A T Y  RTEGOTIATIONS AND TEE ISSUE OF 

ABORIGINAL RIGHTS IN LONGESTABLISEiED NATIONAL PARKS 

". . . we ail need to understand that native title is not solely a legal issue. Native title is a 
question about the kind of community we are and the maturity with which we view our 
history. The debate may have begun in the courts but the questions it mises c m o t  be 
answered purely by legai decisions." 

(Australian Aboriginal Social Justice 
Commissioner, Mick Dodson) 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Landmark legal decisions on the issue of Aboriginal rights and title provided the impetus 

for governments to begÏn aeaty negotiations with Aboriginal peoples in British Columbia and in 

other regions of Canada. Contemporary legal decisions are also important because they provide 

guidance and direction to govemment negotiators when formulating the positions advanced at the 

treaty negotiatïng table. However, it is important to recognize that, to date, no legal decision 

fiom any level of the court has been taken on the issue of the continued existence of Aboriginal 

rights in long-established national parks. In the absence of clear legal direction, it is necessary to 

review the body of law commonly known as the doctrine of Aboriginal rights and title in 

conjunction with the national parks reguiatory scheme to determine the likelihood that 

Aboriginal rights continue to exist in Kootenay National Park. 

This chapter details the evolution of the doctrine of Aboriginal rights and title through a 

descriptive summary of the key legal decisiors on Abonginal rights and title and a discussion of 

the ramifications of the Constitution Act (Canada, 1982). Rather than attempt to interpret the 

*legal decisions, this chapter examines the substance of decisions on Aboriginal issues in order to 
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reveal how the concept of Abonginal rights and title has been progressively refined through 

reforms to the Canadian constitution and successive legal decisions by the ~u*preme Court of 

Canada. What emerges h m  the Supreme Court decisions are general principles that should be 

used to guide relations between Aboriginal and non-Abonginal peoples. 

5.2 ABORIGINAL EUGHTS AND TITLE IN CANADA 

5.2.1 Calder v. Attorney General of British ~olurnbia, [1973] S:CR 3 13 

The Calder (1973) decision by- the Supreme Court of Canada sparked the development 

of the modem legal framework for the articulation of Aboriginal rights and title in Canada. In 

Calder (1973), the Nisga'a people of northwestern British Columbia brought forth an action 

seeking a declaration that their Aboriginal title to their ancestral homelands had never been 

extinguished (RCAP 1996, vol-1 pt.1: 222). The Nisga'a lost the case on a legal technicality, 

with the Supreme Court rejecting the Nisga'a lawsuit on procedural grounds, but the decision 

was heralded as a partial victory for the Nisga'a and other Aboriginal peoples (Berg et al. 1993: 

228). The Supreme Court unanirnously held that the Nisga'a possessed Aboriginal title to their 

ancestral lands at the time of British Columbia's entry into Confederation, but split evenly on 

the determination of whether that title still existed. Mr. Justice Wall, speaking for himself and 

two other judges, held that the Nisgii'a had an existing Aboriginal title based on their original use 

and occupancy. Conversely, three other members of the Court, led by Mr. Justice Judson, ruled 

that whatever title the Nisga'a may once have had, had since been extinguished. Justice Judson 

did not, however, reject the concept of Aboriginal title based on original use and occupation, 

stating that: 

Although 1 think that it is clear that Indian title in British Columbia carmot owe its origin to 
the Proclamation of 1763, the fact is that when the settlers came, the Indians were there, 



organized in societies and occupying the land as their forefathers had done for centuries. 
This is what Indian title means and it does not help one in the solution of this problem to 
cal1 it a "personal or usufkuctuary right". What they are asserting in this action is that they 
had a right to continue to live on their own lands as their forefathers had lived and that this 
right has never been lawhlly extinguished. There can be no question that this right was 
"dependent on the will of the Sovereign". 

The Calder (1973) decision is significant in that it strongly supported the Nisga'a 

proposition that Aboriginal title in British Columbia was based on Aboriginal peoples' historical 

occupation of the land, and not derived frorn the Royal Proclamation or any other legislative act 

@CAP 1 996, vol. 1 pt. 1 : 222, Berger 1982: 2 19-54). The decision led the federal govemment to 

announce its willingness to negotiate comprehensive land claim settlements in areas of Canada, 

including British Columbia, Quebec and the northem territories (Canada, Department of Indian 

and Northem Affairs 198 1; Canada, Department of Indian and Northem Affairs 1987). 

However, the British Columbia government's refusal to participate in treaty negotiations 

effectively rendered the process unworkable since British Columbia holds title to virtually al1 

Crown land in the province (Foster and Mackiern 1996: 16). The question that remained 

following the Calder (1973) decision was whether or not Aboriginal titte had been extinguished 

before British Columbia joined codederation. The Supreme Court answered this question in 

subsequent legal decisions. 

5.2.2 Baker Lake v. Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, [ 19791 1 F.C. 487 

The Baker Lake ( 1 979) case involved the Inuit people of Baker Lake in the Northwest 

Tenitones, who asserted the existence of Aboriginal title over an undefïned portion of the 

Northwest ~ e m t o r y  around the community of Baker Lake. Mr. Justice Mahoney of the federal 

Court of Canada (Trial Division), held that the Inuit of Baker Lake had an occupancy based 



Aboriginal title to the Baker Lake area and that Aboriginal title was recognized by common law, 

although it was subject to being abridged or intnnged upon, by competent legislation (RCAP 

1996, vol. 1 pt. 1 : 222). He set out the elements that must be established to demonstrate 

Aboriginal title as fouows: 

(1) the claimants and their ancestors were mernbers o f  an orgaqïzed society; 
(2) the organized society occupied the temtory over which they assert Aboriginal title; 
(3) the occupation was to the exclusion of other organized societies; and 
(4) the occupation was an established fact at the time sovereignty was asserted by England 
(Baker Lake v. Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, [1979] 1 F.C. 487). 

Justice Mahoney found that al1 these requirernents were met by the hui t  of Baker Lake. 

The only remaining question, therefore, was whether their Aboriginal title had been extinguished 

by the transfer of the lands to the Hudson's Bay Company or by the subsequent admission of 

Rupert's Land into Canada. He fomd that neither action had the effect of extinguishing the 

Inuit's Aboriginal title, since no clear and plain intention to extinguish Aboriginal rights had been 

demonstrated by the Crown. The Federal Court judgment was not appealed. This case is 

important because it clearly indicated that Aboriginal title can coexist with settlement or 

development by non-Aboriginal people (RCAP 1996, vol. 1 pt. 1: 222-23). 

5.2.3 Constitution Act, 1982 

The issue of Aboriginal rights and title reached a hlming point in 1982 with the patriation 

of Canada's constitution and the inclusion of provisions in the Constitution Act (1982) which 

entrenched and protected Aboriginal and treaty rights. Entrenchment of Aboriginal ancestral and 

treaty rights in section 35(1) of the Constitution Act changed the landscape of Abonginal rights 

in Canada. Two sets of provisions in the Constitution Act pe&in directly to Aboriginal peoples, 

each serving a different function (Funston and Meehan 1994: 142). Section 25 of the Canadian 
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Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects "AborÏginal, treaty or other rights or freedoms" of 

Aboriginal peoples fiorn erosion and f i g e m e n t  by other guarantees contained within the 

charter. This clause helped interpret the relationship between the charter guarantees and other 

constitutional provisions relating to Aboriginal rights. Section 35 of the Constitution Act 

recognized and af&med ccexisting7' Aboriginal and treaty rights, defined who Aboriginal peoples 

are, guaranteed rights to male and female Abonginal persons equally, and provided govemment 

commit&ents to not change the parts of the Constitution deaiing directly with Abonginal 

peoples unless a constitutional conference has first been held to discuss proposed amendrnents. 

Section 3 5 reads: 

(1) The existing Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby 
recognized and a-ed. 
(2) In this Act, 'Aboriginal peoples of Canada' includes the Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples 
of Canada. 
(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1)'treaty rights' includes rights that now exist by 
way of land claims agreements or may be so acquired. 
(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the Aboriginal and treaty rights 
referred to in subsection (1) are guaranteed to male and female persons. 

The inclusion of Aboriginal and treaty rights in the constitution conf7rmed the body of common 

law, often referred to as the doctrine of Aboriginal rights, and elevated this doctrine to the status 

of constitutional law (Slattery 1982-3, 1985, 1987). This doctrine, affirmed in Supreme Court 

rulings, held that Aboriginal rights and title were not extinguished by the Crown's assertion of 

sovereignty over North Amerka (Slattery 1985). 

Pnor to 1982, however, many Abonginal and treaty rights were restrkted by the 

cumulative effect of federâl and provincial Iegislation. An immediate issue that arose fkom the 

wording of section 35 was whether or not the right existed as of 1982 when the protection clause 

was entrenched in the constitution (Funston and Meehan 1994: 144). The first opportunity for 



the Supreme Court of Canada to interpret section 35 of the Constitution Act came in Spanow v. 

The Queen [1990]. Two other significant decisions by the Supreme Court, however, preceded 

the Sparrow (1990) decision. 

5.2.4 Guerin v. The Queen, El9841 2 S.C.R. 335 

In Guerin (1984), the Musqueam Band of southwestern British Columbia sued the 

federal govemment for breach of t m t  with respect to reserve land that had been leased to the 

Shaughnessy Golf Club in the late 1950s. The Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the federal 

govemment was in a fiduciary relationship with Indian bands, and, as such, had a duty to 

properly manage surrendered reserve lands @CAP 1996, vol. 1 pt- 1: 223). The Court found that 

the federal governrnent had mismanaged the swendered lands and awarded the Musqueam Band 

f 10 million in damages. 

Mr. Justice Dickson rejected the notion that Indian title was simply a persona1 right, 

stating rather, that Aboriginal title was sui generis in nature. In other words, Aboriginal title is a 

unique interest in the land specific to individual Abonginal groups which camot be adequately 

descnbed in terms of English land law (RCAP 1996, vol. 1 pt. 1 : 223-24). The Court 

characterized this Aboriginal interest in land as a pre-existing legal right not created by the Royal 

Proclamution, the Indian Act, or any other executive order or legislative provision. 

5.2.5 R. v. Sioui, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1025 

The Sioui case involved four brothers fkom the Huron Band of Lorrette, Quebec, charged 

under the regulations of the Quebec Parks Act with damaging trees and malcing f i e s  outside of 

designated campsites. The Supreme Court unanimously held that the Hurons of Lorrette have 



treaty rights to practice their traditional customs under a 1760 document issued by the British to 

the Wendat, the ancestors of the Huron Band members. 

The immediate issue in Sioui was whether the hdian people o f  the Lorrette Reserve were 

entitled, within the scope of the treaty, to practice certain ancestral religious rites which included 

the cutting down of trees and the making of fkes in Jacques Cartier Park. The Court 

acknowledged that the Wendat were well settled at Lorrette and made regular use of the territory 

covered by the park Long before 1760. The Court also held that the 1760 document, ofien 

referred to as the Murray Treaty, protected the fiee exercise of religion and custorns by the 

Wendat in the temtory covered by the park. 

The Crown argued that the Huron had to exercise their rights, subject to the province's 

legislatioo and regdations designed to protect the park and other users. The Supreme Court of 

Canada disagreed, finding in the treab- itself an intention by the signatories of the agreement that 

the right of the Huron to exercise their customs be reconciled with the needs of the settler 

society to expand (RCAP 1996, vol. l pt. 1 : 225). Confronted with the conflicting interests of 

the Crown and the Huron, the Court decided to balance the respective interests of the two 

parties by stating that, "protecting the exercise of the customs in al1 parts of the temtory 

frequented when it is not incompatible with its occupancy is, in my opinion, the most 

reasonable way of reconciling the competing interests." The Court held that the right of the 

Huron to exercise traditional practices in question was not incompatible with the rights of the 

Crown or the purpose of the protected area (RCAP 1996, vol. 1 pt. 1: 225). 



5.2.6 R v. Spnrrow, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1075 

n i e  Sparrow (1990) decision was the Supreme Court of Canada's first opportunity to 

interpret section 35 of the Constitution Act (1982). The case involved Ronald Edward Sparrow, 

a member of the Musqueam Band, who was charged under regulations of the Fidieries Act with 

using a drift net longer than that pemitted by the terms of the Band's Indian food fishing license 

(RCAP 1996, vol.-1 pt- 1 : 226). In the landmark ruLing, the Supreme Court held that the 

Musqueam Band had an unextinguished right to fish for food, social, and ceremonial purposes 

but that there was insufficient evidence on the issue of justification of the Crown's intention to 

i n w g e  upon that right to detemine the innocence or guilt of Mr. Sparrow. 

More importantly, the Court niled that Aboriginal rights stem fiom the traditional use 

and occupation of land by Abonginal peoples. The Court determined that the phrase "existing 

abonginal rights" in the Constitution Act, 1982 must be uiterpreted flexibly to permit the rights to 

evolve over tirne. Abonginal rights in existence in 1982 are not simply the historîcai form of 

activities or rights that were carried out in the distant past, nor are they the vestige of nghts that 

remain afier al1 Crown regulations are taken into consideration. They are the modem equivalent 

of activities, customs, and traditions that Aboriginal peoples practiced prior to the arriva1 of 

European settlers. AIthough the Crown has the ability to regulate Aboriginal and treaty rights, 

legislation that affects the exercise of Abonginal rights m u t  be justified according to legitimate 

govemmental objectives. Aboriginal rights continue to exist unless they have been extinguished 

prior tu 1982 by an action of the Crown îhat clearly intended to do so. The Crown's intention 

to extinguish an Aboriginal or treaty nght must be "clear and plain". 



The Sparrow (1990) decision set forth a legal hmework for deterrnining the existence of 

Aboriginal and treaty rights in Canada. The Supreme Court of Canada outlined four steps that 

are involved in analyzing the me& of a case under S. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982: 

Step 1 : Are existing Aboriginal or maty rights involved? The Abonginal group m u t  establish 

that a particular Abonginal or treaty right actually exists. To do this the Aboriginal 

group must demonstrate histoncal comection to the Abonginal practice they c l a h  is a 

nght and to the territory over which the right is said to be exercisable. 

Step 2: Has the Abonginal or treaty right been extinguished? The Crown must prove that there 

was a "clear and plain intention" to extinguish a particular right. 

Step 3: If there is no extinguishment of the Aboriginal or treaty right, has this right been 

infÎinged upon? The onus is on the Abonginal party to show, prima facie, that the 

legislation in question places an adverse restriction on the nght. At this stage, a court 

will examine questions such as: 

a) What are the characteristics or incidents of the right? In making this detennination 

courts must be sensitive to the Aboriginal perspective on the meaning of the right. 

b) Is the limitation reasonable? 

c) Does the legislation impose undue hardship? 

d) Does the legislation deny the holders of the right their preferred rneans of exercising 

the right? 

Step 4: Ifthere is an infigement, is the infr-ingement justified? The onus is on the federal 

govemment to justify its infringement, keeping in mind the special trust relationship 

and responsibility of the federal govemment for Abonginal peoples. At this stage a 

court wiIl examine questions such as: 

a) 1s there a valid legislative objective such as conservation or public safety? The 

objective must be substantial and compelling and more than simply "public interest". 

b) Has there been as litîle infringement as possible in order to effect the desired result 

of the legislation? 

c) Has fair compensation been paid in cases of expropriation? 



d) Has the Abonginal group been consuiteci? (Funston and Meehan 1994: 144-47) 

In Spanow (1990), the Crown admitted the existence and scope of the Abonginal right. 

Consequently, the Court made only cursory comments on the test required to determine the 

existence of Aboriginal rights, indicating that the determination of Aboriginal rights and title must 

be undertaken on a case-by-case basis. The Court did not outline the factors to consider in 

determ-g which traditional activities could be considered to be Aboriginal rights. The scope of 

Aboriginal rïghts was later clarified in Van der Peet (1996). 

5.2.7 VUPI der Peetv. n e  Queen [1996], 4 C.N.L.R. 177 (S.C.C.) 

Dorothy Van der Peet, a member of the Sto:lo First Nation of southwestern British 

Columbia, was charged with violating the Fisheries Act by s e l h g  fish caught under the Indian 

food fish license. The Supreme Court mled that Ms. Van der Peet failed to demonstrate that the 

exchange of fish for money or other goods ' k a s  an integral part of the distinctive Sto:lo culture 

which existed prior to contact" with Europeans, and therefore this activity was not protected by 

section 35(1) of the Constirution Acr, 1982. 

The Court held that Aboriginal rights exist in Canada as a result of the prior occupation 

of the land by Aboriginal peoples and the social organization and distinctive cultures of . 

Aboriginal peoples on that land. Aboriginal rights exist because of the simple fact that %ben 

Europeans arrived in North Amenca, aboriginalpeoples were already here, living in 

communities on the land, and participahg in distinctive cultures, as they had done for centuries" 

(Van der Peet 1996) [emphasis added]. This fact alone, the Court explained, "separates 



aborig»talpeoplesfiom all other rninority groups in Canadian society and . . . mandates their 

special legaz, and now constiturional statu; (Van der Peel 1996) [emphasis added]. 

The Court reiterated its finding that Aboriginal rights were not created by section 35(1) 

of the Constitution, section 35(1) rnerely elevated to constitutional status rights that already 

existed and were recognized in comrnon Iaw (e.g., calde; 1973). The Court stresseci that the 

purpose of section 35(1) is to reconcile the fact that Aboriginal people "lived on the land in 

organized societies with their own practices, traditions, and cuitures", with the assertion of the 

sovereignty of the Crown. Substantive rights of Aboriginal peoples must be defined in light of 

this purpose. 

Aboriginal rights, the Court explained, are particular to individual Abonginal groups and 

cannot be determined on a general basis.. In order to be considered an Aboriginal right, an activity 

m u t  be an elernent of a practice, custom, or tradition integral to the distinctive culture of the 

Abonginal group claiming that right. An integral element of an Aboriginal culture is defined as an 

activity of central significance to an Aboriginal society, and must be shown to have existed pnor 

to European contact. Furthemore, in order for a practice, custom, or tradition to be a defining 

charactenstic of an Abonginal culture, it must be considered distinctive to that society. 

The Van der Peet ( 1  996) decision was one of three decisions released simultaneously by 

the Supreme Corn of Canada. The Court indicated that the Van der Peet (1996) decision should 

be read in conjunction with the other cases because of the similarities between them. The 

Supreme Court's decision in Gladstone (1996) is of  particular relevance to this research because 

it provides an elaboration of the extinguishment test f i s t  outlined in Sparrow (1990). 



5.2.8 Gladstone v. The Queen [1996], 4 C.N.L.R 65 (S.C.C.). 

Donald and William Gladstone, members of the Heiltsuk Band of northwestem British 

Columbia, were charged with attempting to sel1 herring spawn-on-kelp without a commercial 

license in violation of the Fishe>ies Act. The Supreme Court ruled that the Heiltsuk Band 

possessed an unextinguished Aboriginal right to trade herring spawn-on-kelp on a commercial 

basis, since the exchange of herring spawn-on-kelp for money or other goods on a scale which 

could only be described as commercial was a central, significant, and defining feature of the 

culture of the Heiltsuk pnor to European contact. As such, the exchange and trade of herring 

spawn-on-kelp was determined to be an integral part of the distinctive culture of the Heiltsuk 

Band. 

The Court's decision was significant because it marked the first time that an Aboriginal 

group demonstrated the existence of a commercial Aboriginal nght; and because the Court 

provided an elaboration of the extinguishment test set out in Spamow (1990), as well as a 

refinement of the justification test. In reaching its decision, the Court determined that although 

the Crown need not have expressly referred to its intent to extinguish an Abonginal right in order 

to have done so, it neverthetess had to dernomGate that the exercise of an Aboriginal right was 

more than simply subject to a regulatory scherne. The COLUT held that Order-in-Council P.C. 

2539 of the Special Fisheries Regulationr for the Province of British Columbia cannot "be said to 

express a clear and plain intention to extinguish the Aboriginal right of the Heiltsuk  and,'' even 

though the text of the regulation explicitly prohibits Aboriginal peoples fiom selling or trading 

fish commercially. To illustrate, the text of the 1894 regulation reads as follows: 

Whereas it is represented that since time immemonal, it has been the practice of the 
Indiansof British Columbia to catch salmon by means of spears and otherwise after they 
have reached the upper non-tidal portions of the rivers: 
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And whereas while d e r  commercial fishuig began it became erninently desirable that ail 
salmon that succeeded in reaching the upper waters should be allowed to go on to their 
spawning beds unmolested, in view of the great importance the Indians attached to their 
practice of catching salmon they have been perrnitted to do so for their own food purposes 
only, and to this end subsection 2 of section 8 of the Special Fishery Regulations for British 
Columbia provides as follows: - 

2. Inaians may, at nny time, with the permission of the Chief Inspector of Fishenes, 
catch fish to be wed as food for themselves and their families, but for no otherpu>pose; 
but no Indian shail spear, trap or pen fish on their spawning grounds, or in any place 
leased or set apart for the natural or artificial propagation of fish, or in any other place 
othenvise specially reserved- [emphasis original] 

And whereas notwithstanding îhis concession, great difficulty is being 
experienced in preventing the Indians from catching salmon in such waters for commercial - 

purposes and recentty, an Indian was convicted before a local magistrate for a violation of 
the above quoted regulation, the evidence being that he had been found fishing and 
subsequently seilhg fish. 

Section 8(2) of the regulation was revised in 19 15 to read: 

2. An Indian may, at any hme, with the permission of the Chief Inspector of Fishenes, 
catch f i h  to be used as food for hirnsevand his farnily, but for no otherpu>pose. . . . An 
Indian shall not fish for or catch fishpursuant to the said permit except in the waters by the 
means or in the marner and within the time limit expressed in the said permit, and m y  frsh 
caught pursuant to any such permit shall r;ot be sold or otheMlise dispused of and a 
violation of the provisions of the said permit shall be deerned to be a violation of these 
regulations. [emphasis original] 

The court held that the intent of these regulations were to ensure that conservation 

objectives were met and that special protection for Indian food fisheries conhnued. As such, the 

purpose of the legislation "was not to eliminate aboriginal rights to fish commercially". The 

Court went on to state that, ''failure to recognize an aboriginal right, and the failure to gant  

special protection to it, do not constitute the clear and plain intention necessary to extinguish the 

right" The inability ro practice an Aboriginal nght because of govemment regulation does not 

elirninate or extinguish the existence of that right. This is a key element of the principle of 



continuity which asserts that Aboriginal rights may continue to exist today, even though they 

have oot been openly practiced durhg the last c e n w  because of govemment regulation. 

Having detemùned thar an Aboriginal right existed and was *ged upon by regulation, 

the Court turned its attention to the question of justification. The Court held that in 

circumstances such as Gladstone (1996), where an Aboriginal right has no internai limitation, the 

doctrine of Abonginal rights requires that govemment demonstrate that it has taken the existence 

of Aboriginal rights into account when allocating resources, and that it has respected the fact that 

Aboriginal rights have pnonw over the exploitation of the resource by other users. The Court 

suggested that compelling and substantial objectives other than conservation may be considered 

valid justification to W g e  on Aboriginal rights. Because Aboriginal peopies are part of the 

broader Canadian society, valid objectives could include the pursuit of economic and regional 

fairness, and the recognition of historical dependence on a resource by non-Aboriginal people. 

The essence of the Court's decision i s  that the reconciliation of Aboriginal rights with the rest of 

Canadian society is dependent on the successful attainment of shared objectives. 

The Suprerne Court of Canada was given the oppomurity to apply the refined 

justification test in the cases of Adams (1996) and Côté (1996). Both appeals involved offenses 

under the Quebec Fishery Regulations and the decisions were released simultaneously because of 

the similarities in the issues raised in the cases. 

5.2.9 Adams v. The Queen [1996], 4 C.N.L.R: 1 (S.C.C.) and Côté v. The Queen [1996], 4 

C.N.L.R. 26 (S.C.C.) 

In both of theçe cases, the Supreme Court ruled unanimously that the fishery regulations 

were unenforceable against the accused because b e y  enjoyed Aboriginal and treaty rights within 



their traditional temtory. However, in C&é (1996) the Court held that the provincial regulation 

requiring a nominal fee for entering the controlled harvest zone by motor vehicle did not 

unjustifiably i n h g e  the accused ancestral right to fish for food. 

a) Adams v. The Queen [1996],4 C.N.L.R. 1 (S.C.C.) 

The case involved a Mohawk man charged with fishing without a proper license in Lake 

St. Francis, Quebec, in violation of the Quebec Fishev Regzdations. The fundamental issue 

before the Supreme Court was whether or not Aboriginal rights could exist without the 

Aboriginal group having title to the land on which the traditional activity was exercised. The 

Supreme Court held that: 

. . . the doctrine of Aboriginal rights is not solely concerned with land but also covers al1 
Abonginal interests arising out of native people's histonc occupation and use of ancestral 
lands. Aboriginal rÏghts can be incidental to Abori-cal title but need not be; they are 
severable Eom and can exist independently of Aboriginal title. 

Where an Aboriginal group can demonstrate that a particular practice, custom, or tradition was 

integral to its distinctive culture, the group does not have to show that its connection with the 

piece of land on which the activity took place was sufficiently significant and central to their 

distinctive culture to establish a daim to land. 

The Court explained that the reason why Aboriginal rights are not inexorably linked to 

Abonginal title is that some Abonginal peoples were nomadic, changing the location of their 

settlements depending on the season as weH as other cucumstances. This mobile lifestyle does 

not alter the fact that nomadic peoples relied on the land for their survival pnor to European 

contact, and that many of the customs, practices, and traditions that were integral to the 

distinctive cultures of nomadic peoples took place on the land. The Court cautioned that the 



Aboriginal rights recognized and affirmed by section 35(1) should not be understood or defined 

in a marner which excludes some of the very rights the provision was intended to protect. 

Moreover, intermittent use of an area, in this case Lake St. Francis, was sufficient for the 

Mohawks to demonstrate that their reliance on the fish of this lake for food was a significaat 

part of their culture, irrespective of the fact that this area may not have been part of their 

traditional hunting or fishing grounds. 

The Court also discussed the infigernent step of the Sparrow (1990) test and suggested 

that the identification of idhgements under section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982 should . 

be approached differently than those under the normal setting of the Canadian Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms. The Court proposed that in light of the Crown's unique fiduciary relationship 

with Aboriginal peopies, Parliament may not simply adopt an unstmctured discretionary 

administrative regime that risks infiinging AboriginaI rights in the absence of some explicit 

guidance: 

Ifa statute confers un administrative discretion which may carry signifcant consequences 
/or the exercise of an abonginal right, the statute or its delegate regdations m u t  outline 
specific criteria for the granting or refurnl of that discretion which seek to accommodate the 
eristence of aboriginal rights. In the absence of such specific guidance, the statute will fail 
to provide representatives of the Crown with suffiient directives tu fuZfi[[ theirfiducimy 
duties, and the statute will be found to represent an infringement of aboriginal nghts under 
the Sparrow (1990) test. [emphasis added] 

In this instance, the regdatory scheme was found to be an unjustified i&?ngement of the 

Mohawks' Aboriginal rights. 

b) Côté v. The Queen [1996], 4 C.N.L.R. 26 (S.C.C.) 

This case involved members of the Algonquin people who were charged with failing to 

pay the required access fee for entering a controlled harvest zone in the Outaouais region of 



Quebec. In addition, one of the accused, Côté, was charged with fishing without a vdid License 

in contravention of the Quebec Fkhery Regulations. The core issues raised in this appeal are 

whether the appellants enjoyed an unextinguished Aboriginal nght or treaty nght to fish within 

the controlled harvest zone, and whether the federal and provincial regdations hfiinged these 

rights and codd be justified under the fhmework set out in Spurrow (199C). 

The Supreme Court held that fishing for food within the boundarïes of the controlled 

harvest zone had been a significant part of the life of the Algonquins since the time of contact 

with the first European settlers. The Court found that even though the Algonquins may never 

have enjoyed real and exclusive possession over the temtory within the controlled harvest zone 

because of their nornadic lifestyle and small nurnbers, they nevertheless possessed Abonginal 

nghts to the temtory within this area. The Court reiterated its finding in Adams that there is no 

persuasive reason why the practices, customs, and traditions integral to a distinctive Aboriginal 

culture should be limited to those activities associated with a continuous and historical 

occupation of a specific tract of land. Nevertheless, a protected Aboriginal right may have an 

important link to the land on which it was pursued. For this reason, an Aboriginal practice, 

custom, or tradition entitled to protection as an Aboriginal right will fkequently be limited to a 

specific temtory or location, depending on the actual pattern of exercise of an activity prior to 

contact. Hence, an Aboriginal nght will usually be defined in site-specific terms, with the result 

that the right c m  only be exercised upon a specific tract of land. If such practices, customs, and 

traditions concùiued following contact in the absence of specific extinguishment, such practices, 

customs, and traditions are entitled to constitutional recognition subject to the i f i g e m e n t  and 

justification tests outlined in Sparro w ( 1  990) and Gladstone (1 996). 
. - 



Because the provision of the Quebec Fishery Regu~atiom enacted a blanket prohibition 

on fishing in the absence of a license, and do not prescribe any criteria to guide or structure the 

exercise of the minister's discretion, the provisions were found to impose undue hardship and 

interference with the accused preferred mode of exercising bis nght. This e g e m e n t  was 

deemed hjustified since it did not take place pursuant to compelling and substantial objectives, 

and was not consistent with the Crown's fiduciary obligation to Aboriginal peoples. The Court 

reiterated that the right to fish for food is a right which should be given first priority after 

conservation objectives are met- 

52-10 DeZgamuukw v. British CoZtimbia, [1997] 3 S.C.R- 

The DeZgamurikw (1 997) decision by the Suprerne Court of Canada was extremely 

significant because it represented the firsr oppomuüty for the Court to pronounce itself on the 

general nature and content of Abonginal title. The implications of the decision go far beyond the 

scope of this paper, however, it is important to highlight key aspects of the decision that have 

direct implications on the issue of Aboriginal rights and title in long-established national parks. 

The case Uivolved a daim by the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en people of noahwestern 

British Columbia of Aboriginal title to separate portions of 58,000 square kilometers traditional 

temtory. The Supreme Court ruled that a new trial was required because it was inappropriate 

for the Court to consider the merits of the case since the pleading had been amended kom its 

original claim of ownership and jurisdiction, and the claimants had amalgamated the individual 

claims by each house into two communal claims, one advanced by eachnation. More 

importantly, however, Chief Justice Lamer provided guidance to future trail judge which serve as 

the Court's first comprehensive weatment of the issue o f  Aboriginal title. 



Chief Justice Lamer indicated that Abonginal htle is distinct nom other propnetary 

interests because of its sui generis nature and the fact that it is inalienable and cannot be 

transferred, sold, or surrendered to anyone other than the Crown. Aboriginal title the Court 

determined, encompasses the right to exclusively use and occupy land for a variety of purposes, 

not limited to practices, customs, or traditions integral to the distinctive Aboriginal culture. The 

use of Abonginal title land is limited, however, and must be consistent with the Aboriginal 

groups attachment to the land to ensure future use and occupation. Aboriginal communities 

cannot utilize land held pursuant to Aboriginal title in ways that would undermine the inherent 

and unique value of the land (Delgamuukw 1997). 

The Courtoutlined a test for demonstrating the existence of Abonginal title. To establish 

a daim to Aboriginal title, an Aboriginal group must demonstrate that it occupied the land in 

question at the time the Crown asserted sovereignty. The appropriate time fkame for British 

Columbia is 1846 when the British conclusively established sovereignty with the signing of the 

Oregon Boundary Treaty. In determining proof of occupancy, both the common law and the 

Abcriginal perspective must be t&en into account. Occupation must have been exclusive at the 

time of sovereignty to dernonstrate Aboriginal title. Proof of occupation, the Court suggested, 

could be established in a vax-iety of ways, "ranging fkom the construction of dwellings through 

cultivation and enclosure of fields, to regular use of definite tracts of land for hunting, fishing, or 

othenvise exploiting resources" (Delgarnuukw 1997). The Court did not exclude the possibility 

of joint title arising fiorn shared exclusivity, and suggested that the common law "develop to 

recognize Aboriginal nghts as they were recognized by either de facto practice or by Abonginal 

systems of govemance'' (Delgarnuukw 1997). 



The Court reanirmed that Abonginal rights are not absolute and may be infiRnged if this 

e g e m e n t  furthers a compelling and substantial legislative objective and is consistent with the - 

special fiduciary relationship between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples. Activities identified 

by the Court as compelling and substantial in nature include: the development of agriculture, 

forestry, mining, and hydroelectric power; the general econornic developmen~ of the interior of 

British Columbia; the protection of the environment or endangered species; and the building of 

infrastructure and the settlement of foreign populations (Delgarnuukw 1997). The Corn 

indicated that three dimensions of Aboriginal title influence the standard of scrutiny and the form 

of the fiduciary duty. First, the right to exclusively use and occupy the land; second, the nght to 

choose the use of the land, subject to inherent limitations; and third, the inescapable economic 

component of the land itself. For these reasons, the Court suggested that the fiduciary 

relationship between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples may be satisfied by involving Aboriginal 

peoples in the decisions taken with respect to their lands, and providing financial compensation 

when Aboriginal title is *ged (Delgarnzrukw 1997). 

The Court also indicated that because of the nature of Aboriginal ri-&ts, rules of evidence 

must be adapted to allow oral histories and similar types of evidence to be accommodated and 

treated on an equal footing with other more familiar types of historical evidence. Failure to do 

so, would effectively deny Aboriginal peoples the ability to prove rights which originated in 

times when there were no written records of the practices, customs, and traditions that 

Aboriginal peoples engage in (DeZgamuukw 1997). Chief Justice Lamer concluded his cornments 

by encouraging the parties to negotiate "the reconciliation of the pre-existence of Aboriginal 

societies with the sovereignty of the Crown," noting that, "we are al1 here to stay." 



5.2.1 1 Summary of Legal Principles 

The Constitution Act, 1982, in combination with the legal decisions on the issue of 

Abonginal rights and title, form the foundation of the doctrine of Aboriginal rights and title in 

Canada. Although the Supreme Court of Canada has clearly indicated that the scope and content 

of Aboriginal rights rnust be determined on a case-by-case basis, the body of law commonly 

known as the docirine of Aboriginal nghts and title provides some guidance as to the 

determination of the continued existence of Aboriginal rights and title of the Ktunaxa people in 

Kootenay National Park. 

The Court hasstressed that the substantive rights of Aboriginal people must be defined 

in Iight of the purpose of section 35(1), which is to reconcile the fact that Abonginal people 

lived on the land in organi-zed societies prior to the Crown's assertion of sovereignty. The 

courts have indicated that Abonginal rights stem fkom the histoncal use and occupation of land 

by Aboriginal peoples and that Aboriginal rights are particular to a specific Aboriginal group. III 

order to be considered an Abonginal right, an activity must be an element of a practice, custom, 

or tradition integral to the distinctive culture of the Abonginal group claiming the right and have 

existed prior to the arriva1 of European settlers. The activity need not, however, be associated 

with the continuous histoncal occupation of a specific tract of land by an Aboriginal group. 

Pnor to the recognition and protection of Aboriginal nghts and title in the Constitution 

Act, the Crown had the ability to unilaterally extinguish Aboriginal rights. However, in order to 

have done so, the Crown must demonstrate that it had a "clear and plain" intention to extuiguish 

the Aboriginal right. Failure by the Crown to recognize an Aboriginal right within a Legislative 

scheme, and the failure to grant it special protection, do not constitute the "clear and plain" 

intent necessary to extinguish an Aboriginal right. The inability of an Aboriginal group to 
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practice a particular activity because of govemment regdation does not eluninate or extinguish 

the existence of that right. The Crown does have the ability to restnct the exercise of an 

Aboriginal right but the justification to do so must be based on compelling and substantial 

objectives such as the conservation of natural resources, the safety of the public, the pursuit of 

economic and regional fairness, and the recognition of the histoncal dependence of non- 

Aboriginal people on a resource. However, the Crown must demonstrate that in allocating a 

resource, it has taken into account the existence of aboriginal rights and allocated the resource in a 

manner respectful of the fact that those nghts have priority over the exploitation of the resource 

by other users. 

5.3 POTENTIAL EXISTENCE OF ABORIGINAL EUGHT(S) IN KOOTENAY NATIONAL 
PARK 

5 -3.1 Introduction 

The previous section descnbed the legal h e w o r k  outlined by the Supreme Court of 

Canada for analyzing daims to Aboriginal nghts and title. It has been shown that while claims to 

Abonginal rights must be examined on an individual basis, certain general principles, loiown as 

the doctrine of Aboriginal rights and title, provide guidance in determinkg the existence of 

Abonginal rights. 

This chapter addresses the issue of whether or not the Ktunaxa people once had 

Aboriginal rights in the area now encornpassed within Kootenay National Park, and if so, did the 

application of the national parks regdatory scheme necessarily extinguish those rights. The 

analysis follows the framework outlined by the Supreme Court of Canada: documenting fkst  the 

histoncal pattern of use of the area by the Ktunaxa people, and then examinhg the regu la to~  

scheme to detemine the purpose of the legislation. The analysis does not investigate whether 
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Abonginal rights have been &ged or the govemment's justification for doing so. This latter 

step in the legal fi-amework is left to subsequent chapter; which describe the respective interest. 

of KKTC and Parks Canada in Kootenay National ~ a & .  

5.3.2 Historical Use and Occupancy of the Kninaxa Traditional Territory 

Traditional Lfes&de 

Little documented information exists on the history of the Ktunaxa people. However, 

fkom available information, namely ethnographie accounts and Ktunaxa oral history, it is 

apparent that the lifestyle of the Ktunaxa was historically a nomadic one where small family 

groups moved systematically across a vast territory to support their hunting and gathering 

economies (Johnson 1989). According to the Kutenai Language Task Force (KLTC) (1989), the 

Ktunaxa people moved from site-to-site depending on the seasonal availability of food sources, 

typically crossing the Rocky Mountains to hunt buffalo on the eastern slopes of the mountain 

range in spring and early summer, and again in late fa11 or winter. They returned to the Columbia 

Trench in intervening periods to exploit the more varied resources of the region (Heitzman. 

Schaeffer (1982) documented the seasonal pattem of the Michel Prairie Kootenai (St. 

Mary's Band) prior to the introduction of the horse: 

In winter they joumeyed eastward well into the eastem foothills of southwestern ~ l b e r t a  to 
hunt bison. Mostly, they seemed to have ranged between Crowsnest Lake and Waterton 
Lakes, but a number of their campsites extended east to the junction of the Oldman and 
Bow Rivers. 

This, and other hunts were carried out on foot, supplemented with snowshoes during 
most of the winter season. At limes they penetrated for some distance into the grasslands 
to pursue fiee herds, to raid the Shoshoni Indians, or to visit friendly tribes, such as the 
Cree. According to Kutenai informants, the Blackfbot were not resident in the foothills of 
extreme southwestem Alberta at this time. 



The Michel Prairies band were said to have used dog travois for transport in the level, 
tree-fiee country east of the Divide . . . There is a tradition among modem Kutenai of this 
group impounding buffalo east of the Rockies . . . The Michel Prairie people took 
advantage, as did al1 the Upper Kootenai, of the buffalo's habit to escape the severe winter 
stoms of the opeo plains. Thus winter hunting parties moving eastward fiom the 
mountains usually encountered scattered buffalo in the vicinity of Crowsnest Lake. There 
the animals were run into snow drifts in the broken county of Crowsnest Valley, killed with 
spear or bow and arrows, butchered and the meat cured nearby . .. In spring, the Miche1 
Prairie band moved westward across the Divide, via Crownest f ass, to plant tobacco and to 
engage in fishing, gathering and upland game hunting . . . Between planting and harvesting 
seasons, they hunted elk and other game in Elk River valIey. At other tirnes they used to 
join the Tobacco Plains band in hunting moose and eik north of Columbia Lakes, 
occasionally going as far north as Golden, B.C. 

The Michel Prairie people are believed have taken fish in WhÏteswan Lake during the 
summer excursion West of the Divide and occasionally in winter in the foothills streams east 
of the Divide . . . Apparently at times some of the Michel Prairie group moved north to the 
Columbia-Windermere Lakes for the fa11 migration of salmon. Others moved across the 
Rockies for the fa11 buffalo hunt, traveling south to Crownest Pass and across the west side. 

A Stoney informant, George McLean, reported in 1026 that: 

The Kootenays and the Stonies always Iived in the Rocky Mountains. The only time they 
traveled on the prairie was early in the fa11 and in the spring. When they wanted to wanted 
to hunt the buffalo the Stonies and Kootenays were together . . . They came over the 
Whiteman's p a s ,  the Kootenay pass, the Kananaskis pass (Canmore), the Bow River pass 
(west of Banff), the Saskatchewan, and the Crowsnest. When the Kootenays did not corne 
over, the Stonies went over to their side. They kept on that way for years . . . (quoted in 
Barbeau 1965: 135). 

The nomadic lifestyle of the Ktunaxa enabled them to conserve the precious natural 

resources they depended upon by distributing the impact of sustenance activities throughout a 

large area, rather than concentrating it on small land base (KLTC 1989). In the "Kutenai Nation 

Resource Bookyy, the KLTC (1989) described the -traditional diet of the Ktunaxa people as 

consisting mainly of meat and fish, supplemented with bemes, wild greens, root bulbs, nuts, and 

seeds. Moose, deer, elk, bufFalo, and caribou are described as having once been: 

. . . plentiful and very important to the survival and well being of the Kutenai people. 
These animais were used for food, clothing, and tools. Smdler animals such as the rabbit, 



beaver and muskrat were trapped for food and clothing. Some of the animals were hunted 
only during a certain t h e  of year. Most of the fish and game were dned for winter use 
(KL,TC 1989: 29)- 

The task force went on to explain that through eqerience, the Ktunaxa people: 

. . . leamed to select foods in proper amounts to supply the body with the nutrients it 
needs. Respect for the land and the food it provided led to the wise use of animals, fish, and 
plants. Very little was wasted (KLTC 1989: 30). 

These traditional pursuits are still practiced today by the Ktunaxa and are of vital importance to 

the survival of their culture. 

Traditional Teriftory of the Ktunaxa 

Histoncally the Ktunaxa people lived in the western foothills of the Rockies along the 

Kootenay and Columbia Rivers. Their favorite food gathering areas are said to have been: 

. . . northerly to Revelstoke and Golden including the Columbia Valley; east of the Rockies, 
to the Plains region for buffalo; south Uito Montana, Idaho, and the eastem part of 
Washington state for roots and plants and as far west as the Arrow Lakes for fish and fowl 
(KLTC 1989: 3 1). 

The entire traditional temtory of the Ktunaxa people is described as encompassing: 

Those lands adjacent to the Kootenay River; fiom the Big Bend of the Columbia River north 
of Donald Station: Thence southerly, including al1 of the Kootenay Sinuosities, to that part 
of Montana, U.S.A. known as Elmo; thence westerly to the Borner's Ferry area of Idaho, 
U.S.A.; thence northerly to the Upper Arrow Lakes area of British Columbia, Canada; 
thence easterly across the Big Bend of the Columbia River to the summits of the Rocky 
Mountains. . . . It is not an impossibility that the Kootenay people used and occupied a 
greater area of land extending north to the present site of the City of Edmonton, Alberta, 
and South to the city of Missoula, Montana in the United States. (Kootenay Land Claim 
and Declaration 198 1) 



The expansive traditional temtory of the Ktunaxa people is substantiated by the writings 

of David Thompson, one of the earliest European explorers in the rockies. In his diaries he 

recorded that: 

. . . al1 these Plains, which are now the hunting grounds of the placldoot] Indians, were 
formerly in full possession of the Kootenaes [Ktunaxa], northward; the next the Saleesh 
Flathead] and their allies; and the most southern, the Snake Indians [Shoshoni] and their 
tribes, now driven across the mountains (quoted in Tyrrell 1916: 204). 

In 18 1 1, a fur trader by the name of Alexander Henry the Younger noted while 

investigating the Clearwater River, a tributary of the Saskatchewan River, "that the remains of 

some of the dwellings of the Kootenays, built of wood, straw and pine branches" similar to 

dwellings "along Riviere de la Jolie Prairie and Rarn River." He concluded that: 

this gives us every reason to suppose that nation formerly dwelt along the foot of these 
mountains, and even as far as our present establishment Bocky Mountain House], near 
which the remains of their lodges are still to be seen (quoted in Whyte 1985: 25). 

Near the Kootenay Plains on the east slope of the Rocky Mountains, Younger noted: 

We encamped at the upper end of the Kootanes Plain . . . I observed near the foot of the 
Rocks in the rear on the Plain the remains of an Old Kootonoes Camp, where the wood of 
their tents were still standing. Some of them were constnicted with Poles nearly in the same 
manner as our Indians of the Plains, and 1 presume covered them with Leather in the same 
manner. But by far the greatest part were constmcted in a manner covered with Pine 
branches and grass, and some were made of split Wood thatched over with grass . . . 
Formerly that nation used to fiequent this place for the purpose of making dried provisions 
. . . as Buffalo are always numerous, and the Grey Sheep are in abundance . . . Moose and 
Red Deer are also plenty (quoted in Gough 1992: 508) 

The use of the vast traditional temtory of the Ktunaxa was not exclusive, as portions of 

the temtory were shared with neighboring Abonginal groups. Teit (1909) noted that one of the 

areas for which there may be a conflicting daim is the area north of Canal Flats which is 

occupied by the Kinbasket Band of the Shuswap Nation. However, the Kuibasket Band settled 

in hvennere around 1840 and did so with permission of the Ktunaxa Nation (Violet Birdstone 
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1996). It should also be noted that the Kinbasket Band h a  affiliated itself with the Ktunaxa 

Nation for the purposes of treaty negotiations (KKTC 1993). 

The long-term occupation of the Columbia Trench and Kootenay River by the Ktunaxa is 

also supported by linguistic studies. The Ktunaxa language is distinct fkom other North 

American native languages. Morgan (1 980) found that: 

The genetic relationship between Kootenay and Salishan is not close enough to warrant 
classiQing Kootenay as a Salishan language. Kootenay is a single member language which is 
coordinately related to the Salishan family in a language stock which can be called 
Kootenay-Salishan 

This distinctiveness is interpreted by linguists as a good indication that there has been little 

rnovernent in a resident population (Heitzmann 1998~). 

Traditional Use Q f Kootenay National Park 

Archeological knowledge in the Upper Columbia and Upper Kootenay valleys is limited, 

and consists mainly of selected area inventories and a small number of impact assessment studies 

and archeological excavation (Heit~nann 1998a: 2). Because of the scarcity in available 

archeological evidence it is impossible to conclusively demonstrate a direct association or 

continuity between the historical human use of Kootenay National Park and the present day 

Ktunaxa people. However, historical agreements, Ktunaxa oral history, national park visitor 

information, and recent research into the influence of humans on the Iandscape and ecology of 

national parks, al1 provide a good indication that the Ktunaxa people historically utilized the area 

now within Kootenay National Park. 

As noted in chapter four, the Dominion government facilitated an agreement between the 

Ktunaxa people and the Blackfoot Confederacy delineating their respective hunting grounds. 



The agreement clearly lays out that the hunting grounds of the Ktunaxa encompassed the area of 

land now within the boundaries of Kootenay National Park. 

The historical significance of the hot springs at Radium, BC, to the Ktunaxa people is 

- well recognized by Parks Canada. The historical use of the hot springs by the Ktunaxa for their 

healing properties is, in fact, documented in a Parks Canada pamphlet entitled 'Tuipika, a story 

of radium hot springsm (1978), and depicted on a mural inside the bath house. 

The cultural importance to the Ktunaxa people of the paint pots near Vermilion, BC, is 

also well recognized by Parks Canada and briefly depicted in an interpretive sign at the edge of 

the trail leôding to the site. The paint pots are a series of cold springs that rise near the source of 

the Vermilion River (Heitzmann 1998a: 23). The springs have created several mineral nch pools 

of greenish color and an open area of iron oxide deposit. This material is know as ochre or 

vermilion (Heitnnann l998a: 23). 

Heitzrnann (1 W8a) explained that Aboriginal peoples throughout North America valued 

red ochre and atûibuted a spiritual significance to it. Red ochre was used widely as an essential 

paint for pictographs (rock paintings), ceremonial clothing, tipis, and medicine. Some Aboriginal 

groups even sprinkled red ochre dunng burial ceremonies (Heitzmann 1998a: 23). 

Both the Ktunaxa and Stoney peoples utilized the paint pots at Vermilion. According to 

records of the Stoney oral history, oniy certain people within the tribe could acquire red ochre at 

the paint pots. The Stoney believed that there are spirits around the paint pots that can be 

heard talking, singing, or whistling (Barbeau 1965: 209). . 

In the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, the paint pots were mined 

commercially for the ochre which was used as paint coloring. The ochre beds were plowed or 



scraped into low ndges and the iron oxide clay was then likely bagged in sacks for removal 

(Heitzmann 1998a: 23). 

The paint pots were and continue to be culturally significant to the Khinaxa people 

because of the ceremonial importance of ochre and the considerable historical trade and 

commerce of ochre with other Aboriginal groups. In a recent consultation effort between Park 

Canada and KKTC on the potential designation of the paint pots as a national historic site, the 

KKTC representatives made it clear that-the area continues to hold cultural significance for them. 

KKTC representatives expressed both concem over the management of the site and a desire to 

resurne the collection of ochre for cultural purposes (Heitzrnann 1998a: 23). 

The influence of Aboriginal people on the Iandscape and ecology of national parks within 

the Canadian rockies is also slowly beginning to be recognized. The preliminary report of the 

Kootenay National Park ecohistory project noted the importance of frres in the regeneration of 

forest ecosystems within the Rocky Mountain Parks. The report argued that fires, including 

those purposely set by humans, are an essential process in ecosystems within national parks 

because they create openings or clearings such as meadows and corridors, and affect plant 

species composition by f a v o ~ g  grasses over forbes. This, in tum, enhances foraging habitat for 

bison and ungulate population, the prirnary food source of Aboriginal people (Heitnnann 1996: 

Fire suppression since the establishment of Kootenay National Park has drastically 

reduced range habitat for wildlife van Egmond 1990: 102). Using air photo coverage fkom 1945 

to 1978, Van Egmond observed a drastic reduction of meadows in Kootenay National Park fiom 

approximately 40% of al1 montane z e a  to less than one and one half percent (Van Egmond 1990: 

102). This reduction in foraging habitathas apparently contributed to the decline of eUc 
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population in the park fiom approximately 1000 ta less than 200 since the 1920s (Heitzmann 

L 996: 4). According to the study, "by ensuring open forest and meadows in Kootenay National 

Park, the Abonginal people codd have increased ungulate populations by at least a factor of 

five, a strong incentive to bum less productive forests" (Heitzmann 1996: 4). 

Hallett (1996) examined core samples f7om the bottom of lakes in Kootenay National 

Park to measure the change in vegetation over time. The study detemined that fire activity 

contributed to changes in the vegetation mosaic of the Kootenay Valley, but the research failed 

to detect the influence of humans in the generation of fires, mainly because the time intervals 

used in the study were too broad (40-80 years) to detect the impact of Aboriginal buming 

(Hallett 1996: 83). Similarly, in a recent archeological.study of Kootenay National Park, 

Heitzmann (1 998) found that although direct evidence of the role of Aboriginal people in 

maintainhg meadows by igniting fires could not be identified, it cannot be concluded that 

humans did not have a causal role in creating openings in the forest (Heitzmann 1998: 19). 

The archeoIogicaI study examined five sites and found that human use of the area 

occurred repeatedly in the past, even though no large stratified or intensively occupied sites were 

located. The study uncovered various stone tools, projectile points and lithic matenal onginating 

from the Top of the World Plateau which is located in the southeastem British Columbia portion 

of the Ktunaxa traditional temtory. Blood protein residue on some of the tools indicated that 

buffalo, deer family (deedeWmoose), hare, bear, and canids were al1 huntedin the past in the 

park area. Faunal rernains indicated that mountain sheep were aIso hunted at high altitude 

(Heitzmimn 1998: 19). 

Aithough there is presently insufficient archeological evidence to either substantiate or- 

repudiate the daim to Aboriginal rights and title in Kootenay National Park, the evidence does 



point to the histoncal existence of Aboriginal activities in the park This evidence includes the 

histoncal agreement in 1895 between the Kmaxa and the Stoney people that the federal 

govemment facilitated; the documented historical Aboriginal use of the Radium Hot Springs and 

the paint pots near Vermilion, BC; the early fmdings of the ecohistory project; the results of the 

recent archeological study in Kootenay National Parks; and, the traditional howledge and oral 

history of the Kninaxa people. For this reason, it is reasonable to argue that contrary to the 

opinion of park authorities (Fisher 1996), the Ktunaxa people used the area now within 

Kootenay National Park for far more than simply a traveling comdor during yearly expeditions 

to the prairies in order to hunt buffalo. The compact between the Ktunaxa and Stoney people 

indicates that the area within Kootenay National Park was an integral part of the traditional 

temtory of the Ktunaxa people. The ecohistory project and the traditional howledge and oral 

history of the Ktunaxa people indicate that the land base within the park was used to sustain the 

traditional lifestyle and economy of the Ktunaxa people. Parks Canada's documents describe 

the cultural significance of the Radium Hot Springs and the economic significance of the paint 

pots to the Ktunaxa people. Although the existence of Aboriginal rights in Kootenay National 

Park is ultirnately a factual issue for the courts to determine, it is reasonable to argue, that based 

on available evidence, Aboriginal rights once existed in the area now within Kootenay National 

Park. What remains to be determined is if those rights continue to exist today. 

The basis for this argument is consistent with the direction given by the Suprerne Court 

of Canada in DeZgarnuukw (1997) with respect to the evidentiary nature of Aboriginal oral 

history. In Delgamuukw (1997), the Court held that in assessing daims to Aboriginal rights and 

titIe, iaws of evidence must be adapted to allow oral history and similar types of evidence to be 

accornmodated and treated on an equal footing with other more fàniiliar types of evidence such 
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as histoncal documents. Failure to do, the Court noted, would impose an impossible burden of 

proof on Aboriginal people and preclude any c l a b  to Aboriginal rights. 

It is also important to recognize the deterrents for both Parks Canada and KKTC to 

collecting archeological evidence within the context of treaty negotiations. Currently, the British 

Columbia treaty negotiation process only requires that First Nations submit a map of their 

traditional temtory as part of theù statement of intent to negotiate a treaty with Canada and 

British Columbia. It does not require First Nations to substantiate their land daim with 

archeological evidence (British Columbia Claims Task Force 199 1 : 42; British Columbia Treaty 

Commission 1993: 4). 

Such evidence would be of value only in legal proceedings. The Ktunaxa have litîle 

incentive to d e h y  the cost of archeological research if Parks Canada's management policies 

remain the sarne and continue to exclude Aboriginal activities from long-established national 

parks. Similarly, Parks Cznada has little incentive to conduct or permit archeological studies if 

the potential outcome of such research is to substantiate daims to Aboriginal rights and title to 

areas within long-established national parks. This is particularly relevant to this research, and 

will be expiored in chapter seven given Canada's stated interests in national parks within the 

context of treaty negotiations. 

5 -3 -3 National Park Regdatory Scheme: Its S ignificance for Abonginal Peoples 

a) National Par& Act 

To d e t e d e  if Aboriginal rights continue to exist in Kootenay National Park, it is 

essential to examine the National Parks Act in conjunction with the supporting regulations, while 

taking into account recent legal decisions on Aboriginal nghts. The fundamental issue at stake is 
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whether or not the application of the National Park Act pnor to 1982, exthguished the right of 

the Kninaxa people to pursue traditional resource harvesting activities within the park 

As illustrated in chapter four, the national park legislation in effect when Kootenay 

National Park was established in 1920 was the amended Dominion Forest Reserves and Parh  

Act (19 1 1). The legislation banned hunting and reshicted fishing activities within Dominion 

parks. The legislation did not purport to extinguish Aboriginal rights or title. 

Subsequent national park legislation was established in 1930 and iater amended in 1988. 

Section 6 of the National Park Act (1988) confers considerable power to Parks Canada in 

respect to the establishment of national parks: 

(1) Public lands within the parks shall not be disposed of or located or settled on, and no 
person shall use or occupy any part of such lands, except under the authority of this act 
or the regulations. . . . 
. * - . - - * . * . . - - . . * . . . * . . - . . . . * . . * * . . . - . . . * - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . - . . -  
(4) The Governor in Councii may authonze the Minister to acquire othenvise dian by 
expropriation any lands or interests therein for the purpose of enlarging a park in 
establishing a new park and to purchase, expropriate or othenvise acquire any lands or 
interests thereiri for other park purposes. 

Section 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 of the act enact a blanket prohibition on wildIife hunting within 

national parks: 

8. (1.1) Every person who, in a park, hunts, disturbs, conf3nes or is in possession of 
wildlife of any species included in Part I of Schedule II [threatened species], or who is in 
possession either in or outside a park of such wildlife killed or captured in a park, is 
guiky of an offense and liable. . . . 
(1 -2) Every person who, in the park, hunts, disturbs, confines or is in possession of 
wildlife of any species included in Part II of Schedule II Cprotected species], or who is in 
possession either in or outside a park of such wildlife killed or captured in a park, is 
guilty of an offense and liable. 

Without a doubt, the National Parks Act has the eEect of denying everyone, irrespective of race 

and origin, the ability to hunt in national parks. For this reason, Notzke (1994) has argued that 
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pnor to the passage of the Constitution Act, 1982, Parks Canada was in a position to ignore both 

treaty rights and Aboriginal rights when establishing national parks (Notzke 1994: 245). As 

previously detailed in chapter four, the creation of Canada's f ist  national park set a precedent 

for the establishment of fùture national parks in Canada by effectively reducing the Stoney 

people's hunting grounds and barring them fÏom accessïng sacred sites and pipestone quames 

(Chief John Snow 1977: 46,68, 87; Chief Frank Kaquitis, quoted in Scace and Nelson 1986: 

137f). Given the histot-ical precedent, it appears that a natural consequence of  the application of 

the National Park Act is the de facto extinguishment of Abonginal rights. 

However, in Gladstone (1996) the Supreme Court determined that restrictions on the 

exercise of Aboriginal rights do not necessarily result in their extinguishment Failure to 

recognize an Aboriginal right, and failure to gant it special protection, do not constitute "clear 

and plain7' intent to extinguish an Aboriginal right. Althou& the Crown may not be required to 

expressly refer to its intention to extinguish an Aboriginal right in order to so, it nevertheless- 

must dernonstrate that the exercise of an Aboriginal right was more than simply subject to a 

regdatory scheme. Therefore, Abonginal rights may c o n ~ u e  to exist even though they may not 

have been openly practiced during the last centuy because of govemment regulation. 

Considering the specificity of the regulations examined in Gladstone (1996), it is 

reasonable to argue that the National Parb Acr does not demonstrate a sufficiently "clear and 

plain" intent to extinguish Aboriginal rights. Historically, the Dominion Forest Reserves and 

Parks Act (191 1) sirnply prohibited anyone from hunting in national parks with no padcular 

attention paid to traditional Abonginal hunting. It is much more iikely that when establishing 

national parks in the Canadian rockies, and developing the original national park policy, that the 



Dominion govemment was simply unaware or choose to ignore the existence of treaty rights and 

disregard the potential existence of Aboriginal rights- 

Parks Canada may contend that the Dominion Forest Resenies and Parh Act (19 1 1) and 

the subsequent National ~ a r k s  Act (1 988) differ fkom the Special Fisheries Regulations for the 

Province of BC examined in Gladstone (1996) on the grounds that legislation has greater 

Parliamentary or legal force, than an order-in-council. Irrespective of legal nuances and 

deliberations, however, the historical purpose of the national parks regulatory scheme was not to 

extinguish Abonginal rights but rather to protect and develop national parks as playgrounds for 

Canadians and -the people of the world" (Hmkin 19 17). Parks Canada may argue that this 

necessarily excluded the û-aditional activïties of Aboriginal people since Aboriginal people were 

viewed as ''uncivilized savages", unworthy of Canadian citizenship. However, this approach 

would clearly undermine the very purpose of section 35(1), which is to reconcile the fact that 

Aboriginal people lived on the land in organized societiss prior to the Crown's assertion of 

sovereignty, by perpetuating the histoncal injustice suffered by Abonginal peoples at the hands 

of colonizers who failed.to respect the distinctive cultures of pre-existing societies (Côté 1996). 

Parks Canada has recently embraced ecological integrity as the prirnary objective of 

national parks. This is reflected in section 5.1.2 of the National Parks Act (1988) which 

specifies îhat the primary way in which this objective is to be fulfilled is through the protection 

of natual resources. Ecological integrity is defined in Par& Canada Guiding Principle and 

Operational P o k i e s  ( 1  994) as rnanaging ecosystems in such a way that ecological processes are 

maintained and genetic species and ecosystem diversity are assured for the h tu re  (Parks Canada 



1994: 1 19). Ecosystem protection is described as the combination of regulatory and public 

education programs and resource management activi ties, aimed at ensuring that ecosystems are 

maintained in as natural a state as possible (Parks Canada 1994: 33-34, 121). 

Recent amendrnents to the National Park Act (1988) reveal that the primary objective of 

national parks is not necessarily incompatible with traditional resource use. Section 5.7 allows 

certain Abonginal peoples to pursue traditional harvesting activities in Ontario and 

Newfoundland: 

5. (7) The Minister may authorize persons of designated classes to engage in traditional 
renewabIe resource harvesting activities in any National Park established 

(a) in the district of Thunder Bay in the Province of Ontario; or 
(b) in the districts of St. Barbe and Humber West in the Province of Newfoundland 

Section 5.10 bestows traditional resource harvesting nghts in wilderness areas to Abonginal 

peoples with land claim or treaty agreements at the,discretion of the minister, on condition that 

the activity does not impact the wildemess cbaracter of the area: 

5 .  (10) Notwithstanding subsection (9), the Minister may authorize activities to be carried 
on in a wildemess area, subject to such conditions as the Minister considers necessary, 
for purposes o f .  . . . 

(d) the carrying on of traditional renewable resource harvesting activities authorized 
pursuant to subsection (7) or any other Act of Parliament; or  

Finally, section 7.l(ee) allows for the regulation of traditional renewable resource harvesting 

activities by order-in-council so long as the activity was authorized pursuant to subsection 5.7: 

7. (1) The Govemor in Council may, as he deems expedient, make regdations for 
(a) the preservation, control and management of the parks; 
@) the protection of the flora, soil, waters, fossils, natural feaîures, air quality and 
cultural, historical and archaeologicai resources; 
(c) the protection of the fauna, the taking of specimens thereof for scientific or 
propagation purposes and the destruction or removal of dangerous or superabundant 
fauna; 



(d) the management and regulation of fishing, and the protection of fish, including the 
prevention and remedying of any obstruction or pollution of watenvays; . . . 
. . - . . . * - . . m .  - * - - . . - - - - . . - - - - . * * . . . * . . . . . . - - . - . - . . - * . - - . . - . - . . .  
(ee) the control of traditional renewable resource harvesting activities authorized 
pursuant to subsection 5(7) 

Although the National Park Act (1988) seems to provide Abonginal peoples with a 

legislative guarantee of conhnued access to renewable resources within national parks, subsection 

5.7 lirnits Aboriginal activities to national parks within specific regions of Ontario and 

Newfoundland. Neither the act nor the delegate regulations outline specific critena used to limit 

the minister's administrative discretion to regions within the provinces of Ontario and 

Newfoundland, or to guide the application of the minister's discretion. As a consequence, the 

end result is the inequitable treatment of Aboriginal peoples across Canada depending on where 

and when the national parks were established. 

c) Park  Canada Guiding Principles and Operational Policies ( 1  994) 

Park Canada's policy provides m e r  evidence that traditional harvesting rights are not 

necessmily incompatible with the mission of national.parks. The policy states that "in parks 

where there are existing Aboriginal or treaty rights, the exercise of these rights will be respectedm 

and allowed to continue after the negotiation of land daim agreements or treaties (Canada 1994: 

24-25). The policy even foresees that due to the constitutional status of such agreements, 

treaties would supersede Parks Canada's policy and eEectively amend the National Parks Act 

(Canada 1994:25). The potential existence of Aboriginal rights is also recognized in section 

1.4.10 which states that "existùig Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of 

Canada will be honored These may be'defined in treaties and comprehensive claim agreements." 



However, the emphasis of Parks Canada's policy and section 1.4 is on the establishment 

of new national park agreements. In fact, section 1.4.1 1 only makes reference to the 

establishment of new national parks and does not address the issue of Aboriginal or treaty rights 

in long-established national parks: 

1.4.11 In areas subject to existing Aboriginal or treaty nghts or to comprehensive land 
daims by Aboriginal peoples, the terms and conditions of park ertublishment will include 
provision for continuation of renewable resource harvesting activities, and the nature and 
extent of Abonginal people's involvement in park planning and management. [emphasis 
added] 

The lack of reference to Abonginal and treaty rights in long-estabtished national parks effectively 

creates a po licy vacuum in Parh  Canada Guiding Principles and Operational Policies ( 1  994). 

It is also indicative of Parks Canada reluctance to recognize the existence of Aboriginal rights in 

long-established national parks. 

5.4 CONCLUSION 

Tt is clear from the national park regdatory scheme that traditional renewable resource 

harvesting activities are not necessarily incompatible with national park objectives. 

Furthemore, fiom the review of recent legal decisions on Aboriginal ngbts and title, and the 

evidence of the histoncal use of the area now within Kootenay National Park, it is doubtful that 

the application of the Dominion Forest Reserves and Parh  Act (19 1 1) and the subsequent 

National Park Act necessarily extinguished the right of the Ktunaxa people to hunt for food 

within Kootenay National Park. Moreover, there is nothing to suggest that other practices, 

traditions, and customs integral to the Ktunaxa culture which took place within the park 

boundaries have been extinguished. 



Some may argue that Parks Canada is justified in prohibiting the right of the Ktunaxa 

people to hunt within the park because it would be unfair to allow an Aboriginal group to do so 

while disallowing al1 others this right. However, since the goal of treaty regotiations is to 

develop new relations between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples, such justification should 

be discussed at the negotiation table rather than determined unilaterally by the govemment. 

Coexistence can only be achieved thmugh a candid discussion of interests. lngrained positions 

fuel animosity and solidi& the adversarial nature of relations between Abonginal peoples and. 

the govemment. This, in turn, leads to misunderstanding and misconceptions of the respective 

interests of Aboriginal peoples and of governments. 

The courts have provided the impetus for modem-day treaty negotiations in British 

Columbia and other parts of Canada. The reconciliation of Aboriginal rights and title with the 

assertion of sovereignty by the Crown requires a more practical approach than litigation. Interest 

based negotiation provides a more appropriate mechanism for resolving the century-old issues of 

Aboriginal rights and titIe. 



CHAPTER 6 

KTUNAXNKINBASKET TRIBAL COUNCIL INTERESTS KN NATIONAL PARKS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter applied the legal fiamework established by the Suprerne Court of 

Canada for analyzing claims to Aboriginal rights and title. From this analysis it is reasonabie to 

argue that the Ktunaxa people once used the area of land now within Kootenay National Park. 

Furthemore, it is doubmil that the national parks regulatory scheme necessanly extinguished the 

Aboriginal rights of the Ktunaxa people in areas now within national parks. A major 

shortcoming of the legal framework for analyzing Aboriginal rights is that it is based on  a winner- 

take-al1 approach rather than on a process more appropriately suited to the reconciliation of 

fundamental differences and the development of new constructive relationships between 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. 

This section of the paper, which includes the next three chapters, explores an alternative 

approach to litigation by documenthg the respective interests of KKTC and Parks Canada in 

Kootenay National Park. Moving away ftom entrenched, polarized positions, however, is 

extremely difficult when one or more stakeholder feeIs threatened. As will be illustrated, the 

major obstacle to achieving a mutually acceptable agreement with respect to Kootenay National 

Park is a difference in ideology which each party interprets as a threat to its fundamental needs. 

Parks Canada is concemed that the very foundation of national parks in Canada is threatened by 

the interests and desires of KKTC, whiIe KKTC feels that its cultural identity is threatened by 

the curent management regime in long-established national parks. The objective of this section is 



to document the interests of both KKTC and Parks Canada in Kootenay National Park in order 

to initiate a dialogue, in an effort to identiQ common ground between the interests of the parties. 

6-2 NTERESTS OF THE KTUNAXAKINBASKET TRIBAL COUNCE- 

We lived a nomadic lifestyle, following the vegetation and hunting cycles throughout our 
territory for over 10,000 years. We lived in harmony with the earth, obtaining al1 our food, 
medicines and materials for shelter and clothing fkom nature. We are the protectors of our 
temtory, a responsibility handed to us fiom the Creator. Our existence continues to centre 
on this responsibiIity. 

Denise Birdstone 
St. Mary's Indian Band 

Cranbrook, British Columbia, 3 Novernber 1992 
(Quoted in RCAP 1996 vo1.2, pt-2: 448) 

The K W a x a  people feel a special relationship to the land and its resources. The Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) described this relationship as both spiritual and 

material: the basis of a subsistence livelihood and the foundation of communities, but also the 

means of affirming the community's comection to the past and securing the future of the culture 

and society (RCAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 448). 

RCAP explained that Aboriginal people view land as more .than ssimply the surface of the 

earth. Their notion of land includes the subsurface as well as the rivers, lakes, shoreliies, the 

marine environment, and the air @CAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 448). Land is said to be at the core of 

Aboriginal identity, a source of profound spiritual and moral values. Central to Abonginal 

people's worldview is the belief that land and resources are living entities that deserve respect 

and protection (RCAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 436). 



Malyan Michel, an elder of the S t  Mary's Band, explained that for her "every tree and 

blade of grass has a purpose. The earth is like a human, what they're taking fkom within the 

earth is like taking blood fkom a person" (Malyan Michel 1997). 

To understand the importance of land to Abonginal people it is important to recognize 

that human communities are held together by traditions (King and Townsend, n-d.). In turn, 

these traditions form the basis of society, nationhood, and govemance. For Aboriginal people, 

these traditions are intricately tied to the land because of the way they have traditionally lived 

their lives. Not surprisingly, fand touches every aspect of their life: conceptual and spiritual 

views; securùig food, shelter, and clothing; cycles of economic activities including the division of 

Iabor; foms of social organization such as recreation and ceremonial events; and systems of 

governance and management (RCAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 448). 

Leo Williams (1997), an elder of St. Mary's Band, explained that the Ktunaxa people's 

relationship to land and resources is derived fiom the stewardship responsibility assigned to 

them by the Creator: 

Aboriginal people being told by the Creator to take good care of the land and they would 
be rewarded. In 1492, North America was the richest country in the world. We lived in 
harmony, we adapted to the land, we didn't want to destroy it. To our own way of life we 
lived by the land, we took what we need, never took what we wanted. Right now I'm rich, 
ncher than you will ever be because 1 believe in what was given to me. Take what you need, 
never take what you want; taking what you want is the destruction. 

A fundamental message of RCAP was that for Abonginal peopfes land is not simply a 

cornmodity to be bought and. sold; it is an inextricable part of the Aboriginal identity, deeply 

rooted in moral and spiritual values. This message was echoed during discussions with elders of 

the Ktmava people. Leo Williams explained that for the Ktunaxa, land is as valuable as life itself. 

According to the Ktunaxa world view "naîural resources do not belong to individuals, they 



belong to the Creator. In order to properly manage the resources we should only take what we 

need" (Leo Williams 1997). 

6.2.1 Concem Over Wide-Scale Environmental Degradation 

Several interviewees raised senous concern over what they perceived to be the 

uncontro Iled industrial extraction of natural resourc es and the resulting environmental 

degradation. They identified clear-cuttïng-as a major cause for concem because of the associated 

environment impacts including stream degradation, slope destabilization, and devastation of 

important wildlife habitat. MaIyan Michel (1997) recalled going to collect plants and herb for 

medicinal purposes and being shocked by the degree of environmental devastation in a particular 

watershed: 

Some years ago 1 went down that mountain. As a littie girl I know that my mother and a 
&end used to pick something dong the little creek. I went up in there and this is what made 
me cry. On the big mountain it was al1 clear cut and nothing. 1 finally came to that little 
creek and it was dry. Et breaks my heart to see the way they did it Walyan Michel 1997). 

Malyan. Michel (1997) went on to explain that the Ioss of natural habitat not only prevented her 

fkom coilecting cuiturally significant resources but also contributed to the loss of cultural 

knowledge: 

1 know this kind of medicine but 1 forget what it is called. 1 know the plant but there was 
nothing because it grows in damp, they grow along the creek but the creek was dry, there 
was nothing. 

One time a doctor asked me about my own medicine and 1 Iaugh in his face. I told him if 
I knew my own medicine 1 would not be sitting in his office. This is what 1 told him: it was 
your grand parents that made us loose our religion, our medicine, our way of life. 

Rick Gravelle (1997) of the Tobacco Plains Band observed that the industrial harvesting of forest 

resources has caused significant adverse affects on the community: 

They did al1 their logging on the tops of the mountains, just below the tree line, back in 
the Sots, 60's, 70's. That changed our whole run-off system because in the springtime the 



sun cornes out, wams up, there's no shade to slow down the m - o f f  process; so as soon as 
it starts running up there, it causes a lot of erosion and that pollutes our streams. It's bad for 
our fish and now everywhere they log the streams. 

1 remember when 1 was a kid 1 could go anywhere with my dad and 1 could get out and 
just about dnnk out of any stream I wanted to without getting sick Now days, you can't go 
and you can't just drink out of a stream. There's so much pollution and if it's not pollution 
it's parasites, now. It was the white people who brought the parasites, the ones that are in - 

the deer right now. It carne fiom a hippie colony established in the 60's d o m  in Colorado. 
Now that's in the animal, it's in the mule deer and they're high in the mountains. So when 
their dung goes nght into the water and we dnnk that water, it al1 cornes fiom one place and 
that's man-made destruction in everything that is out there. 

Leo Williams (1997) attributed much of the environmental degradation to the 

commercialization of natural resources. He felt that "we are tuming the whole world into a mall. 

Selling the rivers, the fish and the timber" and cautioned that "when they [dominant society] 

look at the tree they wonder how much money they c m  make. Same when they look at water 

and fish. Everything they look at they put a p ice  on if but by putting a prke on it you destroy 

it" (Leo Williams 1997). Malyan Michel (1997) shared his concern and felt that "the whole 

problem with non-natives, is that you see everything in dollar signs. When they exchange 

medicine for dollars there's no more strength in the medicine because it's spoiled by the dollar 

sign. That's the way it is and I'm telling you." 

6.2.2 Protecting the Environment 

Although the participants acknowledged that the national parks had protected part of 

their traditional territory from resource extraction and urban settlement, most felt that 

establishing national parks and protected areas was an ineffective means of protecting land and 

natural resources. Liz Gravelle (1997), an elder of the Tobacco Plains ~ & d ,  suggested that 

"preserving national parks is not going to help the rest of the country. . . . If we are going to do 



something it's got to be spread throughout the whole country." Pete McCoy (1997), a member 

of the Tobacco Plain's Band, concumed and wondered: 

Why would you want to create a monument of thkgs that were [an example of what the 
traditional temtory once looked like] when you can manage it [traditional temtory] o u  way 
and have it like that al1 the the .  That's what the park is, a monument [example] of what 
their [non native] successes would be if they managed it [traditional temtory]. A little . 
section of what they have. The whole thing [traditional temtory] could be like that with 
proper management. 

h t e a d ,  the participants suggested that an integrated resource management approach linked to 

principles of sustainable resource use would be a more appropnate means of protecting the land. 

Chief Sophie Pierre (1997) suggested that "we have to move away fiom the notion that we are 

managing land, move away fiom the concept of huxnan use of the land. We have to protect the 

land, the wildlife, the trees. Protect biodiversity so that the Iand can sustain itself because if it 

can't sustain itself, it can't sustain us-'' 

6.2.3 The Ktunaxa People's Perception of National Parks 

Many participants viewed national parks as large land areas set aside for the enjoyment 

and benefit of humans, but to the exclusion of Aboriginal people. They suggested that national 

parks were established to ease the concems of environmentalists who objected to widespread 

industnal extraction of natural resources. They felt that national parks are currently managed to . 

satis@ the recreational interests of wealthy individuals (Liz Gravelle 1997). Several elders 

suggested that because industnal resource extraction had been restricted within national parks, 

land within these areas provide an indication of what the traditional temtory of the Ktunaxa was 

like prior to the onset of industrialization (Pete McCoy 1997; Malyan Michel 1997; Leo 

Williams 1997). Several participants submitted that if the Ktunaxa people had retained a role in 

the management of land and resources throughout their traditional temtory, more of the 
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Kootenay Region would resemble national parks (Pete McCoy 1997). Many considered national 

parks as arbitrary and artificial boundaries which unnecessarily restrict fiee access of the 

Ktunaxa to natural and cultural resources within their traditional temtory (Wilfked Jacobs 2997; 

Malyan Michel 1997)- 

The participants al1 agreed that no forma1 relationship has ever existed between Parks 

Canada and KKTC. According to Chief Sophie Pierre (1997), the only time Parks Canada 

communicates with the tribal council is when a new employment equity program cornes on 

Stream and Parks Canada needs Aboriginal employees to fil1 seasonal positions. Othenvise, 

Parks Canada does not consult or involve KKTC in any of its planning or management decisions 

(Columbia Lake Band Council i997; Ox Eugene 1997; Chief Sophie Pierre 1997). This federal 

policy has undoubtedly infiuenced the KKTC's perception of national parks. 

6.2.4 Impacts of National Parks on the Ktunaxa People 

The creation of nationaI parks in the Canadian rockies coincided with the establishment 

of Indian reserves in British Columbia. Because these events took place within a few years of 

each other, and because a great deal of time has elapsed since the creation of these national parks, 

it is difficult to disassociate the impacts of the national parks fkom other government policies . 

and actions. Nevertheless, because national parks are discrete land areas managed under a single 

regulatory scheme, it is possible to document how the establishment of the national parks has 

affected the Ktunaxa- 

As mentioned above, most participants acknowledged that the national parks had 

protected certain regions of KKTC's traditional temtory fiorn resource extraction and human 

settlement (Violet Birdstone 1997; Phyllis Nicholas 1997; Chief Sophie Pierre 1997; Chris 



Sanchez 1997). However, the participants suggested that the negative impacts of the national 

park regdations which consistently excluded traditional Aboriginal ac tivities fkom within 

national parks far overshadowed and negated any benefits. As Phyllis Nicholas observed: 

1 guess there's some good about putting the park there. But then there's others deals that 
we're not ailowed to. You know something that would fit - like you know soapberries, 
there's lots of soapbemes out there. And like other things, you know like pick there and we 
can't. But then they're protecting stuff there too but there also we can't do what our 
ancestors done- 

When there was no road there they still get there. You're speaking o f  the red earth 
[ochre], they used to go all the way there to take sorne. That's what they'used for their . . . 
[paint] you know. Everybody went there and got them that red earth and now we don't do 
that. Properly, how do you put it now? We're not allowed to take stuff out of there or even 
break a branche 

Dan Gravelle (1997), councilor and the band manager for the Tobacco Plains Band, 

explained that denying the Ktunaxa the use of their traditional land base is the equivalent of 

alienating part of KKTC's traditional temtory since both effectively suppress the cultural 

expression of the Ktunaxa people. Dan Gravelle (1997) was also concerned that even though 

traditional sites have been protected by their inadvertent inclusion within the national parks, 

they may still be disturbed or eroded by tourists who may be unaware or insensitive to the 

cultural importance of these sites. Unfortunately, the Likelihood of this occurring is far too real 

for the Ktunaxa who have witnessed the desecration of culturally significant sites within the Top 

of the World Provincial Park afier a television broadcast of a documentary f i lm describing the 

sites (Thomas Munson 1997). According to King and Townsend (n.d.), damaging traditional 

cultural places may profoundly effect a communities sense of itself and of its past. 

The vast majority of negative impacts identified by the elders can be attributed to the 

exclusionary policy of past and current park management regimes. The impacts consist of the 

inability of the Khuiaxa people to practice traditional activities such as gathering of plants, 



berries and medicines; harvesting of roots and fish; hunting of wildlife; and fieedorn to 

participate in religious ceremonies. As Leo Williams (1997) explained: 

#en they came in to establish these parks, they were suppose to pay so much for 
compensation to the Indians for taking away their hunting gromds, fishing grounds, and 
where they gather plants, medicinal plants, and other things like that. At Vermilion where 
they have the paint pots, those things that were put in Ktunaxa [Kootenay] Park, we're not 
allowed to take out- 

That's until they Say they want us to practice our culture now. And they fence in a lot of 
what our ancestors iised to do, used to use for medicinal purposes and the paint pots. 

Rick Gravelle (1997) of the Tobacco Plains Band concurred: 

The Kootenay River, if you follow it right up to the very very end, all the way up the 
headwaters, itts in the park. And some of those plants and things we use to use for medicine 
and stuff. People weren't able to go up there and get them, and a lot of that was lost. And 
some of those plants don't grow in the lower elevation, they just g o w  up in the headwaters 
and things. 

The elders felt that by excluding al1 subsistence harvesting activities, the national park 

regdatory scheme denies them their preferred use of the natural resources. Chris Sanchez, the 

Director of the Traditional Use Study for the Ktunaxa, explained that a Ktunaxa elder would 

choose to go to a national park for reasons far diffèrent fiom those of a non-Aboriginal traveler: 

If you were to ask Malyan [a Ktunaxa elder] to go to those parks, she's probably not 
going to go sit at a picnic table, have a picnic lunch, throw her waste into the basket, and 
then drive out. There are other things that you are going to go there for, that we are going to 
go there for. Emphasis is placed on other things, still p h a r i l y  the traditional use in the 
area. Things that we gather, things that are important to us. 

According to Chris Sanchez (1997), establishment of the national parks also divided 

family units by creating an artificial boundary between the Abonginal people of British 

Columbia and those in Alberta. The inability of Khinaxa people to fieely û-avel through national 

parks profoundly affected the relationships between the Ktunaxa, the Stoneys, and the Scarcee: 

C a t e ~ g  to the social current of the tirne and changing political whim, everybody thought 
that Indians were going to kill al1 the animals. . . . So at that point they said therets no more 
hunting allowed here, so then we continued to cross there and then there was concern that 



they can still make bows and arrows even if you take their guns when they enter the park. 
So at some.point it was made policy that native people were not to cross there at all. 

My understanding is that this had profound effect on the relationship between Kootenay 
people, the Stoney people, and the Scarcee or Tsu-tina as well, because there was 
intermarriage, there was cornmunication, there were very complex agreements between our 
people and their people regarding salmon fishing, b d a l o  hunting, and control of resources. 
So before the establishment of the park there were agreements in place, treaties if you will. 
There were understandings between people that there needed to be sustainable management 
of fish and wildlife in the area and it happened many bines. This understanding was 
disavowed by people of a h e  of rnind; we don't know that, we're gohg to do this, and we 
don't care what was there before hand, 

And when they came and created controlled conditions of nature which 1 think was much 
more damaging to the natüral habitat and the environment they also completely separated 
several nations and tore families apart. It was 50 years before some of those people realized 
who their families were and they could afford vehicles and gas to cross through the park. 
Using the park areas to separate people should never have been an issue in the first place. 

Although it is difficult to determine if the national park regdations were solely responsible for 

this impact, it is evident that the national parks policy contrïbuted to the disruption of the social 

fabric of the Aboriginal communities in the vicinity of the Roc@ Mountain Parks. 

6.2.5 Improvkg the Relahonship of KKTC and Parks Canada 

a) Recognition of History 

Several KKTC representatives who participated in the i n t e ~ e w s  and focus groups felt 

that the relationship of KKTC and Parks Canada could be improved and suggested ways of 

doing so. The suggestions al1 involve enhancing Parks Canada's awareness of the history and 

culture of the ~ tun&a .  The initial step would involve improving Parks Canada's understanding 

of the history of the Ktunaxa which preceded the establishment of the national park, and the role 

the Ktunaxa people played in m o d i m g  and shaping the ecosystem currently protected by 

national parks. The second step would be to acknowledge the important contribution of the 

Kninaxa people in the development of transportation comdors that were later used by  European 



explorers. Both of these historical refkements could be prominently depicted in interpretive 

information available to visitors. The third step, potentially the most dificult for Parks Canada, 

would involve recognizing that the Ktunaxa culture continues to exist today and is not ancient 

history. This symbolic gesture which fÏrst appears to be fakly innocuous could create a serious 

dilemma for Parks Canada because of the important ramification such an acknowledgment could 

have for curent management practices in long-estabiished national parks. If Park Canada were 

to recognize the historical and contiming existence of the Ktunaxa culture, the Ktunaxâ people 

could reasonably argue that in order to ensure the continued viability of their culture, they need 

to be able to participate in activities which they view as integral to their culture. These could 

include participating in cultural activities and sustainable traditional resource harvesting activities 

within national parks. 

b) Traditional Activities 

Historically, the Ktunaxa people engaged in subsistence barvesting activities throughout 

their traditional temtory. Chris Sanchez (1997) pointed out that "the first thing that needs to be 

asserted is that those lands Cpark area] were used just like any other lands." National parks were 

treated no differently th& any other land afea within their traditional temtory. Individual 

family members engaged in specific harvesting activities depending on their interests and their 

responsibility to the family unit, but these activities were often practiced in combination with 

other activities. Leo Williams (1 997) explaineci: 

You do one thing but that does not mean you alone. We traveled by groups. 1 might have 
hunt, he rnight have been fishing, those women might have been gathering plants, roots, and 
fruits. It doesn't mean that 1 was alone when 1 got there. Being there, occupying these 
places shows that we were there, our ancestors were there, those lands were used. Not just 

. one thing when you ask me if 1 was there, 1 was following my tradition- The tradition of 
my ancestors. They taught me to do it; without them 1 wouldn't h o w  the place. 



Because of the traditional Ktunaxa lifestyle, their Abonginal rights c m  best be described as a 

bundle of inseparable activities or interconnected customs, traditions, and practices. As Chris 

Sanchez (1997) noted, Abonginal activities are more appropriately viewed as the basis of a 

lifestyle rather than individual pursuits: 

It was a very holistic use. You can't ask Leo to go and talk about this plot of land and 
ask: "Did you hunt here?" and he says yes and then you write down "O.K. he hunted here" 
and then leave. Because if you hunt there then you camped there, and if you camped there 
then you gathered there, if you gathered there then you interacted with things there. Then 
you are looking at habitation, it's al1 very comected. 

For Chief Sophie Pierre (1997) it is important that the Ktunaxa people be able to exercise these 

activities throughout their traditional territory , including national parks : 

We should be able to practice some traditional activities that took place within the 
traditional tenitory for thousands of years. The is something that non-Aboriginals set 
aside and yet we practiced the same activities there that we carried out throughout the 
Rocky Mountain Trench. 

Many participants indicated an interest in reviving certain customs, traditions, and 

activities that were historically practiced by the Ktunaxa people but abandoned because of park 

regulations. Phyllis Nicholas (1997) indicated that the very reason certain traditional activities 

have not been openly practiced has been for fear of reprisal: 

They rnake it sound that we just don't want to do those things. They must remember they 
don? want us to do that. How c m  we do it, when they dont allow us to do it? How can we 
do it? We start doing that, they throw us in jail and Say we're breaking the law. 

Chns Luke (1997), an elder of the Lower Kootenay Band, suggested that traditional 

activities could be reintroduced to national parks on an experimental basis, a concept similar to 

the principles of adaptive management: 

There has to be a trust agreement to try something, «, allow certain activities to take place. 
If it doesn't work then you get out. We can find some way of having the activity monitored, 
that way it would be positive for our people and everyone involved. 



c) A Role in Management and Decrîion Muking 

Several participants indicated a need to establish a forma1 relationship between Parks 

Canada and KKTC to ensure effective communication, and to provide a role for KKTC in the 

planning and management of national parks @an Gravelle 1997; Chief Sophie Pierre 1997; Chris 

Sanchez 1997; Leo Williams 1997). Leo Williams (2997) explained that the desire of the Ktunaxa 

is based on a need to be recognized and respected as equal members of Canadian society: 

We taik about land clairns and people think were going to take the land back away fiom 
them and kick them out, No it's not that, the govemments wants equality. We want to be 
recognized and have a voice in parliament. That is what we are after--welre not after the 
land--wetre d e r  recognition; it's our Abonginal nght to be recognized And the only way 
we can help you develop these park is if we have a voice in parliament. That's equality. 

Similarly, Chris Sanchez (1997) felt that a fomalized relationship is necessary to ensure that the 

views and opinions of KKTC are respected and considered in the decision-making process. He 

suggested that without sorne fom of jurisdiction and control, the desires and recornmendations 

of KKTC would othenvise be disregarded: 

We can create a wonderful program, which Canada may not respect because they did not 
give it any teeth. You can have the cure for cancer, but unless you have a way to create 
prototype medicine nobody is going to know. No one will hear about it, it's going to ripen 
upon the vine. Even if we have this great idea which will make that park three times as 
enjoyable, 1 can submit my paper or proposal, that doesn't mean they have to do anything. 

Because there is no money or resources there tends to be very little interest . . . Again the 
question cornes back to comanagement and communication . . . Unless people get along and 
cornmicate, unless people respect each other enough to listen to ideas and to make an 
informed decision. Ifyou look at the top 10 people who make decision for Parks Canada, 
how many First Nations people do you see there? Probably none. 

Leo Williams (1997) noted that the success of such an approach is dependent on effective 

communication and open-minded discussion: 



They have to come to us and speak with us. A lot of them have come a,heady and some of 
them were discouraged by the things we Say and maybe you too will be discouraged. You 
have to look within us, you have to leam about us. 

The success of a shared decision-making approach also depends on the respect of the 

individuals, their value system, and their knowledge base. Unfortmately, Aboriginal concepts of 

resource management and ecological howledge have not been honored in the past because they 

difTer profoundly fiom those of other Canadians ( R C U  1996, vol. 2 pt 2: 425). Chris Sanchez 

(1997) suggested that certain social and political principles common to many First Nations have 

guided the behavior of Aboriginal people with respect to resource access and use: 

People are starting to realize that maybe we [dominant society] don't b o w  the best way 
to do it. And a lot of people are offended by the fact that native people may know how to 
do that better, they just don't like that . . . . If you look at a particular park, it could be the 
way that we think and a way that has rnaintained some of these very pieces of land for a 
long time. . . . 

There are just so many factors, but a lot of knowledge around land use planning and 
management of resources are systems that are the same al1 around the world. We weren't 
the only people to start fxes to keep a healthy forest, but people act like we were these 
roaming mongrels who went where we saw deer and didn't understand the land any better 
than that. But there is very explicit direction that we have within our own ccmmunity of 
what to .do and what not to do and they are not that different fiom what other people do. 

There is this image of native people, that they are somehow still backwards or 
uncivilized. So many Canadians will not take our suggestions at face value because we don? 
have our degrees or seats in professional organizations. 

Even if communication could be improved, a major obstacle still remains. Parks Canada and 

KKTC have fundarnentally diEerent views regarding the appropriate level of protection required 

for land and resources within national parks. Chief Sophie Pierre (1997) explained that for 

KKTC it is important to protect natural resources so that those resources will be available for 

future generations to use: 

In the Top of the World Provincial Park our people went to gather rocks and make tools. 
We lobbied hard for them to protect that area as a park so that it wouid be protected in its 
natural state. This was important because others were going and taking the rocks, and the 
area was being depleted i t  a rapid rate. But we wanted it protected for friture generabons to 



access, so that they could have access to the rocks and undentand the way we made tools 
and weapons. 

In the true sense of the word 'park' these rocks will not be available for future 
generations to benefit fiom. The purpose was to protect it so that we could continue to use it. 
[emphasis added] 

Several participants indicated that the traditional use of natural resources by the Khinaxa 

people is necessary to ensure the sound management of land and resources, and that their use is 

balanced by a stewardship responsibility. Pete McCoy (1997) explained that for the Ktunaxa, 

management and use are not separate functions: 

Denying the use of part of our land is not management. To manage the land properly 
you got to use it. To have the full use of the land, you have to use it. Certain plants would 
die, animals would die. Anirnals would get sick if you crowd them in one park, plants 
would die. So that's not management in that park, that's denial of the use of land. 

For thousands of years Indians lived on this land and did good with it. It survived, it's 
healthy, we managed i t  We used it when we could use it. When they couldn't use it, they 
moved on until they were suppose to go back, they relocated themselves, that's 
management. 

Many participants also pointed out Uiconsistencies in Parks Canada's determination of 

allowable uses. The elders indicated that although Aboriginal uses are banned fkom the park, 

mass tourism is permitted. Most felt that impacts associated with traditional Aboriginai 

activities pale in cornparison to the impacts of Highway 93 which r u s  through Kootenay 

National Park. Chris Sanchez (1997) noted: 

How natural c m  you have that land when you keep ushering people in to look at the 
beauty? It's going to change by v h e  of putting in plumbing, bathrboms, rest areas; you got 
to have gas stations somewhere in there. There are cars going through, there is pollution; 
these people are probably not thirowing everything in the garbage can Iike they should. 

So it's the paradox of taking a piece of land and saying this is gohg to be natural, it's 
going to be wildemess, it's going to be somewhere where we can go and retreat from 
everything else, yet we al1 get into an RV or a car and we drive in. 



For a shared decision-making process to be effective, Parks Canada and KKTC would need to 

reconcile their divergent views on the objectives of national parks and arrive at a mutual 

understanding of the significance of  national parks. 

6.2.6 Synopsis 

The desire of KKTC to participate in traditional activities and r e a b  its role in the 

jurisdiction and control over land and resources within its traditional temtory, should not be 

interpreted as a simply a power stmggle between Aboriginal people and government. The 

Ktunaxa people continue to feel a speciaI responsibility to protect the land within their 

traditional temtory and do not recognize Parks Canada as the sole custodian of the land 

currently within national parks @m Gravelle 1997). The Ktunaxa are not solely interested in 

obtaining a greater share of natural resources, their desires have deeper cultural significance. 

According to RCAP, the recognition, accommodation, and implementation of Aboriginal rights 

and jurisdiction over land and resources is absolutely cntical to achieving the level of self- 

sufficiency and self-reliance desired by Aboriginal communities (RCAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 557- 

68) 



FEDERAL INTIEIIESTS XN KOOTENAY NATIONAL PARK 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The key objective of the federai govemment in negotiaîing treaties with Aboriginal 

peoples in British Columbia is to achieve certainîy with respect to land and resources by 

replacing the exercise of undefined Aboriginal rights over a F h t  Nation's traditional temitory 

with the exercise of d e b e d  treaty-based rights (Canada 1995: 12). The stated interest of the 

federal govemment in national parks is: "to negotiate Abonginal rights in existing federal parks" 

(Canada 1995: 20). According to the draft federal interest paper entitled British Columbia Treaty 

Negotiations: The Federal Perspective (1995), these rights rnay include the participation of 

Aboriginal peoples in cooperative management regimes, special economic, employment, and 

training oppominities, and rights to harvest wildlife. The federal interest paper makes it clear, 

however, that "in the interest of protecting the public interests, the federal govemment will not 

favor the negotiation of arrangements that would provide for the exercise of traditional activities 

in established national parks" (Canada 1995: 20). The distinction made in the federal interest 

paper between existing and established national parks is important to highlight The federal 

govemment has determined that the interests of Canadians in established national parks are 

different f?om those in other existing federal parks, mainly national park reserves. To clearly 

understand why the federal government does "not favor" the pursuit of traditional Aboriginal 

activities in established national parks such as Kootenay National Park, it is'necessary to review 



the curent management regime of this park while paying particular attention to the present 

involvement of KKTC in the management of the park. 

7.2 KOOTENAY NATIONAL PARK 

Kootenay National Park encompasses 1406 km2 of land along the western side of the 

Continental Diride. The park consists essentially of a 7.5-km strip of land on either side of 

Highway 93, formerly known as the Banff-Windermere Highway, which follows the Vernilion 

and Kootenay River Watersheds (fig. 6). The park is one of five national parks representative of 

the Canadian Roclq Mountains. Taken together, Banff, Jasper, Yoho and Kootenay National 

Parks constitute a contiguous management unit of 20,160 km2 h o w n  as the Rocky Mountain 

Park Block (fig. 7) (Canada 1988: 11). Parks Canada emphasized in the most recent management 

plan for Kootenay National Park that these four national parks are to be managed in a consistent 

marner (Canada 1988: 18). The stated purpose of the Rocky Mountain Park Block is to protect 

and preserve a significant part of the Canadian section of the North American cordillera, 

including a representative cross-section of Bora and f m a ,  for the appreciation, understanding, 

and enjoyment of present and future generations (Canada 1988: 7). The paramount objective of 

national parks, as described in the park management plan, is to provide the highest level of 

protection or, where appropriate, preservation to natural resources and processes as well as 

cultural resources, while providing year-round opportmities for visitors to enjoy the wildemess 

character of national parks (Canada 1988: 7). This dual objective is also reflected in the national 

park policy, however, the policy clearly stated that the first priority of ~arks'canada is the 

long-term protection of the ecological and cornmernorative integrity of national parks (Parks 

Canada 1994: 14, 16,25). The management plan for Kootenay National Park also stressed that 



the mandate of national parks applies "not only to the protection of natural resources, but also 

to archaeological and historical resources" (Canada 198 8: 13). 

7.2.1 Protection and Management of Heritage Resources 

Parks Canada is the lead agency responsible for the protection of natural resources in 

national parks. n i e  park management plan directed Parks Canada to give resource protection 

precedence over visitor use and facility development (Canada 1988: 29). In accordance with its 

World Heritage Site designation, Kootenay National Park seeks to protect outstanding examples 

of signincant ongoing geological processes, biological evolution, and human interaction with the 

naturd environment (Canada 1988: 30) [emphasis added]. In addition, the park seeks to protect 

features or areas of exceptional national beauty, and naturai habitats where threatened species of 

animats or plants of outstanding value stilI survive (Canada 1988: 30). In order to meet its 

objectives, Kootenay National Park is said to be managed on an ecological basis with the 

cooperation and coordination of other national parks as well as provincial agencies responsible 

for adjacent lands. Pxticularly relevant to this research project is the direction the management 

plan provided with respect to the protection and management of natural areas, cultural resources, 

hydroiogic and aquatic reso-uces, vegetation, fie,  wildlife, and fish. An important aspect of the 

management plan, within the context of this paper, is that the only mention of theKtunaxa is in 

reference to their prehistoric use of the park. The plan makes no reference to the incorporation 

of KKTC's interests in the development of the park, even though the park is within its 

traditional temtory. 



a) Natural Areas 

The Redstreak-Sinclair and Wardle-Verendrye Areas in Kootenay National Park are said 

to represent natural environments unaltered by human activity where ecological processes can 

operate undisturbed (Canada 1988: 41). These areas are important scientifically because they 

provide valuable benchmarks of natural systems and processes, and are unique to the national 

park system (Canada 1988: 13). According to the park management plan, a greater understanding 

of these areas %lI assist the development of comprehensive and ecologically based management 

strategies" to minimize the influence of humans on the resources and natural processes elsewhere 

in the park (Canada 1 9 88: 4 1). O ther important or representative natural resource themes in the 

park include: 

the geological and physiographic features of the western ranges, and the intemationally 
significant fossil beds associated with Cathedra1 Escqment; 
the geomorphological features associated with fluvial and glacial processes of erosion 
and deposition; 
the headwaters of the Vermilion River system, as well as thermal springs in Sinclair 
Canyon and the pain: pots mineral springs; and, 
the major vegetation zones and wildlife populations representative of the western 
ranges, 

b) Cultural Resources 

The management plan specified that cultural resources include both archaeological and 

histork resources. To ensure their protection, a comprehensive inventory of cultural resources 

has been undertaken in high-use areas (Canada 1988: 39). The management plan recommended 

that a study of the prehistoric 

(Canada 1958: 39). However, 

and historie use of the park as a travel comdor be undertaken 

according to Heitzmann (1998a) no specific studies of the historic 



or prehistoric use of the park as a travel comdor have been commissioned and Little is h o w n  of 

this use of the park. 

Surprisingly, the important human history themes cited in the management plan al1 

revolve around the transportation history of this natural comdor and the histonc exploitation of 

park's resources. These themes are said to include: 

prehistoric use of the park by the Kootenai Indians; 
activities of early European explorers such as Thompson, Simpson, and Sinclair; 
settlement and development of the Columbia Valley; 
industrial extraction of natural resource fÎom the park; and, 
early tourïsm and recreational activities in the park (Canada 1 988: 13). 

c) Hydrologie and Aquatic Resources 

Most of the Vernilion, Simpson, and Kootenay River Watersheds are encompassed 

within Kootenay National Park. The management plan directed Parks Canada to "endeavour to 

ensure the protection of the natural 8ow patterns of rivers" and mùiimize Stream charnel , 

manipulation (Canada 1988: 33). In the plan, Radium Hot Springs and the paint pots mineral 

springs are regarded as significant hydrological resources rather than symbolic cultural resources. 

d) Vegetation and Fire Management 

Kootenay National Park contains a diverse vegetation complex. The management plan 

emphasizes that priority is placed on protecting the vegetative communities by minimizing the 

potential interference with natural processes which modi* the vegelative structure and 

composition (Canada 1988: 34). Although Parks Canada recognizes that f i e  is an important 

natural process which plays an important role in ensuring the succession of vegetation, and in 

maintainhg the stability and diversiv of the park ecosysterns, .the management plan specifies 



that the practice of fire suppression will continue even though the success of the suppression 

policy has altered the natural ecological balance of the park (Canada 1988: 34-35). 

The management plan makes no mention of the infiuence of past human activities on 

forest composition and structure, rnainly because the information on past human activities 

* 

collected through the ecohistory project was not available when the plan was developed in 1988 

and updated in 1994. 

e) WiIdZzj%e Management 

Kootenay National Park provides habitat for a diverse array of wildlife species including 

populations of large predatory species native to the area (Canada 1988: 36; Eagles 1993: 173). 

The management plan directs Parks Canada to take actions to ensure that representative wildlife 

populations are maintained in the park (Canada 1988: 36). These actions are directed towards 

preventing, mitigating, and counteracting the influence of humans on park wildlife (Canada 1988: 

36-37). Hunting is forbidden in the park. This ban is considered important because it helps 

maintain fish and wildlife populations, and facilitates wildlife viewing since the animals become 

accustomed to the nonthreatening presence of human beings (Eagles 1993: 173; Fisher 1997) 

f) Fisheries Management 

The Canadian Parks Service policy allows sport fishing in Kootenay National Park. The 

stated management objective for fishery resources is to ensure the protection of aquatic 

ecosystems and maintain viable native fish populations (Canada 1988: 38). Catch limits and 

seasonal closures are the pnmary tools used to manage sport fishing. The management plan does 

not give pnority to, or make special allowance for, traditional Aboriginal fishing. 



7.2.2 Visitor Use 

The vast majority of visitors to Kootenay National Park are day-users seeking a range of 

opportunities from roadside facilities including picnic sites, viewpoints, and pull-offs. Most of 

the activity is focused on the aquacourt (Ftadiurn Hot Springs) and the Marble Canyon-Paint 

Pots area. The park provides designated viewing and pull-off opportunities with picnic sites to 

facilitate enjoyment of the park experience (Canada 1988: 6 1). A variety of recreational 

activities are carried out in the park but motorized transportation is said to be the-most popular 

activiv. Other activities include cross-country s king, canoeing, kayaking and rafting, bicycling, 

horseback nding, and sport fishing. Commercial horseback riding operations are not permitted in 

the park (Canada 1988: 75-76). 

To ensure that the natural and cultural resources are protected, visitor use is restricted to 

designated trails and campsites, while backcountry camping is not pennitted. Backcountry is 

defmed in the management plan as portions of the park that are inaccessible by private vehicle. 

The majority of Kootenay National Park is zoned for primitive backcountry use (fig. 6). 

Prohibitions against backcountry camping are intended to concentrate recreational impacts to 

designated areas of the park and minimize impacts on the outlying areas (Canada 1988: 45-57). 

Existing facilities include 275 lan of maintained trails, twelve backcountry campsites,. and one 

backcountry shelter. 

7.2.3 Synopsis of KKTC Involvement in the Management of Kootenay National Park 

In recent years, Parks Canada has attempted to build positive relations with First Nation 

communities whose traditional temtones encompassed or intersected natural regions not 

represented in the National Parks System Plan (Olsen and O'Donnell 1994: 2). Parks Canada has 



focused its efforts on forging relations with Fkst Nations whose traditional territories coincided 

with Parks Canada's interest in establishing new national parks (Olsen and O ' ï l o ~ e l l  1994: 1- 

5). In British Columbia, the Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council, the Ditidaht First Nation, and the 

Haida Nation have al1 benefited to some extent fiom this new initiative (Berg et al. 1993: 242- 

246). By contrast, Parks Canada has made little effort to improve relations with First Nation 

cornmunities adjacent' or in close proximity, to already established national parks. The lack of 

KKTC involvement in Kooteaay National Park is a prime example of the distinction made by 

Parks Canada between existing and established national parks. 

Currently, KKTC is not involved in the management of Kootenay National Park. 

According to park officiais, there is no forma1 relationship between Parks Canada and KKTC, 

and there are no agreements or understandings to consult or involve the Aboriginal comrnunity in 

the planning, operation, or management of the national park. Limited communication takes place 

beiween Parks Canada and KKTC and these exchanges generally concern special employrnent 

oppormnities or specific projects such as the ecohistory study that is currently undenvay. 

According to Ken Fisher (1997), the Client Services Manager for Kootenay National Park, if 

KKTC was ever to have a role in the national park, this would have to be determined on a case- 

by-case basis and take place under terms and conditions established by Parks Canada. 

7.2.4 Synopsis of Federal Interest in Kootenay National Park 

The overarching interest of the federal govemment in managing Kootenay National Park 

is to protect the naîural and cultural resources of park. Parks Canada appears to have determined 

that the preservation of natural habitats and cultural sites in long-established parks necessarily 

requires the exclusion of al1 extractive uses of natural resources fkom these parks, fishing being 



the notable exception. Accordingly, in Kootenay National Park and al1 other national parks 

withùi KKTC's traditional temtory, Parks Canada does not provide special consideration for 

subsistence Aboriginal practices Indeeà, pnonty is given to sport fishing and other visitor 

activities. 

According to Dearden and Rollins (1993), Parks Canada's apparent determination that 

traditional subsistence activities are irreconcilable with the mandate of long-established national 

parks is supported by the conservation and preservationist movement. The authors stated that 

for many park advocates, the aspirations of Abonginal peoples are seen as "antitheticai" to the 

purpose of national parks (Dearden and Rollins 1993: 3-4). 

Excluding extractive uses from the Kootenay National Park ailows Parks Canada to 

establish natural benchrnarks, or control sites, for research into the natural evolution of 

ecosystems. Perry Iacobson (1997), Senior Park Warden for Kootenay National Park, explained 

that the preservation of natural habitats enables researchers to study how human activities 

influence land and natural resources outside of national parks. However, the management plan 

indicates that only two areas within the park, Redstreak-Sinclair and Wardle-Verencirye, are 

essentially fiee fiom human activities and therefore suitable for research purposes. 

Eagles (1993) stated that national parks not only serve as ecological benchmarks for 

science but also help preserve genetic diversity; conserve cntical ecological processes; protect 

extraordinary natural features; provide repositories for yet undiscovered nat&al products 

contained in soils, hingi, plants, and animals; and serve as models for developing sustainable 

resource use strategies outside of protected areas. Because national parks provide many 

ecological benefits, Eagles (1993) argued that dl aspects of a park have some infrinsic value. 

However, not al1 aspects of a park are valued equally by those who have an interest in them 



(Eagles 1993 : 160). People value what they consider to be important and this varies according to 

individual and collective preferences, as well as differences between individuals, socioeconomic 

groups, and urban and ruml people (Stankey and Clark 1392). Nepstad and Nilsen ( 1993) 

suggested that values associated with forest landscapes are also applicable to protected areas 

such as national parks. These include commodity, amenity, environmental quality, ecological, 

spiritual, and public use. 

The 1994 update to the management plans of the four rnountain parks suggested that 

only through the integration of human values and scientific knowledge c m  nationd parks be 

managed on a long terni, environmentally sustainable bais  (Canada, Department of Canadian 

Heritage 1994: 4). The integration of "sound principles of ecosystem sciencey' with c'social 

values and community needs" were claimed to be the foundation of a new and emerging approach 

to decision making in national parks (Canada, Department of Canadian Heritage 1994: 4). 

Although Parks Canada acknowledges that the area contained within Kootenay National 

Park was historically used by Aboriginal people, it regards these traditional activities as elements 

of ancient history mainly associated with the movement of people to and Eom the prairies 

(Canada 1'988: 13,39,113; Ken Fisher 1997). The federal govemment does not favor considering 

the pursuit of traditional activities in established parks because it believes that such activities 

may jeopardize the eco Iogical integrity of the parks and undermine the very objective of national 

parks. Park Canada is also concemed that modem harvesting techniques would lead to the 

unsustainable use of park resources because the harvesting effort, or the intensity of the 

traditional activities, would be greater than what it was historically and concentrated on smaller 

areas instead of distributed throughout the entire traditional temtory (Perry Jacobson 1997). 

Moreover, Parks Canada believes that Little additional knowledge of ecosystem evolution would 
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be gained by allowing traditional activities in long-established parks, since it would be practically 

impossible to replicate the historical conditions that prevailed when Abonginal people did utilize 

the areas within national parks (Perry Jacobson 1997). 

It can therefore be reasonably be argued that ~ a r k s  Canada's forernost concern is that the 

interests of KKTC are not isolated to a single national park and that Abonginal issues transcend 

the boundaries of national parks, provinces, and other traditional temtories. This argument' is 

supported by the fact that: (i) KKTC's traditional territory transcends provincial, and 

international boundaries; (ii) the Siksika Nation of Alberta is currently negotiating a timber claim 

to Castle Mountain which lies within BanfTNational Park (Banff-Bow Valley Study 1996: 13); 

and (iii) the Stoney Indian Band of Alberta has requested for several years the negotiation of a 

specific land claim to the area widiin the Rocky Mountain parks (Chief John Snow 1977). 

Allowing traditional activities in one long-established national park could be perceived as  a 

precedent for other First Nations and other national parks, including those in Alberta. This 

would necessarily complicate the management of national parks and potentially require a 

fundamental restructuring of the current management regime in the Rocky Mountain parks. . 
Considering governments' aversion to change, it is uniikely that the prospect of reevaluating the 

current management of long-established national parks will be viewed positiveiy. 



Figure 6: Kootenay National Park: Backcountxy Opportunities and Facilities 
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Figure 7: Kootenay National Park within Regional Context of the Rocky Moutain 
Park Block 
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CHAPTER 8 

IDENTIFICATION OF COMMON GROUND 

8.1 ANALYSIS OF INTERESTS 

Parks Canada and KKTC share similar conservation objectives but disagree as to the 

fundamental ireasons for protecting national parks. AIthough they agree that land and natural 

resources need to be protected fkom industrial resource extraction, they disagree on the means of 

achieving this objective as well as the reasons for protecting nationaI parks. Several factors 

contribute to the divergence in interests, the most notable being the limited scope of Park 

canada's mandate and the difference in assumptions underlying Parks Canada and KKTC's 

decision-making processes. 

The interests of Parks Canada in land and resources is limited to the area of land 

contained within national parks by the scope of their legislative mandate. Although Parks 

Canada has recently embraced the principles of ecosystem management, which require them to 

take into account human activities outside the boundaries of national parks, they have limited 

ability to influence activities outside national parks. By contrast, the Ktunaxa people have 

expressed interest in land and resources throughout their entire traditional territory and feel that 

the designation of smaU pockets of land as protected areas is an insufficient and inadequate 

means of protecting naturai resources. The Khuiaxa feel that an integrated resource management 

approach with a focus on protecting biodiversity would constitute a more appropnate means of 

protecting nahiral resources. Although the provincial government has endeavored through 

initiatives such as the Commission on Resources and Environment (CORE) process and the 



Protected Areas Simtegy ( P A S )  to develop an integrated land use plan for the Kootenay Region 

which protects biodiversity, KKTC did not fully participate in these land use initiatives for fear 

that these discussions would prejudice its eventual negotiation of a eeaty (CORE 1994: 43-44). 

Park Canada and KKTC also share a cornmon respect for the environment which 

translates into an attitude of humility towards nature. Both realize that many factors influence 

the dynamics of ecosystems and that several of these factors remain unidentified or poorly 

understood. An element of uncertainty always prevails in management decisions surrounding 

natural resources. However, the way in which this attitude of hurnility influences resource 

management decisions differs significantly bitween Parks Canada and KKTC because of the 

different assumptions underlying the decision-mabg processes of each Party. 

Parks Canada gives k t  priority to the protection of ecological integrity in its decision 

making, the-premise being that adherence to this principle will protect the integrity of national 

parks for friture generations. The underlying assumption for Long-established national parks 

which informs the decision-making process is that these parks have essentially been fiee of 

human use and occupation in the past (Bella 1987: 152; NCN 1980; McNeely 1993: 25 1). As 

such, the principle of ecological integrity has been used to rationalize suppressing natural and 

human-induced disturbances, as well as to justib the status quo because of the uncertainty 

associated with specific management decisions. Uncertainty surrounding the potential impacts 

of allowiag traditional Aboriginal uses in long-established national parks necessitates a nsk 

adverse approach to decision making. Management decisions have, in turn, contributed in 

themselves to modification of the ecosystems protected within the national parks. The Banff- 

Bow Valley Shtdy (1996: 122-23) noted that the distribution, structure, and composition of forest 

communities have been substantially modified in the Bow Valley because of management 
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decisions, such as the prevention and suppression of fies. The study cribcized Parks Canada's 

decision-making process noting the absence of a consistent process and predictable outcornes; 

the lack of a forma1 rneans to appeal decisions, except to the minister; political or ministerial 

interference in local decisions; and a lack of cntena and policy to guide superintendents in the 

use of their discretionary powers (Hildebrand 1995, quoted in Banff-Bow Valley Study 1 996: 

296-9 8)- 

The study strongly recommended that al1 future management decisions about human use 

be based on the precautionary principle (Banff-Bow Valley Study 1996: 426). As the name 

implies, the principle emphasizes that care and caution be exercised when changes to the natural 

environment are contemplated. The study Iisted a set of commonly accepted premises as the 

basis of the precàutionary principle: 

nature is valuable in its own nght; 
governent m u t  be willing to take action in advance of full, formal, scientific proof; 
people proposing a change are responsible for demonstrating that the change will not 
have a negative effect on the environment; 
today's action are tomorrow's legacy; and 
al1 decisions have a cost. Exercising caution may mean some people m u t  forgo 
opporhmities for rccreation or for profit (Banff-Bow Valley Study 1996: 426). 

It is likeiy that the precautionary principle and its accepted premises will be adopted and 

applied to other national parks. It is also likely that the precautionary principle will guide future 

decisions surrounding the traditional use of natural resources by Aboriginal peoples within 

national parks. 

For KKTC, the attitude of humility translates itself into a philosophy of living within 

the natural Limits of the environment and only taking fkom the land what is required to sustain 

oneself and one's community (Chris Sanchez 1997; Leo Williams 1997). The elders commented 



that in their view, the traditional use of land and resources had evolved over time to become part 

of the forces which influence ecosystems, and that their use was histoncally within acceptable 

limits because it had not detrimentally irnpacted the land and its resources (Pete McCoy 1997; 

Phyllis Nicholas 1997; Chief Sophie Pierre 1 997). However, this use of natural resources was 

based on historical needs and traditions. The needs of the Ktunaxa people have changed since 

European contact (Ox Eugene 1 997). For this reason, reconciiiation necessarily requires that 

mutually acceptable limits be placed on the harvesting of al1 natural resources. 

The underlying differences in assumptions behind the resource management decisions of 

Parks Canada and KKTC guide their respective determination of an appropriate human use of 

national parks and fiels the inherent tension between their interests in long-established national 

parks. These interests can be categorized in terms of the desires, needs, concems, fears, and 

hopes of the parties to a dispute (Fisher and Ury 1991). The respective interests of Parks 

Canada and KKTC in long-established national parks are categorized and compared in table 4. 

The interests of Parks Canada generally involve retaining their decision-making authority, 

maintainîng the status quo, ensuring the continued support by Canadians for national parks, and 

providing equal treatment to al1 visiton. Conversely, the interests of the Ktunaxa/Kinbasket are 

based on restoring and reviving elements of the traditional lifestyle, reaffimiing their role in the 

management of land and resources, ensuring the accurate depiction of their history and cdture, 

and securing opportuities for economic development and capacity building. 

Although the interests of  Parks Canada and those of KKTC may first appear confiicting, 

recent amendments to the national parks policy (1994), which deal explicitly with the 

recognition of Aboriginal rights in newly created parks, reveal that the interests of Pa& Canada 

and those of KKTC are not necessarily irreconcilable (Parks Canada 1994: 24-25). However, as 
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long as Park Canada persists in believing that historicdly, national parks have essentially been 

fkee f b m  human use and occupation, the respective interests of Parks Canada and KKTC will 

remain incompatible, and the emergence of cornmon ground elusive. Tensions that exists 

between the interests of Parks Canada and those of KKTC reflect an outdated view of human 

beings as separate fiom nature. This view of nature uifluenced the development of the initial 

national parks policy in 1886 and continues to guide the management of long-established national 

parks in Canada. 



Table 4. Cornparison of Interest between Parks Canada and KKTC 

Yopes 

defme and delineate Aboriginal -p 
rights 
minimize any disruption to the 
exis tirig management regime 
ensure the ecoIogical integrity of 
national parks 
protect natural benchmarks for 
scientific research 
facilitate visitor use 

retain ultimate jurisdictional 
authority 
ensure the integrity of the 
National Park System Plan 

traditional activities could 
jeopardize ecological integrity of 
national parks 
traditional activities could 
undermine the foundation of 
national parks 
unsustainable resource 
exploitation 
public safety could be at risk 
erosion of national park values 
reduction in size of Rocky 
Mountain Park BLock 
additional financial constraints 
loss of public support 
divert attention to areas outside of 
national park boundaries 
increase visitor use 
economic self-sufficiency 

revive and continue to practice 
elements of traditional lifestyle 
including : 

fkee access to and within 
national parks 
travel fieely to and within 
national parks 
harvest traditional foods 
collect traditionally significant 
resources 
gather traditional plants and 
medicines 
hunt, trap, and fish 
teach, conduct, and 
demonstrate ceremonies of 
traditional and spiritual 
significance 
seek cultural and spiritual 
inspiration 
use shelter and facilities 
essential to the pursuit of these 
activities 

rea f fm their role in the 
management of land and resources 
recognition of history and culture 
respect for historical rights 
respect for tradition and 
lmowledge 
ensure viability of culture 
formal relationship with Parks 
Canada 
degradation of the environment 
desecration of cultural resources 
alienation of non-Aboriginal 
community 

erosion of culture 
l continuation of the status quo 

community self-reliance 
economic diversification 
improved relations with Parks 
Canada 



8.2 FACTORS LIMITING THE EMERGENCE OF MUTUALLY ACCEPTABLE 
SOLUTIONS 

%.2.1 Conflicting Views on Land 

Parks have high levels of support in urban areas of Canada for both conservation and 

recreational reasons, but are very unpopular with many Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal residents 

of m a 1  and remote parts of Canada who have seen their customary uses of particular areas 

eliminated or severely restricted by the creation of national parks (RCAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 522- 

23). Disputes over issues such as pkrk creation and industrial forestry have revived century-old 

conflicts over customary rights and state management of natural resources @CAP 1996, vo1.2 

pt.2: 523). RCAP described this conflict as an inherent tension between two very different 

conceptual views of 'public lands'. The Crowds definition of public lands provides a right to 

the state to set aside large areas of land in the public interest to which access is sûictly 

controlled. This concept conflicts with an older view of public lands which c m  be used to 

provide cornrnunities and individuais with customary rights of access to the forests, with 

resource use being subject to community, not state control. Superimposed upon this debate is a 

clash of two fundamentally different visions of land itself. What Aboriginal people view as their 

traditional territory is treated by govement s  and society as Crown or public lands. The policy 

which prevailed in Canada for more than a cenniry and shaped the present situation, supported 

confuiing Abonginal people to reserves and assumed state control over the land base @CAP 

1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 428). 



8-2.2 Custornary versus State Management of Natural Resource 

Griggs (1990) pointed out that conventional approaches to resource management in 

Canada draw their inspiration fkom the work of Gordon (1954) which f i s t  translated the 

problem of rnanaging the fishery or fish into a workable theory of economics. Gordon's work 

was based on the assumption that fishers act in self-interest, even if such behavior imposes costs 

on the wider cornrnunity of resource users. This thinking was immortalized by Hardin (1968) in 

an article entitled n e  Tragedy of the Communs. Hardin's scenario described how cornmon 

property resources are doomed to overexploitation unless the state assumes responsibility for 

their protection. This argument has provided the rahonal for conventional resource management 

ever since (Griggs 1990: 1). 

The conventional solution to Hardin's 'tragedy' has been for government agencies to 

assume the management of land and natural resources on behalf of the Crown. Govemment 

agencies developed legislation and regulations, made land and resource use policies, and issued 

guidelines. Thesarne agencies who set forth the policies also controlled access to and use of land 

and resources, and monitored and enforced these policies. In making resource decisions, RCAP 

ciearly illustrated that Crown agencies have consistently ranked Abonginal interests at the very 

bottom of the allocation list @CAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 464-526). In this respect, state 

management has meant that natural resources had to be protected fkom their former users. 

In Canada, as in the developing world, a policy to protect resources against their former 

users dictates both how resource rights are allocated and how certain kinds of developrnent are 

permitted @CAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 522). For example, customary Abonginal uses were 

consciously excluded by regulation and policy fiom parks and protected areas established on 

Crown lands. Banffand Yellowstone National Park served as models for designating and 
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rnanaging parks and protected areas throughout the world, and rernain a significant part of the 

corporate memory of land and resource management agencies in Canada, one that, until recently, 

has made it difficdt to irivolve Aboriginal people in management decisions 1996, vo1.2 

pt.2: 522). Consequently, parks have been extremely unpopular among Aboriginal and 

indigenous people throughout the world. 

Under the state management systern, authority has traditionally been centralized with 

decisions being taken by top executives and passed d o m  to the field level for implementation. 

The environment has traditionally been reduced to conceptually discrete components such as 

forests, fish, wildlife, water and parks, al1 managed independently of each other. This has 

improved somewhat since govemments committed themselves to the principles of sustainable 

development and integrated resource management, but the idktnrcture of resource management 

agencies continues to reflect long standing govemment policies and practices, as well as the 

training of resource managers in distinct disciplines such as forestry, biology, and planning. 

Managers invariably bnng to their jobs the systems of knowledge and understanding that prevail 

in those disciplines, and thoçe systems have become part and parcel of the corporate memory 

and institutional interest of resource management agencies (RCAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 525). These 

disciplines share comrnon objectives including a focus on the resource itself rather than the 

resource users. Although this focus has had many positive benefits, it has consistently 

overlooked already existing cooperative communal management systems (Gnggs 1990: 10-20). 

8-2.3 Lack of Cross-Cultural Awareness 

Most Canadians, including resource managers, are generally unaware of the history of the 

Abonginal presence in what is now Canada. As Canadians, we cornmonly assume that when 



Europeans k t  arrived in North America they found a vast wilderness dotted with occasional 

Abonginal settlements. For many, national parks represent wilderness areas 'untramrneled by 

humans'. This iack of historical awareness, combined with a generd lack of understmding of the 

substantial cultural differences between Abonginal and non-Aboriginal people, have created 

divisions within Canadian society. 

8.2.4 Local Experience versus Scientific Knowledge 

Another essential feature of modem management systems is the fundamental divide 

between managers and users. Managers, in effect, become the owners, or at least the custodians 

of resources on public iands, while those who use resources - hunters, fishers, recreational 

boaters, trappers, loggers - become their clients. As with parks, the guiding principle is that the 

best way for state managers to protect resources is to control or exclude users. This principle 

assumes that only managers have knowledge, which is scientifically based, and gives little weight 

to the bxperience and customs of people who harvest resources @CAP 1996, vo1.2 pt.2: 525- 

8 -2.5 Dernand for Greater Public Involvernent in Decision Making . 

Reconciling the interests of Parks Canada and KKTC will inevitably require structural 

changes to the current administration and jurisdiction of national parks. Such reforms face the 

task of not only challenging conventional wisdom, but also overcoming bureaucratie inertia and 

the potential resistance fkom those users who currently enjoy benefits fiom the present system 

(Griggs 1990: 27). However, as the B e - B o w  Valley Study (1 996) revealed, many Canadians, 

including KKTC, want a larger role in the planning and management of national parks. 

Canadians have expressed a desire for greater control over broad policy decisions, the zoning and 
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allocation of resources on Crown lands, and the management of land and resource at the local 

level (Banff-Bow Valley Study 1996). 

Pressure fiom Abonginal people has resulted in experiments in shared jurisdiction and 

shared management Examples of collaborative or participatory decision making have been 

developed as part of land claims agreements in northern Canada. These agreements may provide 

valuable examples of innovative approaches to the management of national parks which reconcile 

the interests of Parks Canada and those of Abonginal people. These agreements have essentiaiiy 

redefmed the relationship between the Crown and Aboriginal goveniments by first respecting the 

rights of Aboriginal people, and secondly, by incorporating Aboriginal people Ui the management 

of land and natural resources. 



CHAPTER 9 

OPTIONS DEVELOPMENT: ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT REGIMES 

9-1 INTRODUCTION TO COMANAGEMENT 

The term comanagernent has been loosely used to refer to a variety of institutional 

arrangements in which govemments share management functions and respoosibility with a wider 

community (Gnggs 1990: 32). Sometimes referred to as joint management, joint stewardship, 

collaborative or shared decision making, comanagement is essentially a f o m  of power sharing 

between govemments and members of society. Although the relative balance of power and the 

details of the implementation structures can Vary greatty depending on the particular 

circumstances, al1 comanagement arrangements involve the participation of community members 

in the decision-making process. 

Comanagement can be viewed as a continuum of varying leveis of cornmuni5 

involvement in the decision-making process. At one end of the continuum, the state retains full 

jurisdiction and management authonty over resource use and allocation (fig. 8). In this context, 

resource management and resource use are seen as separate functions. The curent management 

regime in Kootenay National Park and other long-established national parks described in chapter 

seven within the traditional temtory of KKTC typiQ this form of management regime. At the 

opposite end of the continuum, resource use and management are guided by cust0mar-y and 

principles. The middle ground between these polarized management strategies is characterized 

by collaborative decision-making processes and more equitable arrangements between resource 

users and government. As govemments devolve decision-making power and control over 



resources to comrnunities, the balance of power shifts fkom govemment to the resource users. In 

the field of resource and environmental managemenf shared decision making, or comanagement, 

essentially represents a compromise between a community's objective of self-determination and 

government's desire to retain control and management authority over land and resources. 

According to Griggs (1990), comanagement initiatives are essentially attempts to: (i) encourage 

community independence and self reliance; (ii) provide support for more 'appropriate' 

management; and (iii) counter conflict among stakeholders by es-blishing systems in which ail 

resource users accept greater responsibility for the management of resources. Such arrangements 

seek to redefme the relationships between al1 interested parties so that incentives to work 

cooperatively are promoted and conventional roles of managers and users as guardian and villain 

are modified. 

In order to reconcile the divergent interests of Parks Canada and KKTC with respect to 

the use and management of long-established parks, it is important to identiQ options that could 

be considered during negotiations. Rather than examine al1 possible combinations of  management 

strategies, the scope of the options identification is lirnited mainly to Canadian examples. The 

rationale for limiting the scope of the identification is based on the assuinption that existing 

exarnples of comanagement strategies for national parks in Canada provide an indication of the 

minimum range of options that the federal govemment is willing to consider. Although creative 

solutions !Îom other parts of the world may be of value, these arrangements may not accurately 

reflect the constraints, or fully incorporate the interests, of the Canadian govemment. 



Figure 8. Visual representation of the comanagement/parcicipation continuum 
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An important caveat to this assumption has been expressed by critics of the British 

Columbia treaty process who have argued that elements of northem agreements are 

inappropriate in British Columbia because resource management stnictures already exist in this 

province, and the population demographics of British Columbia are far different from those of 

northem Canada. Others indicated that cornanagement systems do not replace existing resource 

-managernent agencies, they sùnply create an additional layer of bureaucracy. Conversely, 

advocates of local management control have argued that most comanagement initiatives do little 

more than offer resource users token involvernent in decision making (Kearney 1989: 85- 102). 
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Regardless of such criticisrn, comanagement agreements appear to have reconciled the divergent 

interests of govemments and Aboriginal people in northem Canada. 

9.2 CANADIAN EXPERIENCE WITH COMANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS 

There have been a number of attempts to institute comanagement regimes, particularly in 

response to Abonginal peoples' objection to industrial resource extraction and their desire to 

retain a traditional lifestyle based on hunting, gaîhering, and fishing. In fact, comanagement of 

land and natural resources has been an integral coqonen t  of al1 northem land claims agreements. 

Northem territorial arrangements speciQ the shared management responsibility of the 

governrnent and First Nations with respect to fish, wildlife, and national parks, ifthese pauks 

were established concurrently with the land daim setrlement. Intereshngly, prior to the 

settlement of land claims there were no national parks in Northern Canada because Aboriginal 

communities did not support the establishment of national parks. This illustrates the necessity 

of involving Firsî Nations in the management of national parks in order to ensure community 

support for national parks. 

There is a major difference between national parks in northem Canada and the long- 

established national parks in the traditional temtory of KKTC. The northem parks were 

established as part of land claims negotiations whereas the latter were established at the turn of 

the century without the involvement of Aboriginal peoples. 

9.2. L Comanagement of National Parks in Northern Canada 

National parks were established as part of the Champagne and Aishihik, the Vuntut 

Gwitchin, the Nunavut, and the Inuvialuit land daim settlements. In each case, a management 
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structure was created to advise or make recommendations on the planning, management, and 

deveIopment of the parks. Depending on the agreement itself, the duties of the management 

structure may have been strictly limited to the national park or they may have included broader 

responsibilities and powers for the allocation and management of wildlife throughout the daim 

area. Typically, an equal number of government and First Nation representatives were 

appointed to the management bodies, but ultimate decision-making authority remained with 

govermnent. 

The agreements not only ensured that First Nations obtained a role in the management of 

the national parks, they also recognized the continuing traditional harvesting nghts of the First 

Nations and their proprietary interests in significant spiritual and cuItural sites and resources. 

The agreements provided specific training, empIoyment and economic opportunities for First 

Nations members in the operation of national parks (table 4). 

Comanagement agreements have also been successful in British Columbia where crisis 

management led to their development. Hawkes (1995) documented one of the longest standing 

and best known resource use conflicts in Canada that was eventually resolved through the 

development of a cornanagement agreement. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, rnembers of the 

Haida Nation and environmentalists joined forces to lobby for the permanent protection of the 

South Moresby area of the Queen Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. The dispute was finally 

resolved with the establishment of a national park reserve. The agreement between the Haida 

Nation and Canada hcludes sirnilar provisions as the northem land claims agreements, but is 

unique as it contains parallel statements on sovereignty, title, and ownership of the archipelago. 

The agreement does speciQ, however, that the Haida Nation and Canada agree to work together 



to pi-otect and preserve the archipelago's natural environment and Haida culture for the benefit 

and education of future generations (Gwaii Haanas/South Moresby Agreement IWO: 1 - 1 1). 

A similar agreement where an Aboriginal group retained, or in this case, reclaimed title to 

a section of a national park, took place in Australian as a resdt of the Aboriginal (Northern 

Tem-tory) Land Rights Act, 1976. Under the terms of the act, the traditional Aboriginal owners 

were granted fieehold title to a third of the land currently contained within Kakadu (Ayers Rock 

- Mount Olga) National Park. in mm, the Aboriginal owners agreed to lease the land back to the 

goveniment to be managed as a national park (Corde11 1993 : 105- 1 13)- The lease agreement 

provided the Aboriginal people with: (i) an achowledgrnent of their right to live on their land 

and to iteely practice their culture; (ii) a majority representation on the park goveming board; 

(iii) a share of the park's income ~ o m  tourism, special employment, and economic 

opportunities; and (iv) rent for the use of the land as a national park (Corde11 1993: 105- 1 13; 

Wellings 1993: 1-7). This example is important because it illustrates a possible alternative 

outcome.to a negotiated agreement, otherwise known as a BATNA (Best Alternative To a 

Negotiated Agreement). 



Tabie 5: Cornparison of National f ark Provisions in Concluded Land Claim Settlements in 
Canada 

C&A-Champagne and Aishihik First Nation 
CPS-Canadian Parks Service (Parks Canada) 
CYI-CounciI of Yukon Indians 
WA-Inuit Impact Benefit Analysis 
NWbIB-Nunavut Wildlife Management Board 

Summary of Issues and Provisions 

Champagne & 
Aishihik 
(Kluane 

National Park) 

1 Vuntut 
Gwitchin 
Funtut 

National Park) 

l 

Nunavut 
(Auyuittuq, 
Ellesmere 

Lsland, North 
Baffin National 

Parks) 

Establishment 
pursuant to National 
P a h  Act- 

Pnuvialuit 
(Ivavik 

National Park] 

Establishment Establishment 
pumant to  vati ion al 
Parkr Act, RS.C. 
I985, C. N- 14. 

Establishment 
pmuant to ?Vafional 
Parh Act, RS-C. 
1985, C. N-14 

Establishment 
pursuant to Nationa, 
Parh Act- 

Modification of 
Park Boundaries 

Consent of C&A 
required for removal 
of Iands fiom 
national park status, 

Consent of Vuntut 
Gwitchin required 
for removal of lands 
from national park 
status. 

Extensive public 
consultation mus  be 
conducted pnor to 
removai of lands 
from national park 
status. 

-- 

Consent of the 
Inuviaiuit required 
for the removal of 
lands eom nationai 
park status. 

Ultimate Decision 
Making Authority 

- -- - -- 

The federal minister. The federal minister. The federal minister. The federai minister. 

Pianning & 
Management 

In accordance with 
Nafional Parkr Act, 
RS-C. 1985, C. N- 
14; subject to terms 
of chapter 10, 
schedule A. 

In accordance with 
Hational Parks ,4ct, 
RS.C. 1985, C. N- 
14; subject to terms 
of chapter 10, 
schedule A. 
CPS must establish s 
visitor reception and 
information center, 

Subject to the 
provisions of the 
iIB A. 

Managed as a 
wilderness-oriented 
park (Le. maintain 
to the greatest extent 
possible its 
undevetoped state). 
Any change in the 
character of the park 
requires consent of 
the Inuvialuit. 

Wildlife 
Management 
Advisory Council 
Worth Slope) 

CPS must develop a 
management plan 
within 5 years. 

Management 
Structure 

RenewabIe Resource 
Council 

a) Joint 
Inuit/government 
planning and 
management 
cornmittee 
6) Nunavut Wildlife 
Management Board --------------- 

Park Management 
Board 



Champagne & 
Aishihik 
(Kluane 

National Park) 

50/50 representation 
frorn federal 
government and 
First Nations. 

Recornmends to the 
minister matters 
penaining to the 
development and 
management of the 
park. 

CPS will offer C&A 
any fish or wildlife 
harvested for 
management 
?urposes uniess 
:equired for 
icientific purposes 
Ir as evidence in a 
:ourt of law. 

fukon Indian 
lersons have the 
ight of access 
vithout consent 
iom the govemment 
'or ail 
ioncornmerciai 
,urposes. 

Vuntut 
Gwitchin 
(Vuntut 

National Park) 

50f50 representation 
fiom federal 
govemment and 
First Nations. 

Members rnust 
reside within the 
traditional tem-tory 
of the Vuntut 
Gwitchin and be 
familiar with 
renewable resources 
within it. 

Recommends to the - 

minister matters 
perraining to the 
development and 
management of the 
park. 

. - 

IPS will offer 
duntut Gwitchin any 
Ish or wildlife 
iarvested for 
nanagement 
)urposes unless 
equired for 
cientific purposes 
ir as evidence in a 
, o u t  of law. 

h k o n  Indian 
iersons have the 
ight of access 
tithout consent 
rom the government 
3r ai l  
oncornmercial 
urposes. 

Nunavut 
(Auyuittuq, 
Ellesmere 

Island, North 
Baffin National 

Parks) 

Inuvialuit 
(Ivafik 

National Park 

50/50 representation 
fiom federai 
govemment and 
First Nations. 

50/50 representatioi 
from federal 
govemment and 
First Nations. 

a) May advise ihe 
rninister, the 
NWMB, or other 
agencies on al1 
matters related to 
park management. 
Makes 
recommendations for 
h e  development of a 
?ark management 
dan. 
3) Approve plans for 
nanagement and 
xotection of wildlife 
~abitats. 

- - 

Advise the 
appropriate rninister 
on park planning an 
management and 
recommend a 
management plan. 



ISSUES 

Allowable 
Traditional 
Activities 

Harvesting 
Fish & WiIdlife 

Champagne & 
Aishihik 
(Kluane 

National Park) 

Vuntu t 
Gwitchin 
(Vuntut 

National Park) 

C&A have the 
exclusive right to 
harvest for 
subsistence. This 
right includes the 
n'ght to possess and 
transport the parts 
and products of 
harvest, 

,..-~-.--.-~.~~--------.---.-.-*..-. 
C&A have the nght 
to harvest for 
purposes incidental 
to the exercise of 
harvesting nght 

...~..~..-~~____*--**.**.*..*.-..** 

C&A have the right 
to harvest for 
subsistence. This 
right inciudes the 
right to possess and 
transport the parts 
and products of 
harvest. . 

No rights of 
ownership were 
ceded. 

Vuntut Gwitchin 
have the exclusive 
right to harvest for 
subsistence. This 
nght includes the 
right to possess and 
transport the parts 
and products of 
harvest. 
On request of the 
Vuntut Gwitchin to 
the rninister, non 
Vuntut Gwitchin 
may be authorized to 
harvesr. 
Sport-fishing 
permined, 
recognizing that the 
right to hunt for 
subsistence is a 
higher priority. ..*........-.--.--.-..--*-..-....-. 
Vuntut Gwitchin 
have the right to 
harvest for purpdses 
incidentai to the 
exercise of 
harvesting right- ................................... 
Vuntut Gwitchin 
have the right to 
harvest for 
subsistence. This 
right includes the 
right to possess and 
transport the parts 
and products of 
harvest. ---------------. 
No rights of 
ownership were 
ceded. 

Nunavut 
(Auyuirnq, 
Ellesmere 

LsIand, North 
Baffin National 

Par ks) 

The Inuit have the 
unremicted right of 
access for the 
purpose of 
harvesting on al1 
lands, water, and 
marine areas- 

Inuvialuit 
(Ivavik 

National Park] 

Inuvialuit have the 
exclusive right to 
harvest game. This 
right Uicludes the 
right to possess and 
transport legalty 
harvested game and 
to sel1 the non ediblc 
products. - 

Sport fishing is 
pennitted. 

Not specifically 
addressed. 

.-------------- 
Vothing in this 
iection gives the 
[nuvialuit a 
xopnetary interest 
n any wildlife. 



ISSUES Champagne & 
Aishihik 
(Kluane 

National Park) 

Al1 C&A harvesting 
rights are subject to 
recommendations 
from the board and 
Iegislation for the 
purposes of 
conservation. public 
health. or public 
safety. 

Migrutoty Bir& 
Convention Act, 
RS-C- 1985, 
CM-7 

C&A may manage, 
administer, allocate, 
or regulate the 
exercise of the 
harvesting right. 
C&A may be 
required ro mainiain 
a registry of harvest 

Vuntut 
Gwitchin 
(Vuntut 

National Park) 

Nunavut 
(Auyuirnq, 
Ellesmere 

Island, North 
Baffin National 

Par ks) 

A11 Vuntut Gwitchin 
harvesting rïghts are 
subject to 
recornrnendations 
from council and 
legislation for the 
purposes of 
conservation, public 
health, or public 
safety. 

MIgratory Bir& 
Convention Act, 
R.S.C. 1985, 
CM-7 
I985 Porcupine 
Caribou 
Management 
Agreement 
1987 Canada- 
USA Agreement 
on the 
Conservation of 
the Porcupine 
Caribou Herd 

- -- 

Vuntut Gwitchin 
nay. manage, 
idminister, ailocate, 
~r regulate the 
:xercise of the right 
is well as harvesting 
iy beneficiaries of 
idjacent settlernents. 
funtut Gwitchin 
nay be required to 

The right of access is 
subject to the ternis 
of the IIBA and the 
Iaws of general 
application- 

---------------- 
n e  NWMB has 
D rimary 
:esponsibiiity for 
~ i ld l i f i  harvesting. 
?art of its function is 
:O establish and 
nodi@ total 
dlowable harvest 
evets, and adjust the 
lasic needs Ievel. 

-- 

Inuvialuit 
(Ivavik 

National Park) 

-- 

The Inuvialuit 
harvzsting right is 
subject to the laws O 

general application 
respecting public 
safety and 
conservation. 

Migratory Bi& 
Convention Act, 
R.S.C. 1985, 
c.M-7 

---------------- 
The Inuviaiuit are 
responsible for the 
allocation of quotas 
among themselves, 
and are entitled to 
harvest the totai 
dlowable harvest. 



Champagne & 
Aishihik 
(Kiuane 

National Park) 

- - -- - - - 

Upon consultation 
with the board, the 
rninister rnay require 
that a permitilicense 
systern be 
implernented. No 
fee shdl be assessed 
for the permit. 

,--------------- 

Jive, trade, barter, 
iell 

C&A have the right 
to employ both 
current and 
traditionai 
harvesting methods 
and equiprnent 

,----------------. 

C&A have the right 
to give, trade, barter, 
and sell, for 
domestic purposes 
only, the products of 
the harvest among 
thernseIves and other 
Yukon Indian 
people. 
C&A have the right 
to give, trade, barter, 
and sel1 non edible 
products of harvest 
CO any other person. 

----------------- 
C&A have the 
xclusive right to 
harvest hrbearers 
for the ptupose of 
s e l h g  pelts. 

Vuntut 
Gwitchin 
(Vuntut 

National Park) 

Nunavut 
Wyuimq, 
Ellesmere 

Island, North 
Baffin National 

Parks) 

Inuvialuit 
(Ivavik 

Nationai Park 

Upon consultation 
with the council, the 
minister rnay require 
that a permitflicense 
systern be 
implernented. No 
fee shdt be assessed 
for the permit 
Fees shalt not be 
Ievied for non 
commercial uses or 
the exercise of 
harvesting right. 
Aithough proof of 
rnrollrnent rnay be 
required. ---------------- 
Vuntut Gwitchin 
lave the right to 
:rnploy both current 
ind traditional 
iarvesting methods 
rnd equipment. 

---------------- 
v'untut Gwitchin 
lave the right to 
;ive, trade, barter, 
n d  sell, for 
Lomestic purposes 
rnly, the products of 
he harvest among 
hemselves and other 
fukon Indian 
~eople. 
runtut G witchin 
:ave the right to 
;ive, vade, barter, 
nd seII non edible 
roducts of harvest 
I any other person. 

h t u t  Gwitchin 
ave the excIusive 
,ght to harvest 
urbearers. 
luntut Gwitchin are 
esponsible for 
1Iocation of 
rapping 
pportunities- 
,-------------- 

Subject to bilaterai 
agreements, the Inuit 
shall have the free 
and unrestricted 
right of access for 
the purpose of 
harvesting to al1 
lands, water and 
marine areas. 
No fie, ievy, rent, or 
like tax shal1 be 
assessed for 
xcupation 
3ssociated with the 
purpose of wildlife 
iarvesting. ---------------- 
Subject to the terms 
~ f t h e  IIBA. 

nuk have the right 
O dispose freely of 
my wiidlife lawfidly 
iarvested. subject to 
aws of general 
.pplication. 

----------------- 
Furbeareri rnay be 
harvested by an 
Inuk, a person with a 
valid general hunting 
license, or a person 
who as been 
approved by the 
hunters and trappes 
organization. 

For the purpose of 
conservation, the 
minister rnay requii 
the Inuviaiuit to 
obtain permits, 
licences, or other 
authorkation to 
harvest game. No 
fee shaI1 be assessec 
for the permit. 

-------------- 
The harvesting righi 
inchdes the right to 
use present and 
traditional methods 
and to possess the 
appropriate 
equipmcnt, 

The Inuvialuit rnay 
u-ade, barter, or seIl. 
for subsistence use, 
pme products with 
)cher Inuviduit 
~eneficiaries. 

--------------- 
'he Inuviaiuit have 

the exclusive right to 
harvest hrbearers 
throughout the 
Western Amie. 



ISSUES Champagne & 
Aishihik 
(Kiuane 

National Park) 

Vuntut 
Gwitchin 

Inuviaiuit 
(Ivavik 

National Park) (Vuntut 
National Park) 

Ellesmere 
Idand, North 

Baffin National 
Parks) 

Cabins, camps, 
caches, & fraik 

C&A have the right. 
to establish, expand, 
and maintain cabins, 
camps, caches, and 
trails necessary and 
solely used to 
exercise their 
harvesting right. 
The location of such 
cabins, caches, and 
mils must conform 
with the park 
management plan. 

Vuntut Gwitchin 
have the nght to 
cetain and maintain ' 
cabins, camps, 
caches, and trails 
necessary and 
incidental to the 
exercise of their 
harvesting right 
Expansion and 
establishment of 
cabins, camps, 
caches, and trails 
m u t  conform with 
the park 
management plan. 

Inuit rnay establish 
outpost camps in 
parks, except where . 
the establishment of 

-- 

The Inuviduit have 
the right to use 

facilities 
associated with the 

such camps is harvestîng 
inconsistent with the 
requirements of the 
park management 
plan- 
Site location shail be 
determined in 
accordance with the 
terms of the IIBA. 

activities and top 
establish new 
facilities after 
consultation with ti 
management 
authonty. î h e  
location of new 
facilities shall be 
determined on the 
b a i s  of the park 
management plan. 

Economic 
3pportunities 

CPS is required to 
prepare an impact 
md benefit plan. 

CPS is required to 
negotiate an IKBA 
pnor to establishing 
a national park in the 
Nunavut Settiement 
k e a  

Opportunities shoul 
be provided to the 
Inuvialuit on a 
preferred basis. 

Zanada is required ta 
stablish a hiring 
~olicy whereby the 
atio of Yukon 
ndian people 
:rnployed in public 
;ervice positions in 
he park reflects the 
atio of Yukon 
ndian people to the 
otai population 
vithin the traditional 
erritory of hie C&A 
Le., 40%). 

ïhe predorninant 
nurnber of pesons 
mployed in the 
~peration and 
nanagement of the 
mrk should be 
.nuviduit. 
3PS shall provide 
raining to assist the 
nuvialuit in 
palifjing for such 
mployment. 

50% of park 
:mployees will be of 
iuntut Gwitchin 
iescent. 
iiring criteria will 
nclude howledge 
)f Vuntut Gwitchin 
anguage, culture, 
ociety. and 
raditions. 

Preferential hinng 
md training of Inuit 
to be negotiated in 
$e IiBA. 

--------------- 
:on rra& 

Construction and 
Maintenance of: 

Trails 

Ipportunities in 
elaiion to al1 pzrk 
ervices are to be 
iegotiated during 
BA. 
'referential 
xatment to 
uaiified Inuit 
ontractors or ensure 
lat contractors give 
referentid 
eatment to Inuit. 

)pportunities shoulc 
le provided to the 
nuvialuit on a 
~feferred basis. :&A have the nght 

f first refisal. 
:&A have the right 
f first r e W .  

'untut Gwitchin 
ave the right of first . fusal. 

Facilities 
'untut Gwitchin 
ave the right of ftrst 
:fusal. 



Champagne & 
Aishihik 
(Kiuane 

National Park) 

-- - 

C&A have the right 
of first refusai on: 

useofhorses 

.------------ 
C&A have the 
exclusive 
opportunity to 
provide: 

Commercial 
horse riding 
operations 
Commercial 
motor assisted 
boat tours ---------------- 

C&A have the right 
of first refusal to 
establish retaii 
outlets within 
traditional territory 
of C&A. 
C&A have the right 
of first refusai to 
acquire new 
licences/permits in 
the first year of the 
establishment of a 
quota system for 
commercial river 
rafting opportunities 
m the Aisek River. -.----...-...-..-.------.------..- 4 

25% of commercial 
5ver rafting 
~pportunities on 
4lsek River wilf be 
ivailable to C&A. 

Vuntut 
Gwitchin 
(Vuntut 

National Park) 

CPS will include, 
where appropriate, a 
cnteria requiring 
knowledge of Vuntut 
Gwitchin culture & 
history, or Vuntut 
Gwitchin employees. 
,-------------- 

Vuntut Gwitchin 
have the exclusive 
opportunity to 
provide dog sled 
trips. 

Vuntut Gwitchin 
have a preemptive 
option on a11 
business 
oppomnities. 

.-..---...-.-.--..----------.-*..-- 
50% of businesses 
d l  be owned by 
Vuntut Gwitchin 
nms. 

(Auyuittuq, 
Ellesmere 

Island, North 
Baffin National 

Subject to the tems 
negotiated in the 
IIBA. 

[nuit have the right 
of first refmal to 
operate al1 business 
apportunities and 
ventures that are 
rontracted out within 
$e parks, 
Provisions of the 
üBA will speciQ the 
;eed capital For 
:xpert advice, 
ourism package and 
xomotion. 

Subject to the tems 
iegotiated in the 
TBA- 

Inuviaiuit 
(Ivavik 

National Park) 

--------------- 
Inuviaiuit shail have 
the right of first 
r e M  to provide 
organized wildlife 
viewing trips- 

-- - -- 

[nuviafuit ~ h a l l  be 
invited to participate 
in the planning 
process for any 
development on the 
lands avdabie  for 
development and in 
economic 
opportunities arising 
out of such 
development, 



Heritage Resourca 

'nt erpretive 
3isplay & sigm 

Champagne & 
Aishihik 
(Kluane 

Nationar Park) 

C&A shall o ~ n  and 
manage heritage 
resources found on 
settlernent.lands, as 
well as moveable 
heritage resources 
found on its 
traditional temtory i 
these are directly 
related to their 
history & culture. 
f riority in the 
allocation of 
government 
resources for the 
development and 
management of 
heritage resources 
shall be given to 
C U  heritage. 
Government shall 
provide 
documentation of 
heritage sites & 
moveable heritage 
resources. 

Southem Tutchone 
language wili be 
hcluded. 

C&A will be 
consulted prior to 
naming or renaming 
3f places or features. 

During interpretive 
xograms primarily 
melated to C U .  

Vuntut 
Gwitchin 
(Vuntut 

National Park) 

v u t u t  Gwitchin 
shalf own and 
manage heritage 
resourczs found on 
settlernent lands, as 
well as moveable 
heritage resources 
found on its 
traditionai temtory if 
these are directly 
related to their 
history & culture. 
Pnority in the 
allocation of 
govenunent 
resources for the 
development and 
management of 
heritage resources 
shail be  given to 
Vuntut Gwitchin 
heritage. 
government shail 
provide 
documentation of 
heritage sites & 
moveable heritage 
resources. --------------- 
Gwitchin language 
will be included. 

---------------. 
Vuntut Gwitchin 
will be consulted 
prior to naming or 
renaming of places 
3r features. 

Vot specifically 
iddressed. 

Nunavut 
(Auyuittuq, 
Eiiesrnere 

Island, North 
Baffin National 

Provisions for the 
protection and 
management of 
archeological sites, 
and sitgs of religious 
and cuIturai 
significance are to be 
negotiated in the 
W A .  

In fonnation 
disseminated or 
communicated to the 
public shall be 
equalIy prominent in 
one or more of 
Canada's oficiai 
Ianguages and in 
Inuktitut 

Inuviaiuit 
(Ivavik 

National Park 

Not specificaIly 
addressed. 

Not specifically 
addressed. 

Official names of 
places shall be 
reviewed by the 
Heritage Trust and 
nay be changed to 
raditional Inuit 
>lace names. 

Not specifically 
ad dressed. 

---- 

Not specifically 
addressed. 



ISSUES 

Buriai Sires 

Dispute Resolution 
Mechanisnt 

Champagne & 
Ais hi hik 
(Kiuane 

National Park) 

No access by visitors 
without the express 
wrïtten consent of 
the C&A.- 

- 

Dispute Resolution 
Board 

Canada and CYI 
jointly appoint three 
members. 

Vuntut 
Gwitchin 
(Vuntut 

National Park) 

Nunavut 
(Auyuittuq, 
Ellesmere 

Island, North 
Baffin National 

No access by visitors 
without the express 
wrïtten consent of 
the Vuntut Gwitchin. 

Protection and 
management of 
significant sites is 
subject to the terms 
of the IIBA. 

Dispute Resolution 
Board 

Canada and CYI 
jointly appoint three 
members. 

Arbitration process 
subject to the ternis 
negotiated in the 
IIBA, 

Inuvialuit 
(Ivavik 

National Park) 

Not specifidty 
addressed. 

Arbitration Board 

Canada appoints five 
members, including 
the chair and vice 
chair, and Inuviaiuit 
appoint three. 



9.3 BENEFITS OF COMANAGEMENT AGREEMENTS IN T E  CONTEXT OF 
NATIONAL PARJCS 

9.3-1 Benefits to First Nations 

The benefits of comanagement agreements to First Nations in the context of national 

parks are fairly obvious. They enable First Nations to partly r e a f f i  their role in tbe 

management of land and resources within their traditional temtory, while ensuring that their 

views and opinions are incorporated in the decision-making process. They protect a portion of a 

First Nation's traditional temtory fkom industrial resource extraction through enforcement of the 

National Parks Act. Comanagement agreements also recognize the rights of Aboriginal people to 

pursue traditional harvesting and cultural activities within national park(s), and provide a 

rneasure of protection to the First Nation that these rights will not be eroded through the 

discretionary power of future govemments. Usually, the agreements also ioclude special 

economic and employment oppominities for members of the Aboriginal community. Moreover, 

these kinds of arrangements allow the Aboriginal comrnunities to acquire management expertise, 

expenence and authority at a cornfortable Pace (RCAP 1996 vol. 2, pt- 2: 679). 

9.3.2 Benefits to the Federal Government 

The benefits of comanagement to the federal govenunent are much more subtle and may 

partly explain the govemment's reluctance to consider Aboriginal rights in long-established 

national parks. Increasing the involvement of First Nations in the management of national parks 

c m  create a powerful alliance between Parks Canada, Fust Nations, and the protected area 

movement to lobby against indusaial resource extraction in or around national parks (Dearden 

and Rollins 1993: 6). First Nations can assist Parks Canada in conducting environmental 
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research and stewardship efforts, and enhance the visitor expenence through culhiral and natural 

history interpretation programs. In this era of budgetary cut backs and fmancial restraint, 

alliances such as these CF be vital to the continued protection of national parks. Management 

efforts can also be enhanced if the decision-mahg process allows for local, highly specific 

knowledge to be incorporated into decisions. First Nations often develop a refmed 

understanding of the environment and accumulaie a great deal of knowledge of ecosystem 

processes and structure through their relationship with land and resources (Griggs 1990: 34-37). 

By capitalizing on  the skills, knowtedge, and creativity of Aboriginal people, Parks Canada can 

make more informed management decisions. Furthermore, involving First Nations in the 

decision-makuig process may reduce the potential for future challenges by First Nations to the 

authonty of Park  Canada. By explicitly taking into account the views and aspirations of First' 

Nations in the planning and management of the natio~al parks, the relationship between Parks 

Canada and Abonginal people shifts fkom "custodian vs. villain" to one of shared responsibility. 

Park  Canada's operational policy (1994) and the federal interest paper on treaty 

negotiation (1995) both distinguish between the future involvement of First Nations in existing 

and established national parks. Given this stated dichotomy, it appears that the benefits of 

comanagement arrangements to Parks Canada are insufficient to convince the federal govemment 

to consider such arrangements in long-established national parks. The obvious explanation for 

this dichotomy is that Parks Canada requires the support of local Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

peoples to establish new national parks; whereas old national parks do not require the approval 

of any particular group as they have already been established. This criterion, however, does not 

respect the fact that Aboriginal rights and title have yet to be explicitly defined and delineated in 

British Columbia and more specifically in the traditional territory of KKTC. 
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Irrespective of the status of a particular national park, the comanagement of national 

parks in Canada is still a relatively new initiative. Current arrangements have evolved either out 

of crisis management or through land claims negotiation. As a result, the agreements are of a legal 

nature, and for this reason, are inherently inflexible. As such, little effort has been taken to 

objectively evaluate and learn fiorn these experiences. RCAP (1996), however, has evaluated 

other comanagement agreements in Canada and bas provided some insights into how 

comanagement regimes can be improved upon. 

9.4 EVALUATLON OF COMANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS 

In its evaluation of cornanagement arrangements in Canada, RCAP (1996) recommended 

that these arrangements could be improved in a number of ways. These include: incorporating 

cross-cultural sensitivity and flexibility in the operations of cornanagement structures; ensuring 

appropriate representation of community groups in the decision-making process; separating 

technical advice from decision making to ensure objectivity; and developing a management 

environment which is receptive to traditional ecological knowledge. 

9.4. L Operations 

RCAP (1996) suggested that the way in which boards or committees operate c m  be as 

important as their actual powers. The Ianguage used during meetings, the role of traditional 

knowledge, the location of meetings, provisions for training and employment, access to 

independent expertise, and adequate fimding, were all identified as important factors affecting 

management structures. RCAP (1996) also cautioned that operating mandates and techniques 

need to remain flexible and adaptable: "there is a danger that operating mandates and techniques 



c m  become so fixed in stone that they tend to obstnict rather than assist in implernenting the 

spirit of the agreements" (RCAP 1996 vo1.2, pt.2: 675). 

Communication is also identified as an important function of comanagement. Effective 

communication is crucial because traditions of decision making and implementation can Vary 

substantially between government agencies, non-Aboriginal board members, and Abonginal 

communities (RCAP 1996 vo1.2, pt.2: 675). RCAP (1 996) observed that many comanagement 

boards have tended to operate more in the style of government than of traditional Abonginal 

communities. For example, most boards make decisions on a majority vote basis rather than by 

consensus. 

9.4.2 Representation 

Because most comprehensive land daims settlements have been in the far north where 

there are few other interested parties, the boards have usually consisted of an equal number of 

Aboriginal representatives and civil servants. In more populated regions similar agreements may 

be inappropnate. Increasingly Canadians demanding a greater role in public decision-making 

processes, particularly with respect to conservation and environmental protection. Although the 

role of the public on management boards wilI be a subject for negotiation between Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal govemments, carefid consideration must be given to the way in which 

stakeholders are identified and represented in the management system (RCAP 1996 vo1.2, pt.2: 

676). 

9.4.3 Technical Advice 

In the opinion of RCAP (1996), management boards supplement existing resource 

management structures, but do not replace them. Most boards do not have the resources nor the 
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capacity to obtain independent technical advice, and must rely on the expertise of resource 

management agencies. This has led some Aboriginal board members to question the objectivity 

of the information they rely upon to make decisions (RCAP 1996 vo1.2, pt.2: 676-77). As a 

possible solution, RCAP (1996) proposed increasing the capacity of exisîing secretariats at the 

community, regional, and tribal level; and establishing joint resource centers to act as central and 

independent sources of technical information on conservation and management issues. RCAP 

(1996) also identified the need to train Aboriginal people in relevant disciplines. 

9.4.4 Recognizing and Incorporating Traditional Knowledge 

Aboriginal self-management systems are based on what is often referred to as traditional 

ecological knowledge. According to RCAP (1 996), the success of comanagement systems in 

accounting for and incorporating traditionai knowledge varies widely. Key terms in biology and 

resource management do not always have direct translations in Aboriginal languages. The way in 

which Abonginal harvesters define scarcity and abundance may differ substantially fiom the . 

way resource managers define concepts such as surplus and sustainable yield (RCAP 1996 vo1.2, 

pt.2: 678). For this reason, the commission argued that the language of resource management is 

far fiom unambiguous, especially fiom a cross cultural perspective. Cross culmal education is 

therefore crucial to the success of comanagement. 

9.5 CRITERIA FOR INCREASING THE SUCCESS OF COMANAGEMENT 

ARRANGEMENTS 

There is no agreed upon recipe to e n m e  the success of comanagement systems. Griggs 

(1990) suggested that it may be the variability of comanagement arrangements that ensure their 

success. Each arrangement c m  be carefdly scuipted to the individual context and tailored to the 



needs, aspirations, and concems of local communities and resource management agencies. Only 

in this way can comanagement be made 'appropriate' to local circumstances. Nevertheless, the 

theory of comanagement does suggest certain critena or principles to follow in order to increase 

the likelihood of success. The following critena are adapted fiom the work of Griggs (1990) and 

Hawkes (1995), who have developed criteria based on the work of Pinkerton (1989)' Ostrom 

(1990), Berkes (1994), East (1995), Reed (1990) and Witty (1993). 

1. Mutually Acceptable Objectives 

The comanagers of the national parks must agree upon clearly defined objectives for a 

management regime. A common vision is essential to minimize conflicting interests, 

optimize the objectivity of appointees, and ensure the independence of the management 

structure. 

2. Conservation and Ecological Integrity 

A management system must be able to protect the resource base. Ail foms of degradation 

must be prevented and priority given to the protection of ecosystem integrity, recogniziug 

that resource use has shaped the ecosystem. 

3. Monnation Management 

The management system must encourage al1 users and comanagers to share information and 

increase the pool of available howledge. Additional research requirements may be 

identified, and the terms and conditions of future research should be determined jointly. A 

mechanism may be required to merge the research priorities of users, govemment agencies, 

and research institutions. 



4. Community of Users 

Comanages of the resource and the community of users must be clearly defined, otherwise 

equity of access will be problematic. In addition, the rights of resource users must be clearly 

identified. This is especially important for the comanagement of national parks since access 

by outsiders to the land base is encourage& and allowable uses are d e h e d  according to 

historical uses and occupation of the land base withh the parks. Spatial boundaries should 

also be clearly delineated and ideally correspond to readily identifiable biophysical features 

such as watersheds. 

5. Reciprocal Obligations 

A system should clearly specify the responsibilities and obligations of comanagers and 

resource users alike and avoid relying on altruism. A forma1 agreement should be developed 

by the group and agreed to by a11 mernbers. Such a formal agreement is essential for 

establishing an environment of tmst and common understanding among a group, and for 

ensuring that the cornmitment to comanagement is maintained (Gnggs 1990: 38). Agreements 

. should include the terms of financial commitments and speciq sources of fünding. 

6. Allocation 

A management system should adopt a clear mechanism for determinhg the size and spatial 

distribution of al1 resource allocations, and clearly identie the beneficiaries of resources. It 

is not necessaiy that resources be distributed equally among resource users, but the 

allocation must be perceived to be fair. The extent of rights and their transferability must 

also be clearly addressed. Specific details as to what constitutes an agreement--unanimity, 

majonty, consensus--should be made explicit. It should also be made clear as to where 

ultimate control resides, either with resource users, at the level of an elected board or 

cornmittee, or with some superior management body such as a government agency (Gnggs 

1990: 38) 



7- Monitoring and Enforcement 

A mutually acceptable method for monitoring and enforcement should be established. 

Agreements should include details as to how compliance will be rnaintained, how departures 

from the niles will be corrected, and what sanctions will be imposed. Evidence suggests that 

compliance is most enduring and successful when participants are involved in monitoring 

(Ostrom 1990). The management system should not, however, rely on altmism, nor portray 

users as potential villains. hstead, it shouId recast resource users in the roles of comanagers 

with equally valid stakes in resources (Griggs 1990: 38) 

8. Dispute Resolution Mechanism 

There should be an established process for resolving disputes and a clear alternative 

mechanism for achieving decisions in the interim. Mediation and arbitration are both 

appropriate dispute resolution mechanisms, but reliance on arbitration and the courts should 

be rninimized. 

9. Comm&ity Development 

Cornmagement of national parks can lead to direct and indirect economic benefits. These 

benefits are important for the economic diversification of Abonginal communities which c m  

minimize the communities' econornic reliance on natural resources w i t h  national parks. 

Local cornmunity benefits should uiclude direct hiring and training of staff for operations and 

management. To assist the employment of local comrnunity members, the employment 

screening and selection process should be reoriented, where necessary, to eliminate cultural 

barriers. Indirect benefits, such as preferential access to contract employment, s hould also 

be encouraged (Hawkes 1995: 57). 

10. Progressive Leaming 

The management system should explore creative options to improve management. lnformed 

debate over options should be seen as a part of the process of mutual leaming. This becomes 

especially important in a cross-cultural semng where worldviews may be d m i l i a r  or 



poorly understood. The management system should facilitate the education of al1 

participants through the dissemination of information and ideas (Griggs 1990: 39). 

1 1. Adaptability 

A management system should not be so ngid that it cannot respond to changing needs and 

circumstances. This is especially challenging for treaty negotiations where the outcome of 

negotiation is a static document which enshrines the rights, benefits, and obligations of the 

signatories. 



CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSION 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

The intent of this paper was to identiQ and describe selected issues, interests, and 

options in the future management of  national parks within the traditional temtory of KKTC. 

The intent was not to suggest or predetermine the eventual outcome of the negotiation of.issues 

related to national parks between KKTC and the federal and provincial govemments. This 

approach to the research was taken specifically to avoid prejudicing the eventual resolution of 

treaty negotiations with KKTC. 

This paper documents the bistory of the conflict between Parks Canada and KKTC with 

respect to the management of Kootenay National Parks. To do so it reviews: the legal and 

institutional contexts of the conflict, the positions and the underlying interests of Parks Canada 

and KKTC with respect to the management of Kootenay National Park, the current relationship 

between Parks Canada and KKTC, and potential avenues for reconciling the divergent 

viewpoints of E T C  and Parks Canada with respect to national parks. The issues surrounding 

Abonginal rights in long-established national parks are value laden and therefore cornplex. For 

this reason they will not be easily resolved. 

10.2 HISTQRICAL CONTEXT 

Paçt government practices have shaped the relationship between Parks Canada and 

KKTC. Practices which, according to Park Canada, reflected the beliefs and pnorities of 



Canadians, led to the exclusion of traditional Aboriginal activities Eom national parks in the 

Canadian rockies in the late 1800s. 

Since the establishment of the first nationd parks, Parks Canada has adapted its 

management practices to reflect changes in public perception of the role and purpose of national 

parks (Canada, Department of Canadian Hentage 1994: 2).  Policy amendrnents have generally 

been applied broad scale throughout the national park system. However, recent amendrnents 

which provide for the respect and exercise of existing Aboriginal or treaty rights in national parks 

appear to only apply to new national parks and not to long-established national parks. This 

discrepancy in Parks Canada's poticy also manifests itself in the federal interests paper on 

treaty negotiation in British Columbia, and is a result of the continued influence of historical 

perceptions of national parks as wilderness preserves fkee fiom human use and occupation on 

Parks Canada's current management regime. 

10.2.1 Exclusion of Human Activities in National Park  

The foundation of the protected area rnovement in Canada and elsewhere in the worId is 

based on the belief that national parks are wilderness areas untouched or essentially fiee from 

human activities (Bella 1987: 152; McNeely 1993: 25 1). This view of national parks prevailed 

when national parks were f i s t  established in the Canadian rockies, and today, continues to 

inform the relationship between Parks Canada and KKTC. Not surprisingly, treaty negotiations 

are perceived by supporters of national parks and protected areas as a potential threat to the 

integrity of national parks. The national park and protected area movement is concemed that 

treaty negotiations could be settled by transferring land currently within national parks, or by 

allowuig traditional subsistence activities within long-established national parks (Bella 1987: 



152). Yet the view that national parks as essentially untouched wilderness areas is based on a 

lack of awareness of the historical relationship between Aboriginal peoples and their habitat, and 

the role that people play in maintainhg biodiversity in forest ecosystems (McNeely 1993: 25 1). 

10.3 HUMAN INFLUENCE ON NATIONAL PARK ECOSYSTEMS 

Recent research, such as the ecohistory project in Kootenay National Park, found that 

terrestrial habitats have been substantially altered by people, and that past human activity took 

place in what are now considered to be national parks. F ~ r e s t  composition and structure have 

been greatly influenced by past human settlements, the collection of forest products, the 

selection of plant and animal species of particular interest to people, and activities specifically 

designed to enhance wildlife populations. So-called pristine forests are, in fact, forests that have 

undergone significant modification. Virtually al1 of our planet's forests and grasslands have been 

affected by the cultural patterns of human use (McNeely 1993: 251). The result is an ever- 

changing landscape of managed and unmanaged patches of habitat whose diversity is reflected in 

their size, shape, and arrangement (McNeely 1993 : 252). 

When s o c i e ~  decides that a particular ecological snapshot is worthy of special 

protection, it should consider the needs, desires, and aspirations of the people who helped mold 

that landscape and who will need to adapt to changes in their use of the land. In recent years, 

Parks Canada has taken steps to involve Aboriginal peoples in the planning and management of 

new national parks but remains reluctant to involve Abonginal peoples, including KKTC, in the 

management of long-established national parks. The result is a patchwork of management 

regirnes dependent on the era in which the individual national parks were established. For 

KKTC, the result is a poor integration of their cornmunities in the conservation efforts of 



national parks, an outcome whi& has helped shape KKTCYs view that national parks are 

sanctuxies for wealthy tomists to visit. 

10.4 LEGAL PRINCIPLES 

The Supreme Court of Canada has clearly indicated that the purpose of section 35(1) of 

the Constitution Act (1982), is to reconcile the fact that Aboriginal peopIe lived on the Iand in 

organized societies pnor to the Crown's assertion of sovereignty. While the Constitution is 

silent on the nature, scope, and extent of Abonginal rights, the Court stressed that the 

substantive rights of Aboriginal peopie must be defined in light of the purpose of section 35(1) 

of the Constimtion Act (1982). The Court indicated that Aboriginal rights stem fiom the 

historical use and occupation of land by Aboriginal peoples, and that Abonginal nghts are 

particular to a specific Aboriginal group. For this reason, such rights are to be detennined on a 

case-by-case basis. To be considered an Aboriginal right, an activity must be an element of a 

practice, custom, or tradition integral to the distinctive culture of the Abonginal group claiming 

the right. The activity need not, however, be associated with a continuous histoncal occupation 

of a specific tract of land by an Abonginal group. 

Prior to the recognition and protection of Aboriginal rights and title in the Constitution 

Act (1982), the Crown had the ability to unilaterally extinguish Abonginal rights. In order to 

have done so, the Crown must have demonstrated that it had a ccclear and plain" intention to 

extinguish the Aboriginal nght. Failure by the Crown to recognize an Aboriginal right within a 

legislative scheme, and the failure to grant it special protection, do not constitute the "clear and 

plain" intent necessary to extinguish an Abonginal right. The inability of an Aboriginal group to 

practice a particular activity because of government regulation does not elirninate or extinguish 



the existence of that right. The Crown does have the ability to restrict the exercise of an 

Aboriginal right but the justification to do so must be based on compelling and substaotial 

objectives such as the conservation of natural resources, the pursuit of economic and regional 

fairness, and the recognition of the histoncal dependence of non-Abonginal people on a resource. 

Although general principles c m  be drawn fÏom case law, there is no definitive legal 

answer to the nature, scope, and extent of the Aboriginal rights of the Ktunaxa people in 

Kootenay National Park, or other long-established national parks. Nevertheless, it c m  be argued 

that it is doubtful that the Dominion Forest Resewes and Pa& Act (19 1 1 )  necessarily 

extinguished the rights of the Ktunaxa people to pursue prachces, traditions, and customs 

integral to their distinctive culture within national parks inside their traditional temtory. 

Furthemore, given the Court's decision in Sioui (1 !SO), and recent amendments to the National 

Pa& Act (1988) and Park  Canada Operational Guidelines and Policies (1994), it can be 

argued that Aboriginal rights are not necessarily incompatibIe with the purpose and objectives of 

national parks. 

10.5 POTENTIAL AVENUES FOR RECONCILIATION 

Park related conflicts, both here in Canada and elsewhere in the world, have often been . 

resolved through the creation of partnerships behveen Iocal cornmunities and protected area 

management agencies. The agreements generally involve attempts to provide local cornmunities 

with benefits from a park, to ùiclude local people in the decision making and management of a 

park, to inform local people about the conservation values of a park and improve the cross- 

cultural awareness of park managers; and lastly efforts to jointly identie information and 

research needs. These partnerships demonstrate that the interests of Abonginal peoples can 



often be reconciled with the interests of protected area management agencies. However, for 

these partnerships to achieve a certain degree of success, park managers need to reevaluate their 

perception of national parks and the assumptions underlying their management regime. 

RCAP (1996) recommended that First Nations in the treaty negotiation process refiain 

fiom selecting existing parks and protected areas as Category 1 lands, otherwise referred to as 

settlement lands, unless the interests of the First Nation in a specific parcel clearly outweigh the 

interests of the Crown. Settlement lands are generally regarded as areas where Fùst Nations 

have full rights of ownership and primary jurisdiction over land use. Examples where an 

exception would be justified include instances in which reserve lands were unlawfully or 

fiaudulently surrendered in the past, where al1 or part of a park or protected area is of 

outstanding traditional significance to an Aboriginal group, or where a park occupies a 

substantial portion of a First Nation's traditional temtory. Rather than selecting existing parks 

as settlement lands, RCAP (1996) recommended that existing parks and protected areas be 

considered for selection by First Nations as Category II lands, where the Crown and the First 

Nation would share the rights of govemance and jurisdiction, and an agreement would recognize 

the respective rights of both parties (RCAP 1996 vol. 2, pt. 2: 586-87). 

Although RCAP 's (1 996) recommendations provide useful direction for land selection in 

treaty negotiations, they provide little guidance on how to reconcile the interest of Aboriginal 

people to utilize national parks for traditional purposes, including resource harvesting. 

Reconciliation of such interests with the curent management regime in long-established national 

parks is not a trivial matter, and c m  only be achieved through negotiation and a candid 

discussion of the party's needs, desires, concems, fears, and hopes. Some issues such as wildlife 

hunting are highly contentious and may not be supported by national park advocates or the 
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public in general. However, other traditional activities integral to the distinctive culture of the 

Ktunaxa people may be much less controversial and supported by the public. 

The issue that &ses is one of scale. The Ktunaxa people historically pursued resource 

harvesting activities throughout their traditional temtory, distributing the impact of resource 

harvesting activities over a large area. Many of the natural resources once used by the Ktunaxa 

have been detrimentally impacted by industrial developrnent. The Ktunaxa may, as a result, 

view Kootenay National Park as a repository of natural resources, but the rate o f  use must be 

managed to ensure the sustainability and protection of the resources in the park- It must be 

recognized, however, that the efficiency of modem harvesting techniques is far different fiom 

those of the past. For this reason, sustainabifity and resource protection may be best achieved 

through adaptive management by monitoring land uses and evaluating their impacts. Flexibility 

must therefore be buiit into management decisions. Consequently, interim measures, which can 

be developed to be more flexible than treaties, rnay serve as usehl building blocks towards an 

eventual treaty with KKTC. 

The federal and provincial governrnents must demonstrate leadership and initiative in 

negotiating treaties with Aboriginal groups, but they must also recognize and respond to the 

larger interests of Canadian society in the treaty negotiation process and in the management of 

natural resource in general. The treaty negotiation process provides Aboriginal peoples a forum 

to negotiate their future involvement in the management of natunl resources. Public support is 

critical to the success of the negohated arrangements. Since national parks are highly valued by 

Canadians, it is essential that treaty arrangements be developed in consultation with public 

advisory groups, and that bridges be developed between the arrangements negotiated with 

KKTC and the publics desire for greater involvement in the management of national parks. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS - 

The British Columbia treaty process is the mechanisrn by which Canada, British 

Columbia, and First Nations are attempting to reconcile long outstanding issues surrounding 

Aboriginal rights and title. One key objective of the federal government is to develop a new 

relationship with First Nations based on mutual respect and understanding. hstead of arguing 

over the legihmacy of the Aboriginal rights of the Ktunaxa people in existing or long-established 

national parks, Parks Canada and KKTC should initiate a dialogue to explore their respective 

interests in national parks and seek a mutually acceptable solution that would reconcile their 

interests. 

This would require that Parks Canada reexarnine the underlying assumptions behind its 

curent management of existing national parks to detemine which Aboriginal activities, if any, 

are acceptable uses of the parks and under what conditions. To achieve this, Parks Canada will 

invarïably need to enhance its cultural awareness of the Ktunaxa people. Parks Canada should 

focus on identimng ways of accommodating the aspirations of KKTC while still achieving its 

objective of protecting the ecological integrity of national parks. 

Similarly, KKTC needs to evaluate its interests in national parks within its larger 

interests in land and resources within its entire traditional temtory. Given the national and 

international significance of national parks in the Rocky Mountains, as well as the stated interest 

of the federal government in existing national parks, it is unlikely that the federal government will 

be receptive to tramferring national parks as senlement lands to KKTC. Nevertheless, the 

KKTC may be able to play a role of increased irnportmce in the management of national parks. 



National parks could serve as a repository of natural resources not readily available outside of 

park boundaries but traditionally important to KKTC. As such, national parks could play a role 

in reaffinning the cultural identity of KKTC and assisting in the intergeneration transmission of 

skills and values. If KKTC determines that sustainable harvesting of natural resources within 

national parks is an interest important enough to be pursued during treaty negotiations, efforts 

should be undertaken to identi@ potential limitations to the exercise of traditional activities 

which would reassure Parks Canada- 

What needs to be clearly understood is that the in~olvernent of KKTC in the 

management of existing national parks does not spell the demise of the national park system, nor 

is it a panacea for resolvùig the pressing economic and social needs of the Ktunaxa people. 

National parks are but one of many issues that need to be addressed during forthcoming treaty 

negotiations. 

Efforts to reconcile the interests of KKTC and Parks Canada could be assisted by fùrther 

research. This would include research into: the historical pattern use by the Khinaxa of specific 

sites within Kootenay National Park; the significance of this use to the Ktunaxa culture; the 

influence of pst  human activities on the ecology of Kootenay National Park; the attitudes and 

perspectives of Canadians towards the sustainable Abonginal use of park resources; and the 

corporate culture of Parks Canada that leads the agency to distinguish between Aboriginal 

activities in existing versus established national parks. 



APPENDIX A 

KKTC Representatives--Interview 
Introduction: 
1. Which band are you a member of! 

Assessment of ~ a s t  Relationship : 
2. Are you aware of any understandings/agreements which invo lve Ktunaxa/Kinbasket people 

and Kootenay National Park? 
Probe: What are they? 

Are they written? 
II verbal? 

Note: If NO to Question 2, go to question 7 

Have any of these undemtandindagreements had a positive impact on yourself, your 
band, or Tribal Council? 
Probe: In which way? 

Have any of these understanding/agreements had a negative impact on yourseif, your 
band, or Tribal Council? 
Probe: In which way? 

Are there any understandings/agreements with the national parks which you would like to 
see modified? 
if so, please DESCRIBE? 

a) Are there any understandings/agreements with the national park which you think 
should be completed? (Le. Do you feel that there are agreements which might improve 
relations between your band and the Parks?) 

b) Any which you would not like to see completed? 

Assessment of Potential Conflict: 
7. Has the national park had any positive impacts on you, your band, -or your Tribal 

Council? 
Probe: How? 

fi Has it provided job opporhmities? 
fi Has it protected your lands (surrounding lands)? 
fi Has it protected harvesting nghts? 

8. Has the national park had any negative impacts on you, your band, or your Tribal 
Couacil? 
Probe: How? 

fi Has it prevented you from eming a living? 
fi  Has it interfered with subsistence activities @unting, fishing, trapping, 
gathering)? 
fi Have park visitors damaged any cultural resources? 



9. Overaii, has the national park had a positive or negative impact on yourself, your band, 
or Tribal Council? Has this aiways been the case? 

fi If POSLTXVE, how might it be made even more positive? 

fi If NEGATIVE, are there any actions which might be taken to improve the relationship 
between the national park and your band? 

Identification of Land Values 
10. I've recently been reading about aboriginal peoples perspective on land, c m  you help me 

understand how the KtunaxaKinbasket people value or perceive land and natural 
resources? 

11. Given what you've told me, what do you think of the idea of setting aside areas of land as 
national parks or protected areas in order to preserve and protect natural resources? 

Lnterests Identification: 
12. Do you think that you sbare common interests with the park management? 

Probe: What are they? 

13. Are there any activities that you wish you could practise or participate in within the 
boundaries of Kootenay National Park? 
Probe: What are they? 

14. The courts talk alot about activities integral to First Nation culture, do the activities you 
mentionned fa11 within this categorization? 

15. Do you believe that these activities could threaten the ecological integrity (value) of the 
park? 
Probe: Why? 

Building a New Relationship: 
16. Overall, how would you describe your band's relationship with the national park (and/or 

its managers)? 

17. a) Are you aware of any efforts that have been taken to improve relations with the 
national park, or its managers? 

b) Were they successful? 

18. Do you think the relationship between your band and the park is similar to the 
relationship other bands have with the park? 

19. Are there any additional comrnents you wish to make regarding the relationship between 
your band and the national park(s)? 



20. Do you have any other comments? 

Anonyrnous or Qualitative Descriptors of Individual 
2 1. Politicai orientation (circle) 

traditionalist or progressive? 

22. Socio-economïc: . 

Age? Gender? 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATTON 



APPENDIX B 
Park Official--Interview 

Introduction: 
1. a) How long have you worked at Kootenay National Park? 

b) Have you worked in other parks where you had dealings with Aboriginal people 
(Indians)? 
Probe: If YES, how would you characterized these dealings? 

Assessrnent of Past Relationship : 
2. Have you been part of any discussions related to understandings or agreements which 

involve the Khinaxa/Kinbasket people and the national park(s), specifically Kootenay 
National Park ? (Le. formalized consultation process) 
Probe: MYES, what are they? 

Are they written? 
Are they verbal? 

3. Are you aware of any other understandings/agreements which involve the 
KtunaxaKinbasket people the national park(s), and again Kootenay National Park 
specifically? (ie. cooperation and communication) 
Probe: MYES, what are they? 

Are they written? 
Are they verbal? 

Note: If NO to questions 2 and 3, go to question 7 

4. Have any of these understandings/agreements had a positive impact on the national park? 
If so, WHY? 

5. Have any of these undeetandings/agreernents had a negative impact on the national park? 
If so, WRY? 

6. Are there any understandings/agreements involving the Ktt~l;t~a/Kinbasket people and the 
- .  

park which you would like to see modified? 
If so, please DESCRIBE. 

Building New Relationships: 
7. a) Are there any understanding/agreements involving Abonginal people andor their 

reserve lands and the park which you think should be contemplated or completed? 
do you feel that there are agreements which might improve relations or make resource 
management easier?) 

b) Any understanduig/agreements which should not be contemplated or completed? 

8. a) Are you aware of any efforts which have been taken to improve relations with the 
Ktunaxa/Kinbasket people in the ps t?  What are they? 



b) Were they successful? 

9. Are you aware of any other strategies for improving relations with the Aboriginal people 
which have not been used but could be helpful? If so, what are they? 

Assessrnent of any Conflicf: 
a) Have there been any cases where the actions of the KtunaxalKinbasket people living on 
reserves located in the vicinity or adjacent to the park have had a positive effect upon the 
park? 

b) a negative effect? 

Overall, do you think that the national park has had a positive or negative impact upon 
the Aboriginal people living within the area (i.e. on reserves)? 

a) Do you feel the present relationship between the national park and the 
KtunaxalKinbasket people is positive or negative? Has this always been the case? 

b) if POSITIVE, how could it be made even better? 

c) if NEGATIVE, how might this situation be improved? 

Are there any additional comrnents you wish to make regarding the relationship between 
Aboriginal people andor theirreserve lands and the national park? 

Identification of Land Values 
14. You know Kootenay National Park much better than I do, can you explain the me the 

value of the national park? 

15. Do you think you share any cornrnon interests with the KKTC with respect to Kootenay 
National Park? 

Opportunities within Kootenay National Park: 
16. Kootenay National Park is very different from other national parks that were or currently 

are subject to treaty negotiations. But I wonder if certain treav provisions that were 
agreed to elsewhere in Canada are tramferrable or are evem worth considering in Kootenay 
National Park? Can you help me understand how some may be applicable and others may 
no t? 

a) economic opportunities? Why? 

b) protection of heritage resources? Why? 

c) harvesting of natural resources? Why? 

d) temporary residency? Why? 

e) involvement in the planning and management? Why? - AdvantageslDisadvantages 
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Note: Are there clear yetfrexible means of deciding upon 
a) acceptable native use ofpark land 
b) conservation of wildlife 
c) associated economic and cuZturaZ factors 

17. Do you see any advantages of involving the Ktunaxa/Kinbasket people in the 
activitiedprograms of the national park? 

Opportunities outside Kootenay National Park: 
18. Can you think of any oppominities related to the national park that the KKTC may be 

. - -  

able to take advantage of (after the settIement of the treaty)? 

19. Do you have any other comments? 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
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